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Bits and Bytes are Silver; Paper is Gold
Wednesday, July 10, 2013
Until now, my blog has only existed in digital format, a series of 1's and 0's on a drive
somewhere in California (or wherever Google keeps its data servers). But over the past
few months, I've been looking for ways to make a hard copy of this blog, which has
covered  the  past  half-decade of  my life.  I  wanted  a  back-up,  lest  in  some parallel
universe Google should fail me, and hundreds of thousands of other bloggers, perhaps
by an act of God (electromagnetic solar storms, for example). I looked at some of the
blog-to-book sites. They'll "slurp" your blog and put it in a coffee-table type book. But this
would be no quick fix- If I was going to shell out $19.99, then I'd want to do a decent job
with the editing and formatting. Something that could be on my family's own kitchen table.
That  editing  task  could  be formidable...  But  by  fortune and chance,  I  came across
Blogbooker . It's a free service, supported by donations. And it's fairly simple to use. To
me, it's that type of discovery that gives you a thrill-- (just like how I found Youtube for the
first  time some years back).  The result? A complete PDF. Not just  that,  but it  auto-
assembles a Table of Contents based on chronology. I chose oldest to newest. The book
is an utilitarian product; with a PDF creating/editing program, I'll be able to jazz up the
cover, write a dedication, and so forth. I know that question will be asked: can I get a
copy of the book? Sure! Email me at atticussawatzki (at.) gmail (dot.) com. In like spirit,
I'm offering this as a free service. Check out blogbooker at www.blogbooker.com

The Bag Tax Game
Thursday, August 01, 2013
I've been wondering, if given the two choices, which is the more economical choice for
the grocery consumer: A bag tax or a sales tax on groceries? Of course, a bag tax (or
bag fee, as some newspapers put it)  is avoidable-- just bring your own bag. So the
following exercise is for  those who don't  want to change their  behaviors:  -I  had the
opportunity to test this idea when I went Chinese-grocery shopping in Fairfax, Virginia
with Mother. Fairfax does not have a bag tax, and the State of Virginia charges a 2.5%
tax on groceries, so of the $52.00 grocery bill, $1.30 went to the Governor's pot. And we
got 12 plastic bags from the trip. -In the City of Washington, DC, there is no sales tax on
groceries (soft drinks aside), but grocery bags (paper and plastic) are taxed at a nickel
each. So 12 bags would cost 60 cents in all. --Thus, if the choice ever came up between
implementing a grocery tax and a bag tax, go with the 5-cent bag tax. However, there are
some cities that have chosen to be more "progressive" with the bag tax. At 10 cents per
bag, as Los Angeles charges for paper bags*, a sales tax on groceries could be a better
option for those refusing to part with their disposable grocery bags. The bag tax vs.
grocery tax argument is pertinent in DC because our bag tax is applied only at food
sellers, many of which fall under the tax-free grocery category. Therefore, your Neiman
Marcus bag is still tax-free. (The purpose of the bag tax was to cut down on plastic bag
litter; and grocery bags were the main culprits). The number of plastic bags you receive
from a grocer is determined by the volume of the material; or weight, if double-bagging is
concerned. Thus $2 of Ramen noodles can fill one plastic bag before $200 of caviar does
(yes--  I  once  saw  $50  small  jars  of  caviar  being  sold  on  the  shelf  of  Safeway  in
Georgetown, DC). In my example, we had a "well mixed" selection of groceries. Back to
Fairfax, Virginia. Currently, the State doesn't allow cities to have a bag tax. If the green
light was given, politically competitive Fairfax seems unlikely to start a bag tax. However,
some politicians in Arlington, VA (across the river from DC) wish to start a bag tax on top
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of the existing grocery tax. Some of my readers may think that I'm talking about "crazy
and radical ideas". In much of the country, talk of a "bag tax" is a moot and foreign
subject. ("Seriously, that's the way the coastal people do things?") So what do I do in
DC? Many of the groceries in DC offer "bag credits", that is, you get a nickel off your
grocery bill for each of your own bags you use (CVS, Trader Joes', Whole Foods). By
reusing one bag at the grocery store, and getting one new bag, I can continue to expand
my 'stack' of plastic and paper bags at no cost, same as always. And if don't need more
bags,  then I  can enjoy that  nickel  off  the grocery bill.  Thanks for  reading.  *Source:
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/gernot-wagner/la-plastic-bag-ban_b_1580707.html

Where am I now?
Wednesday, August 21, 2013
This latest journey started with a taxi ride to the edge of the world- somewhere outside
Tampa, Florida. My first impression was a grimy one: the ship, at the time, was unloading
coal, with a portion of it coating the ship's deck and the surroundings in general. but the
next several cargoes were cleaner, and the unloading operators more precise in their
work. The short trips this vessel makes have all been in the Gulf Coast. At first, I thought
that she, at 32 years of age, was past her deep-ocean days, (most US foreign-running
ships are under 25 years of age, on account of subsidy program rules) , but she plans to
go back to the deep blue- next year at the age of 33. in these past two weeks, we have
taken her from Tampa to north of New Orleans, to Port Arthur,TX, and back to Florida.
We were north of New Orleans, by some 40 miles. It was empty land, asides from a
Catholic Church, and the bustle of river barge docks along the Mississippi. Other ports of
call have been at vast industrial sites, located out of sight and out of mind from the towns.
So this latest port, in Jacksonville, proved to be the greatest surprise. Within walking
distance was a Kangaroo gas station and convenience store, as well as two bait shops
and Chowder Ted's, a local restaurant. Being familiar with taking a 20 minute taxi ride
from port to civilization (in the US or overseas, it's usually 20 minutes), the proximity of
land-based trading posts was almost as good as the time I spent last year docked in
Baltimore's Inner Harbor ( the Canton neighborhood, which still retains some of the blue-
collar feel, despite ongoing gentrification) Having sailed for both the private and public
sector, my impression is that MSC- Military Sealift Command- "the haze gray shipping
company", chooses the best ports for morale and recreation.Think Saipan or Honolulu.
Out there,it was usually a short ride to an Internet cafe, where I could watch youtube
videos and blog extensively (as well as watch every development in the 2012 Presidential
race- sent in my Ballot from Saipan.) Longer blog posts are more appropriate for writing
on a laptop.

The Nerve Center of Atticus Sawatzki's Blog
Wednesday, October 23, 2013
To write a quick blogpost these days is not typical of me, but I do not want anyone to fear
my disappearance from the written world of the internet. I am slightly busy with what we
call  "Sea  Projects",  due  in  a  month,  and  representative  of  two  trimesters  of
correspondence work at the US Merchant Marine Academy (USMMA). But I have the
time to knock out a post. Just have to pull up Blogger and start typing.

 Perusing the instantaneous source of knowledge and brain-numbingness that is the
internet, I have come across many dead blogs. Ones with insightful posts, and a sudden
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end; others, a quick decline, as if  a feeling of guilt  overcomes the negligent blogger
before he or she give up his or her virtual ghost. Others, oh, they have such a great
beginning, but only two posts were written before abandonment. And mine should not be
one of them, though I seem to spend an awful lot of time between posts these days. So
what am I doing today? An impromptu speech; a thank-you to my dedicated readers; and
to the spike in readership that occurs when I choose a "hot" keyword for my post. (The
most recent spike was written in reaction to my surprise at the "Excessive Profits Board"
that President FDR had proposed).

At one time, my blog had founding principles: 1. To shake up the concept of the "news
room"- aka citizen reporting 2.  Provide a hyper-local  news source for my close-knit
middle  school  (St.  Thomas Choirschool,  NY)  and high school  (St.  Anselm's  Abbey
School, DC) This was back in 2007, when Facebook had just opened to high school
students- and, as high school freshmen, it felt like going to a party without a chaperone.
People wanted to read about each other, and they turned to this blog to hear of the day's
communal happenings. We also have to remember that smartphones were a novelty at
the time, and it was easier to check into my blog (through RSS feed, or by clicking on
"Favorites") than it was to enter Facebook, which required a username and password.
Communications evolves at  a  steady pace,  and,  by  Senior  year,  "everyone"  had a
smartphone with a Facebook app- and this allowed for 'spontaneous combustion'. In
2007, your status was: "Atticus Sawatzki is (fill in the blank)". In 2011, my graduation
year, your status post could consist of that day's personal news. (Ditto with Twitter).
Again, people want to read about each other; and Facebook was the medium where you
could read about all your friends- daily, including Sundays; a media euphony. The last
holdouts gave in and got a Facebook account, giving our class 100% attendance on the
internet site. (The number of active users in my high school class has declined some
since then).

 So now, my blog had earned the charm of print media. Near-daily posts, loved in 2008,
were no longer necessary, since you could read 'all about it' on Facebook. So you could
say Mr. Zuckerberg killed that aspect of this blog. So the natural inclination was to write
longer and more thoughtful pieces- at a less frequent pace. 2011 was my plebe year at
USMMA, and I had learned the message of "don't stick out". So only a few classmates
knew about  my blog-  and YouTube channel.  But  in  fact,  there had been two plebe
bloggers before me: one in the Class of 2013; she wrote thoughtfully of the emotional
context  of  plebe life  and a  classmate,  Jeff,  who entertained the  young men of  the
Academy. Both had the support of a sport's team: Softball and Lacrosse, respectively,
and were therefore buffered from peculiar attention. Now the Class of 2014, through a
friend, found access to my Youtube channel, which I had set on "Private" mode to avoid
the publicity. So then I had to relearn the "Don't Copy my Bloggy" rap to satiate the
sophomores. Then they went out to sea, and that was the last of it.

 Essentially, during those four years of high school, I had satisfied the founding principles.
But it was also a greater force than my blog-- Facebook- which took the baton, and let me
re-purpose this treasured piece of internet real estate called Atticus Sawatzki's Blog. For
those of you waiting for my Blog Book- the print edition- I'm working on edits. I'll admit
here that I'm a little shy about the cynical tone that resonates through some of those early
posts.
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Weekend Commuter Rail Service in DC
Tuesday, December 03, 2013
This weekend, my hometown of DC will join an elite group of cities offering commuter rail
service on weekends. (Among the number are New York, Philadelphia, and Chicago). In
the past, as in the pre-Amtrak days, the B&O line did run a couple of Saturday trips to
and from Harper’s Ferry from Washington, DC as late as the 1970’s. This would’ve been
a fun and low-cost  day trip;  however,  Amtrak consolidated the weekend commuter
service with the long distance train, which multiplied the price of a ticket. Now, 40 years
later, weekend commuter service is coming back on the Penn Line between Washington,
DC  and  Baltimore,  MD.  Looking  at  the  schedule,  the  primary  intent  is  to  serve
Baltimoreans who want to visit DC. Which is a huge complement to us; saying that we
are no longer just a 9-to-5, Monday-through-Friday town. The new rail service is one of
Maryland Governor Martin O’Malley’s pet projects, on the planning board since 2007.
However, there was no funding until this year’s transportation bill. But it was not a post-
recession surplus or economic growth that made the money available for this project, and
a light rail in Baltimore City—it was a hike in the gas tax. Of course, suburbanites and
rural pols were shocked with the audacious plan, but O’Malley represents the inner-city,
and Baltimore City is his base of support (in his 2010 re-election, he carried only the City
of Baltimore, and DC’s inner suburbs, while losing some 20 other counties in the state).
Only in Maryland, it seems, could a city get the state to pay for an urban light rail; or to
subsidize rail  passengers who intend on spending money in DC. But indeed, I  have
wanted this new rail service, and will likely visit Baltimore more often because of it. I feel
that many fellow Washingtonians share this view. Yet as I will enjoy the view out the
panoramic windows of the railroad car, I’ll remember my gas-guzzler-driving high school
and college Marylander friends who helped to pay for my ride to Charm City.

Forty Days Back
Tuesday, December 31, 2013
Since Blogger's timestamps are based on the Pacific Coast Time, this will pop in as the
last post of 2013. Which it is. As for the momentousness of the occasion, tonight is the
end of the whirlwind known as the 2nd Trimester at Kings Point. This year, 2nd trimester
began the Monday before Thanksgiving with Sea Project turn-in (for land-lubbers, this is
turning in 12 credits' worth of work, which midshipmen have hopefully dedicated 40 hours
to  each  credit).  I  then  found  out  that  my  classmates  and  I  had  our  terms  on  the
"Midshipmen  Council"  extended  until  Senior  Year.  This  gave  us  the  task  of  co-
coordinating the Winter Ball, held the weekend prior to the end of classes. I had the joy of
watching the whole show come together. Raffle prizes were purchased, decorations went
up, the DJ set up, and the soft drinks and finger food set out. Festival of Lights, held at
the chapel, featured a healthy turnout for the voluntary activity. The Festival consists of a
series of Bible readings, blessings, and words of encouragement,  interspersed with
choral anthems and Christmastide hymns. New this year was the use of the Jewish altar
setting for the first half of the Festival. It was the first time I had seen it, and I was glad to
have. My goal for any sit-down formal dinner at Kings Point is to leave room for desert. I
was looking forward to the yule log ice cream cake, a Christmas-at-KP staple, but was
wholly  satisfied  with  the  chocolate  cake.  It  was  quite  warm in  the  dining  hall,  and
midshipmen were found in shirt-sleeves. Cigar Night, held after the Christmas Dinner, is
less de rigeur than in past decades; its key mission is to allow sons- and daughters- to
participate in the tradition their fathers partook in. Many of those who did light up a smoke
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found themselves in a skittish mood after one cigar; a sign of the times. I was fortunate to
not have anything to study for Friday, so I lingered around the patio, and engaged in
listening to salty sailor exploits. This was recorded on one midshipman's Go Pro camera.
I arrived home on Friday the 20th. My brother and I rented a car, and caught the early
part of rush hour, since I had a late class. I was bringing home a crate of items that had
accumulated over  the past  two years-  on campus and at  sea.  Namely,  though,  the
contents of this crate were textbooks and graded papers. As is said, the making of an
upperclassman is when he or she views Kings Point  as "home".  Homesickness will
predictably reduce the size of the freshman class by 5 members. Most often, a high
school girlfriend/boyfriend is involved. That said, Washington, DC is still my home port,
and I replenished my gear, including new running shoes and a black tie. I also attended
to housekeeping, including organizing and cataloging the music collection which my
brother  and  I  wrote-  and  still  continue  to  write,  though  at  a  slower  pace  than  our
Choirschool  days.  Happy  New Year  for  2014!

Bob McDonnell's Last Day
Saturday, January 11, 2014
On November 4, 2008, Barack Obama did something that no Democratic presidential
candidate did in 44 years- carry the state of Virginia. And he carried it by 6 points. Also
that day, Mark Warner (D) was elected to the US Senate, replacing the retiring John
Warner (R), no family relationship. Two years prior, Jim Webb (D) beat the incumbent
Senator George Allen (R), and his infamous "macaca" statement, by less than 1 point. So
in 2009, it  came to many as a surprise that Republican gubernatorial candidate Bob
McDonnell held a commanding lead in polls leading up to the November 3 election. His
baggage was a 1989 thesis from Pat Buchannan's Liberty University, in which he outlined
a 15-point plan on how the GOP could pursue a socially conservative agenda through
economic legislation. But he was able to downplay the thesis, and the "Bob's for Job's"
slogan  won  out.  That  night,  he  won  58% of  the  vote,  supported  by  the  traditional
Republican strongholds, the swing counties of DC's outer suburbs, and even Democrat-
leaning Fairfax, a diverse county of a million residents. The margin of victory and the
depth of the victory, transcending racial and cultural lines, attracted nationwide attention.
He immediately became a potential  VP pick.  In 2011, Republicans gained effective
control of the State Senate, giving the GOP control of government in Virginia. With this
power came responsibility and liability; and anything that the GOP passed in the 2012
and 2013 sessions became a potential  projectile  for  Democrats  to  use in  the 2013
elections. Bob McDonnell kept on doing well in the polls. Campaigning as "Northern
Virginia's  Own",  he  came  off  as  business  friendly  (tort  reform,  lower  taxes),  and
concerned about the degradation of the quality of life caused by traffic jams in DC's ever-
growing suburbs. I've heard numerous references to McDonnell's "Boy Scout" image.
That is, until last year, when the Star Scientific scandal came out. It made for a juicy story
involving under-the-table loans and a Rolex watch. Furthermore, there is evidence that
McDonnell went to Florida and promoted the enhancement product- doing the job of s
salesman- while elected to be leading the State of Virginia. Whether laws were broken
will be decided this year by a federal inquiry. For "Main Street" Republicans, the scandal
came at the worst time. The Republican Attorney General, Ken Cuccinelli,now nominated
as candidate for Governor in a fire-breathing party convention, was tied to the scandal.
Had the news broke before the Convention, "RINO" (a term the hard right uses to insult
centrist Republicans) Bill Bolling might have gotten the nomination, and been able to
compete as a "Virginian" against the "Yankee"- Terry McAuliffe with shady business ties.
I was a bit surprised that Cucinnelli led now-Governor McAuliffe (D) until his ties to the
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scandal broke out. Virginians could tolerate Ken's hard-core social views over Terry's
revolving-door business practices; but with the scandal, both candidates were in the
same boat,  and  all  Ken  could  stand  by  was  his  social  views.  I  watched  the  news
throughout  the  election  season  as  business  groups  and  independent  educational
researchers reluctantly endorsed Cucinnelli's plans. I watched as Cucinnelli reached out
to minority communities, including the a council of Hispanic business leaders and the
Muslim  community.  This  outreach  actively  countered  the  claim  that  the  GOP was
becoming the "old white man's party". In the end, Virginia didn't want either Cucinelli or
McAuliffe; the Libertarian, Robert Sarvis, carried 7% of the vote, McAuliffe 47%, and
Cucinelli  45%.  E.W.  Jackson,  the  firebreathing  minister  nominated  by  the  GOP
Convention for Lieutenant Governor, flopped by 11 points. Mark Obenshain, running for
Attorney General, and the most traditional brand of the Republicans in the race, lost by
163 votes out of 1 million cast, and was the "last Republican standing", as it took a month
before he stopped the recount, and conceded to Democrat Mark Herring, now the first
Democratic Attorney General in 20 years. Some on the hard right would say Cucinelli
closed the gap after doubling down on the Tea Party rhetoric once Obamacare started on
Oct.  1.  As  for  nominating  by  party  convention,  the  state  GOP has  no  intention  on
changing to a ballot primary. Today, two open State Senate seats will determine control
of the State Senate until  2015. These seats are drawing national attention, as it  will
determine which party has the "mandate" in Virginia. If the Republicans win one of these
seats, Governor McAuliffe could appear to be an obstructionist if he repeatedly uses the
veto. If Democrats win both seats, the Republican super-majority in the House could
appear to be a "hillbilly  revival  meeting"-  as Rep. Peter King once said about Newt
Gingrich's Republican Party- impeding "progress". An election has been held on one of
those Senate seats,  in  Norfolk,  but  this  is  another  close election that  is  headed to
recount.  The  next  election  is  in  Northern  Virginia,  where  a  Democrat,  a  hard-right
Republican, and an Independent Republican seek to create a three-way race for the seat
last held by a Democrat.

The Loan: Think about it.
Saturday, March 01, 2014
Yes, it's been 6 weeks since my last post. I am aware of that. In the meanwhile, February
came and went, all 28 days. Of much discussion as of late in the USMMA conversation
sphere is "The Loan". The travelling salesmen- or, representatives,- from USAA will be on
campus this month to give loans. With USAA, it's do-or-don't. Your next opportunity to
borrow from this  bank is  in  November.  So USMMA Juniors  should  be giving some
thought to their financial side. And why does this matter? USAA and Navy Federal allows
a select group of 20-year-olds to borrow $32,000 at a low interest rate. (1.25% at Navy
Federal, and 0.75% at USAA). There is a rhyme and reason for this: When Mids and
Cadets at the other Service Academies graduate, they incur moving and living expenses
for their first "duty station" before their junior officer pay begins. This is where "Career
Starter Loan" gets its name. How can the interest rate be so low? Because of the service
requirement  at  four  of  the  Academies,  and  at  USMMA,  the  maritime  employment
requirement. Also, graduates entering the armed forces who take the loan are registered
for an "allotment deduction", insuring that USAA or Navy Federal gets their payments on
time. While USAA has the lower rate, Nsvy Federal allows Mids take the loan on-demand
after starting Junior year. You walk in, and identify yourself on a short form. Signature
loan; it takes less than a week to clear. Another benefit to some is that Navy Federal has
brick-and-mortar locations around the world (Guam, Japan, Bahrain, anyone?), and most
Mids use Navy Federal  as their  primary bank (credit  union).  For  the large strata of
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students who live between above the Pell Grant cutoff and comfortable living, there are
immediate  benefits  to  taking  the  loan.  This  includes  plane  tickets  home for  major
holidays, the ability to purchase a car, and the ability to stop worrying about being short
on cash. While plebe year is the most expensive year fee-wise, Senior year is where the
expenses add up: Class ring-- an essential for Deck majors to knock on doors when they
choose to work shoreside; Ring Dance, and Graduation Weekend*. From anecdotal
evidence, a majority of Mids take the loan in order to finance Senior year. High school job
money stretches only so far. * Parental generosity maximizes at this point. It usually
declines hereafter. That said, there is no stipulation on how a midshipman spends the
loan money. I have crafted itineraries that blow $30,000 in a 3-day weekend (Hint: first-
class flight to Europe, party there on Saturday Evening; then fly to Bangkok, and do the
same on Sunday evening; then fly back to New York, washed-up with empty pockets, a
modern-day prodigal son). That scenario aside, I was informed by one Senior to budget
at least $150 per week for going out on weekends. I took that advice with a grain of salt.
Others take the loan to invest: For the Class of 2014, stocks were a good option; for this
year's Junior Class, a safe option is to arbitrage the low-interest loan with higher-paying
long-term CD's.

Coin In, Coin Out
Sunday, March 30, 2014
In  the  past  year,  a  local  convenience  store  in  town  installed  two  quarter-pusher
machines. The lure of trading one quarter for a handful is always an attraction; but the
real draw is the possibility of pushing over a $20 bill-- or a phone card. I first tried this
machine with the intent of winning a $20 bill. I didn’t get it, so I stayed away from the
electronic bandit, until I came back yesterday with a strategy- win in the short term, then
get out. While waiting for the train, I tried it, getting ahead by $1.25 before setting for a
$.50 win. In the evening, I sought to repeat my success. No luck (or “outlet for skill”) on
either of the two machines: I was $3.00 in the hole. So I decided that the machines were
rigged for the house, and I would stay away from those quarter-pushers- unless I was the
“house”. But what states allow these quarter-pushers, anyway? On many issues, from
raw milk, to first-cousin marriage, to lane-splitting by cyclists, you can find an illustrated
map demonstrating state laws. No such map exists for the legality of quarter-pushers
(coin-in,  coin out).  I  quickly discovered the reason: the legality of  such machines is
regulated  by  states,  counties,  and  down to  the  town level.  At  one  time,  they  were
prevalent in the resort towns on the Mid-Atlantic shore (Maryland, Delaware, New Jersey
and Coney Island, New York). Laws and enforcement have changes. So have the profit
motives: States with casinos were most likely to ban common businesses from operating
the machines. As a result, some of the more ‘puritan’ states view it more favorably than
the pro-gambling states. In more than one case, I read that, even if you have a vending
permit for the machine, you could still be running afoul of state law. What did I discover
when trying to make a map of my own? The easiest way to determine legality was by
reading news articles regarding confiscations of quarter pushers. News articles were
most prevalent in Arizona, California, and West Virginia. In many cases, I discovered that
the machines flew under the radar, until the local sheriff’s office received a handful of
complaints. Because of the localized nature of these laws, the makers and dealers of
these  machines  do  not  post  information  (lest  they  become liable  for  a  customer’s
machine being confiscated); instead, asking customers to do their own research. State/
Legality  Kansas-  Not  legal  anymore California-  No Florida-  Iffy;  some local  sheriffs
consider it a game of chance, not skill. Alabama- Not clear-See Code Section 13A-12-76,
Bonafide Coin-Operated Amusement Machines. Ohio- Not clear- See Section 2915.01,
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Gambling Definitions. Wisconsin- Has tolerated establishments operating up to 5 of these
machines. Arizona- No Oregon- No Texas- No, but tolerated by some county Sheriffs.
Indiana- No South Dakota- No Tennessee- No Missouri- Contradictory laws Minnesota-
No West Virginia- Not anymore North Carolina- No Georgia- See Title 48, Section 48-17-
1 Virginia- 1992 decision by State ABC allows machines in bars, equipped with both a
skill stop and shooter. Did not find a more up-to-date decision. New York- Not allowed in
New York City; operating 1-2 machines does not constitute intent of “advancing unlawful
gambling) Penal Code, 228.35 So if our local convenience store happens to be running
afoul of Nassau County law, at least they won’t be charged with running a gambling ring.
In most cases of enforcement, the penalty is simply confiscation of the machines. And,
reading online forums, some owners of the machines are willing to play this cat-and-
mouse game. Why? The machines are so darn profitable.

Birthday Weekend
Wednesday, April 30, 2014
I  started a countdown to my birthday 2 weeks prior. Then, on April  14, I switched to
counting the hours. I actually went to bed before midnight on April 17 full adult. Unlike
some of my peers, I felt no need to indulge in excess amounts of alcohol, since it will
always be there. And after all, it was the Holy Triduum leading up to Easter, and excess
celebration went against the principles of fasting and abstinence. Upon the request of my
mother, I spent the weekend at home in DC. Despite the importance of the holiday, I still
had homework to do; though our History teacher released us early to enjoy our weekend.
The work doesn't stop- except for the periods between trimesters. Took the Tripper Bus:
traffic was fairly light for a Friday afternoon. I suppose had I left earlier, I could've been in
some traffic. At home was a feast to end the solemnities of Good Friday. (It was 10pm).
The next day, we went to Phillip's Seafood for their lunchtime buffet. The venerable local
chain started on the Southwest Waterfront in DC some years ago. However, due to
redevelopment plans, the two-story restaurant with the big waterfront patio has to close at
the end of the month. So it would be the second and last time that I would enjoy that patio
view on that nice day. It seemed as if some of the staff had headed for new pastures.
Fortunately, there is much demand for experienced restaurant staff in DC. Afterwards, to
help with digestion, we took a walk through the Tidal Basin. The majority of the trees had
blossomed the week previous; however, the newer replacement trees were in full bloom,
and these specimens attracted much attention from tourists of all around the world. A
walk eastward on the National Mall took us to the Shakespeare Library, to the east of the
U.S. Capitol. For a nice day, the National Mall was much less crowded than Central Park.
There was space for recreational activities like Frisbee. In the evening, I attended St.
Paul K Street's Easter Vigil Mass. It was an exciting, almost theatric experience that
brought in the Easter season. "Alleluia, Christ the Lord is Risen. The Lord is risen indeed,
Alleluia". One tradition I didn't remember was that many parishioners brought their own
hand bells- whether it be dinner bells, or thimble bells. And the racket couldn't be more
harmonious. The next morning, I returned to Kings Point. Four-hour bus rides are good
for napping, or getting homework done. Some of the mundane privileges granted to 21
year-olds: Can be licensed as Merchant Marine Officer- yes, this is what King's Point is
about.  I  had a Filipino Chief  Engineer who was licensed at  19,  but  had to sail  as a
crewmember for two years. He got to visit the USSR. Allowed to work as interstate bus or
truck driver Can order cigarettes by US mail  (I  have no use for tar sticks, though...)
Minimum age to serve in a House of Delegates in many states (In DC, 18 is the age you
can be elected to city council)
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Sunday, May 25, 2014
The Republicans in congress are repeating the tired argument that, despite the rate of
inflation since 2007,  any increase in the minimum wage would derail  the economic
recovery. To their credit, though, the Congressional Budget Office reported that many
jobs could disappear at Obama’s desired $10.10 minimum wage. Indeed, job shops like
coupon processing centers; and fast food outlets, which rely on lots of low-cost labor,
would  be hurt  if  their  labor  costs  increased by 39% (not  including the Health  Care
mandate)- the proposed change in the minimum wage. Tell me a business that has a
40% profit margin, and I’ll like to be in it. This is the math that many small and medium
business  owners  and managers  face.  It  is  these owners  and managers  who make
campaign contributions and attend local GOP dinners. They are also the ones who show
up at the voting booth. Yes, since the days of Abe Lincoln, the GOP has always been the
party of business owners and professionals. Now what about the working-class voters
who supposedly replaced the liberal professionals in the GOP? Not as large as a problem
as the media makes it out to be. The majority of the minimum wage and working-class
workers are in thrall to the Democratic Party already. Seeing the results from the 2012
Presidential Election, the majority of those making less than $30,000 per year (or $15 per
hour) rejected the candidate who derided the 47%. The common theme is that working
class whites vote Republican because of social issues and cultural concerns, against
their economic self-interest. But this is not entirely true, since Bubba might say: “The
illegal immigrants are taking our jobs”. Or, the pest exterminator’s apprentice, who is
worried that the EPA will  increase their  paperwork burden. Anyhow, the Democrats
believe that they have a winning message in wanting to raise the minimum wage. Or, on
the flip side, make the GOP look like a bunch of bitter, stingy grinches. To the middle
class Republican voting base, making $30,000 per year, but not yet a manager or owner,
$7.25 versus $10 per hour is semantics. Perhaps, even, they are worried that they will
lose a pay raise, as wages are redistributed downwards in businesses with tight margins.
To others, it becomes a matter of perception of the GOP: Do you feel that your party
cares  about  the  working  poor?  Yes  or  No?  Then  there  is  the  Texas  “miracle”  and
California “nightmare”. To the Right, anything California is doing is self-destructive. To
this element, teaching “gay” in the schools, powerful teachers’ unions, lax enforcement of
immigration laws, and a $10 .10 per hour minimum wage (in “lockstep” with Obama-
Pelosi-Reid) all contribute to the Golden State’s malaise. But Texas has written a different
story over the past 20 years. After putting “that liberal” Ann Richards out of office in 1994,
The Bush-Perry model of social and fiscal conservatism has led to booming business,
better public colleges, and millions of proud Texans. If it works (that is, keep the GOP in
office), then don’t change it. For working-class Republican voters, the reasons for “voting
against  one’s  economic  interests”  are  simpler-  guns  and  religion:  Mistrust  of  the
“gimmick”: After all, the party of Pelosi wants to take away your “assault” rifles while at
the same time give murderers a free pass from the electric chair. Or there is a religious
element: The San Francisco “devil incarnate” promises a pay raise, but only if I vote for
secularism  in  the  public  sphere  and  for  abortion  on  demand.  As  Jesus  resisted
temptation,  so must  I.  This  made it  clear  to  me why some Republicans really  hate
“RINOs”- that is,  fiscal conservatives with socially liberal leanings. One meme read:
“Moderates… they’re more…electable?”, interlaced with sad photos of Bob Dole, John
McCain and Mitt Romney. If the GOP were to be taken over by anything less than a firm
stand on social issues, then Bubba has little incentive to vote Republican. Enter West
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Virginia. Bucking the southern trend, the Democratic Party still wins the white working
class vote. There may be some union influence- particularly among coal workers- but it’s
that the Democrats there know what the voters want. While recent Democrats running for
the presidency have lost  by ever increasing margins in that state.  (Yes, Bill  Clinton
carried  it  twice),  local  Democrats  have been able  to  paint  themselves  not  as  gun-
grabbers or elite secularists, but as “for the working man”. The risk for them is the “D”
next to their name. So they don’t attend the Party Conventions, put a bullet through Cap-
and-Trade, and attack Obama in their campaign ads with as much zeal as a conservative
Republican. With a candidate who is pro-gun, moderately pro-life, opposes the Welfare
Queens, and talks about “securing the (southern) border”, Bubba can be sold on liberal
economics.  As  for  this  year’s  elections,  each  state  has  a  different  dynamic.  In
Massachusetts, Connecticut and Oregon, a redo of the close Governor elections in 2010.
In Maryland and New York, rural conservatives versus urban liberals, with suburbanites
breaking a tie. In Virginia, the GOP wants to reestablish their 1990’s-era mandate by
winning a statewide election for the first time since 2009, despite nail-biter races in 2013
(McAuliffe (D), didn’t break 50%...Obenshain (R) for AG, 163 ballots short of 2 million
cast… GOP control of the State Senate, 11 ballots shy). In the more liberal states, social
issues  have  been  decided,  and  the  minimum wage  has  already  been  raised.  The
question for GOP candidates in these liberal states is if the recalcitrance of Southern,
Western, and rural republicans will tarnish their otherwise credible campaigns.

The Unconquerable Crown
Monday, June 09, 2014
If  you were looking for the synonym for a good time, it’s found with the exclamation:
“PREAK-NESS!”. Preakness, for my classmates, started with travel plans for getting to
Baltimore. Because of parking limitations, only Seniors can keep cars on campus. But
enough seats were found, including some in an RV. Baltimore promised a cheaper, less
stuffy night on the town; and the neighborhood bars provided opportunity for young, white
working-class Baltimorean ladies to meet the collegiate, yet salty, types. Preakness
occurred on Saturday. In high school, some of the “cool” kids went to Preakness. What it
was to them was beach week- without  the local  NIMBY (not  in my backyard)  types
looking to shut down the party. Saturday was the race day. It was a day for casual button-
down attire (unbuttoned shirts  skirted the shirt-and-shoes requirement).  Among the
festivities, California Chrome won the second race of the Triple Crown at 6:10 betting
odds. (A friend took home $160 off a $100 bet for the horse). When Belmont approached,
there was pretty good hype about the dwindling sport. I’m not a horse fan, but I paid
attention. And there are of course some who see horse racing as an outdated practice,
where these pampered horses mask a bleak, invisible world we’d rather not see. But
California Chrome, the horse with potential, was easy to make comparisons to legendary
race horses of lore. I remarked about the similarity between the legendary Seabiscuit
(though never a Triple Crown winner) and the horse in question, California Chrome. On
the first note, neither horse was supposed to be a winner. Seabiscuit was too small.
Chrome wasn’t  of good pedigree. They were bought from the bargain bin. And both
horses were photogenic, and both liked to sleep a lot. But, as has happened 12 times
since 1978, a hyped horse, twice winner, is tripped up by the extra ¼ mile of the Belmont
racetrack. Through a special military member deal with the racetrack, a number of Kings
Point midshipmen were able to attend the race- rather, event- where history could be
made. I was pre-scheduled with a swanky event in downtown Manhattan with the Port
Engineers of New York during the start time of 6:52pm. For those at Belmont, and those
watching on TV, there were several hours of hype before the marquee event. In three
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minutes, it was over. After California Chrome came in two horse-lengths short, it was time
to move on with  life.  Because of  the way the spur  track was designed,  the special
racetrack train station couldn’t handle the crowd. After an hour to two of human gridlock,
the MTA fixed the problem with shuttle buses to the main transfer point some 10 minutes
away. Also happening in New York that night was a Rangers’ hockey playoff game. Yes, I
remember, because it was standing-room only, with heavy police presence, heading back
to Kings Point. That was when I found out that I hadn’t missed history. In 1978, the last
year  that  a horse,  Affirmed,  won the three races (Kentucky Derby,  Preakness,  and
Belmont), Gerald Ford was President, Vermont voted Republican, and the drinking age at
Belmont, in New York, was 18. While they might card for drinks today, they still turn a
blind eye to some things at the race track: I have a classmate who grew up in Baltimore
near the racetrack. In high school, he netted a small profit on the horses. “18 to bet on
the horses? I don’t know about that”. It is of note that the Triple Crown was conquered in
1973 and 1977 as well.

Changes at Sea, 1970- now
Friday, June 27, 2014
The role of women In the sailing ship days of lore, the Captain’s wife was the only women
on board. Far from idle, she was the nurse to officers on board. Mrs. Mary Patten was
one such wife, who cared for her sick husband while helping the remaining officers with
celestial navigation. She had a Liberty ship named in her honor, as well as the USMMA’s
health clinic. Later on, as voyages shortened, and captains left their wives at home, the
women  aboard  were  passengers.  Acknowledging  the  salacious  desires  of  young
deckhands and grease-monkeys, only officers (who presumably had manners) were
permitted to talk with passengers. In the days before insurance liability and port security,
local women were often invited onboard during the extended ports of call. Many sailors
found wives this way, and these “port brides” were often interracial marriages in an age
when it was rare. Today, women are found in all positions aboard ship, in the Steward
and Deck departments. It was a struggle to tear down the masculine wall: though the
Coast Guard had no restrictions on licensing women for sea, the USMMA was the first
Maritime School in the US to admit women to a “licensing” major, beginning in 1974. The
other schools would join by 1981. Even more remarkable is the entrance of women into
the Engine Department. (But old barriers linger: Most women engineering graduates of
the USMMA still pursue alternatives such as military service or government work ashore).
Today,  all  deck  officers  are  proficient  in  terrestrial  and  celestial  navigation  before
graduating maritime school or getting a license. Food on board: predictable today. Dry
staples garnished with local meat and vegetables. Hasn’t been lacking since World War
Two. For food safety purposes, shipping companies plan to stock enough fresh food for a
roundtrip voyage. Non-perishable milk cartons are taken for the trip. The steward knows
better though, and he or she will  ensure that fresh vegetables are brought onboard
overseas. Today, the Coast Guard requires 2300 calories. Since last year, these calories
must be part of a well-balanced diet, thus formally ending the long-gone days of bread-
and-water rations as a punishment.  Eating the dog Out of  respect for the host,  it  is
obligatory that you have a bite of what is offered, even when it is man’s best friend. “I’d
never pay for it, though”, said one captain. Today, ports stays are shorter, so there is less
interaction with locals. And those locals who interact with crewmembers, such as the port
agent, understand American cultural norms: dogs are friends, not food. On my trip to
Korea, lamb skewers were a staple, but the dogs remained no more than pets. More to
Come Later...
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Saturday, July 26, 2014
Subic Bay, Philippines A vestige of our colonialist days, the United States’ Subic Bay
Naval Base in the Philippines remained active until the 1990’s. Before the days of the
“21st Century Sailor”, an initiative that started after the embarrassing proceedings of
Tailhook 1991, the nearby town of Olongapo catered to sailors’ rest and recreational
needs. “Hunkey Dory”- nightlife like that in the 1986 movie “Top Gun”- could be found, as
well as shopping and local culture tailored to the Americans’ tastes. The following website
maintains a list of the hundreds of establishments that sailors patronized. With it, old salts
a n d  f o r m e r  s a i l o r s  c a n  r e c a l l  m e m o r i e s  o f  a  d i f f e r e n t  N a v y .
(http://www.subicbaypi.com/subic_barlist_olongapo.htm) Australia In the days before Asia
became an exporter, and when Mainland China was Red China to the Western World,
Australia relied on American ships to deliver the goods from their trade partner and
defense ally across the Pacific Ocean. American ships headed to Australia could take
advantage of cabotage-protected ports of call  in Hawaii,  Micronesia, Guam and the
American Samoa. As Asia began to make goods in quality equivalent to the US, trade
shifted towards the East. A handful of ships still call on Australia, and the continent is a
wonderful  port-of-call  for cadets lucky enough to be on that trade route. Kaoshiung,
Taiwan Taiwan,  an island nation once estranged from its  communist  neighbor,  the
People’s Republic of China, found its biggest trade partners in Japan… and the United
States. In its younger and poorer days, the US sent foreign aid and armament to Chiang
Kai-Shek’s land. Taiwan’s emergence as an economic powerhouse led to the end of
foreign aid for the nation; and the establishment of trade with mainland China meant that
fewer goods had to be imported from the United States. Despite this, an occasional
American vessel will hail in Taiwan: just less frequently than before. Durban and Cape
Town, South Africa Just over 20 years ago, South Africa had a trade problem. After
surrounding nations gained independence from British, French, Portuguese, or Dutch in
the 1960’s,  these nations established boycotts  against  South Africa because of  its
apartheid policies. But the nation was an American ally, and much trade between the US
and South Africa was conducted on American ships. In the latter half of apartheid, South
Africa and East Asia began significant trade (which was possible when the African nation
gave East Asian nationals ‘white status’). Since then, ships from the world plied the trade
route across the Indian Ocean. Despite open trade with the US, apartheid still posed a
moral dilemma for Americans. I recall one teacher- then a cadet- and his boss, a black
engineer, wanted to go to a bar together. But because of apartheid, this was not possible,
so they drank on the pier. In another case, a Polish ship’s officer sought to shop at the
‘colored’ store, for the better prices. But again, apartheid reared its ugly head. Deep-Six
In an effort to improve the health of the oceans and reduce marine debris, the UN’s
maritime arm known as the International Maritime Organization passed amendments to
the MARPOL (Marine Pollution) treaty, which took effect in 2013, before my second
sailing trimester. Whereas in the past, anything other than plastic could be thrown into the
deep ocean, the new policy prohibits tossing anything but food and animal carcasses into
the deep. During my first sailing trimester, it was a common cadet job to throw garbage
overboard: preferably farther, and with a bigger splash than the other cadet (it was a
contest). Today, garbage is compacted and kept onboard or incinerated. If dumping trash
overboard still happens occasionally, it is something that is not discussed in the company
of maritime professionals. Hawaii? In 2010, Senator John McCain of Arizona introduced
legislation to end the Jones Act as we know it. If  the Jones Act were ended, foreign
vessels could take over the lucrative ocean trade between the West Coast and Hawaii. I
acknowledge McCain’s heroism as a Naval Aviator and prisoner of war during the conflict
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in Vietnam; but I am not too surprised by his view of the Jones Act. McCain spent his
Navy career as a “Line Officer”, on the path to becoming a Rear Admiral responsible for
the Navy’s fighter jets. Logistics was not his specialty. Throughout his Navy career, from
Annapolis to flight squadrons to Washington, support for the aircraft carriers he travelled
on- from fueling to ammunition to food- was brought by Naval Auxiliary ships crewed with
sailors  and junior  officers.  Today,  the same ships  are  crewed by civilian  merchant
mariners-  at  a  cost  savings to  the Navy.

State Government: Virginia’s Lonely Liberal
Tuesday, August 19, 2014
On election night, 2013, I was working an internship in Portland Oregon. I finished dinner
and washed the dishes in my attic apartment, pulled up my laptop, and streamed the
news from DC. In neighboring Virginia, elections were being held for the governorship,
lieutenant governor, attorney general, and the locally-elected House of Delegates. A
special election in January would decide control of the State Senate. My prediction for
Virginia was that the Democrats would take the Lieutenant Governor’s seat: the GOP
picked a weak candidate during its convention. With a law-and-order platform, the GOP’s
Obenshain would take the Attorney General’s seat for a sixth consecutive term. The
Governorship could go either way: Cucinelli (R) was marred by a gifts scandal (which
also consumed the incumbent Republican governor), hard right social views, and the
government  shutdown.  McAuliffe  (D)  was  viewed  as  a  party  hack  who  became  a
millionaire from big government programs, the troubled Obamacare rollout,  off-year
disadvantage, and Virginia’s decades-long history of voting against the party occupying
the White  House.  The Democrats  won the  top  two offices:  Obenshain  lived to  see
another day--- at the end of the night, he lead by 163 votes of 1 million cast. In the House
of Delegates, the GOP kept its large majority: in addition, several districts in the DC
suburbs, with margins of less than 1%, fell into the GOP’s pot, giving the party its largest
share of the House in state history. In January, all the dust was settled. Obenshain (R)
lost in the recount. Lynwood Lewis, and Democrats, won that crucial State Senate seat
with  11  of  20,000  votes,  after  a  recount.  (I  rooted  for  the  Republican,  a  maritime
professional, in that race). Democrats held the three statewide jobs, both US Senate
Seats, and the State Senate. Akin to its Federal counterpart, the US House, the Virginia
House of Delegates was branded by commentators as reactionary, and irrelevant to the
new, diverse, and tolerant Virginia. To use their good fortune, the Democratic majority in
the State Senate changed chamber rules to allow a change in leadership during the
legislative  session.  The  GOP  was  a  bit  irked  about  that.  During  the  60-day  2014
legislative session, the Democrats in the State Senate and the Republicans of the House
of Delegates were able to pass bills. As long as they could secure one or two Democratic
votes in the State Senate, the House leadership could pursue a center-right agenda. The
question was, “Will Terry McAuliffe go along with it?” Since the 1990’s, when the GOP
took control of the House of Delegates for the first time since Reconstruction, it was pretty
common for split government to solve the State’s problems. July 1 was the drop-dead
date that a budget had to be passed by. While finalizing the budget in June, Republicans
and enough Democrats agreed that Medicaid expansion was dead for this year; however,
the  Senate’s  Democratic  leader  wouldn’t  allow  a  vote.  Tension  ran  high  in  state
government, and among Virginia’s citizens, businesspeople, and observers. During this
time, I  was serving as a Cadet aboard the SS Cape May, a reserve ship berthed in
Norfolk, VA. Indeed, this showdown was on the list of concerns of my mentors. The
inability for the Senate to vote on the bill changed around June 11th. A Senate Democrat,
Phil Puckett, suddenly resigned from office, citing his wish to allow his daughter to accept
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a judgeship. (Conflict-of-interest precedent keeps State Senators from having family
serve  in  a  State  judicial  role).  Mr.  Puckett  himself  eyed  a  new job  in  the  Tobacco
Commissioner’s  office,  created this  year  in  no small  part  by Republicans.  With  the
resignation, the Senate majority went to the Republicans. Using the same Senate rules
the  Democrats  had  passed  five  months  before,  the  GOP  triggered  a  turnover  in
leadership positions. I checked the State GOP’s website for joyous words about regaining
their State Senate majority after five months in the wilderness. But the State GOP was
mum about the ‘good news’. What went on between Mr. Puckett and State Republican
leaders behind closed doors is unknown, if it did happen. The FBI is looking into it right
now. When the news broke, Mr.  Puckett  was immediately labeled as selling out his
(former) needy constituents; breaking the backs of the poor. I would not want to be him
right now. The State Senate reconvened, and passed the budget without Medicaid, and
with a rider to keep Governor McAuliffe from attempting to expand Medicaid without
legislative approval.  The legislature,  both Democratic  and GOP, already knew that
McAuliffe wasn’t a business-as-usual type of Democrat. He had vetoed bipartisan gun
legislation affirming a State Court’s decision. When it was too late for the state legislature
to override a veto, McAuliffe vetoed a bipartisan exemption from boater education for
older and experienced boaters. He vetoed an ethics bill regarding the Governor’s office
(though he imposed on himself an executive order with the same concept). In the same
train of action, McAuliffe held out for several days as the July 1 deadline drew closer,
feeling  the  temperature  of  the  State’s  constituents.  But  the  functioning  of  State
Government is a different matter than whether one must take a 6-hour boater safety
course: a slight but palatable shift in opinion occurred. McAuliffe, not the GOP-controlled
legislature, was being seen obstructive. McAuliffe struck the rider with a line-item veto,
then passed the budget. He made it clear to his base of supporters- inner-city residents
of Norfolk and Richmond; and the upscale liberals of Arlington- that he was under duress
by a ‘hostile’ legislature. In keeping with old tradition, the Virginia Legislature is a part-
time job. Asides from special sessions, legislators serve no more than sixty days in even
years and forty-five days in odd years.  The odd-year meetings were a fairly  recent
addition. During their absence from the State capitol in Richmond, the newly-empowered
Republicans put their legislative specialists on the job, making sure that the new governor
doesn’t overstep his authority in the meanwhile. Before January comes around, there are
elections to be fought and won. Just today, Ben Chafin, a Republican, won Mr. Puckett’s
empty seat. Indeed, this election was not about the issues, from Medicaid to taxation,
within the rural district; but which party should hold two branches of state government. In
November, there is a U.S. Senate race. The incumbent Warner (D) is an entrepreneur
who helped found Nextel with my fellow St. Anselm’s alumnus from the Class of ‘62, won
by a large margin in 2008. He is running against Ed Gillespie (R), a political consultant
who wrote Gingrich’s Contract with America of 1994. In the moderate and diverse 10th
US Congressional District race, Republican Barbara Comstock, currently holding an
upscale, swing-voting House of Delegates district inside of DC’s beltway, is attempting to
make inroads with the less-affluent immigrant communities. To that regard, there are a
few faux pas in her voting record; namely, about voting for questioning suspects about
their immigration status, and charging for interpreter’s services in court. Democrat John
Foust, a supporter of Medicaid expansion, has a problem of his own. His wife’s medical
practice doesn’t accept Medicaid cases. Entering office 8 months ago in a Democratic
sweep of the top three offices, Governor Terry McAuliffe probably didn't anticipate how
one part-time state senator  could thwart  his  hope for  a progressive agenda.  At  the
moment,  he is  Virginia's  lonely liberal.
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Wednesday, September 10, 2014
"I expect to see maximum turnout at morning colors tomorrow at the War Memorial. While
you hear this every morning, remember that tomorrow is not an ordinary day. 13 years
ago, the Academy was deeply involved in the historic events of 9/11/2001. Midshipman
and faculty watched the events unfold firsthand from the War Memorial. In the aftermath,
the Academy’s vessels served an important role in shuttling personnel and materials
between New Jersey and Lower Manhattan. Two alumni perished that day at the hands
of Osama’s henchmen. I remember that day, with the flurry of government helicopters
and marshaling of National Guard tanks in my neighborhood, backdropped by smoke
from the damaged Pentagon. I am sure that some of you have similar memories as well.
So indeed, I encourage you all to come to morning colors tomorrow".

Meet the Neighbors
Sunday, October 05, 2014
On the US Merchant Marine Academy’s Campus, there are several houses which are not
part of the Academy. Two of these, at the top of the hill at 8 and 8A Elmridge Road, are
occupied by the Alumni Association. Another house, 305 Steamboat Road, was a recent
acquisition. According to www.trulia.com, the house was bought in March 2006 for $1.5
million, and has been stricken off the Nassau County’s tax roster. It is now known as
“Quarters P”, and is used for senior staff housing. What I found interesting was that the
house was built in 1952, after the Academy was founded, but before the property east of
Steamboat Road- including what is now the Merchant Marine Museum- became part of
the Academy. (It is known as the McNulty Campus, for the name of the Superintendent
who worked to acquire the property). These two roads, Steamboat and Eldridge, are still
maintained by the Town of Kings Point. That also means an occasional police patrol by
the local police department. Their intersection bears a distinctive road sign unique to
Kings Point- a green, hanging plaque with an ornamental holder. The final house of note
is at 307 Steamboat Road. What this homeowner has in common with the midshipmen of
the Academy, well, is a taste for a waterfront view. Perhaps the property will become part
of  the  Academy  in  the  future,  and  end  the  idiosyncrasy.  One  thing  going  for  Mr.
Waterfront View is his home value- $5.85 million dollars that the Academy would rather
spend  on  other  capital  improvements.  But  the  waterfront  view  comes  with  a  cost.
Property tax? $78,221 per year, or $1.33 per $100 assessed: cash that Nassau County
would loathe to lose. Back to the pros- in addition to the town cops, and Federal police
patrols,  there  is  a  24-hour,  year-round security  guard at  the Academy’s  front  gate.
Drawbacks? Guests need photo ID to visit without an escort. You also need to make sure
that your domestic help, and any contractors, are authorized to work in the US. One idea
that has come up occasionally is the creation of guest lodging on campus. Until  the
Maritime Administration closed the Academy’s Continuing Education program (GMATS)
in 2012, one wing of the barracks was sectioned off for transient learners. Because of
reduced midshipman enrollment, it  became feasible in the 1990’s to take one of the
seven barracks and turn it into a full-service hotel. This idea never came to pass. Today,
with faculty members and adjuncts living hours from their homes- whether it be in New
Jersey or Connecticut or West Virginia, the concept of a Bed and Breakfast (B&B) is
being  floated  in  casual  conversation.  With  6  bedrooms,  isolation  from  NIMBY-ist
neighbors, and an acre of land, 307 Steamboat is better situated than most other homes
in town to become a B&B.
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Daylight Savings Time Bewitched
Monday, November 03, 2014
It has nothing to do with farmers, but something to do with golfers. A Mad Men special
feature illustrates the history of Daylight Savings Time in America. Its origin was wartime
rationing, where inefficient home boilers consumed coal and oil for heating. After WWII,
each state or major city set its schedule for switching to daylight savings time. Which
meant confusion during the months of April and October. It was in the 1960’s that daylight
savings time would be a state, not local issue, and the start and end dates would be the
same nationwide. Residents of Arizona and Hawaii don’t need to bother with clocks. In
the southernmost states, air  conditioning costs outweigh the reduced lighting costs.
Nevada and Florida retain daylight savings time to avoid a 2-hour time difference with
neighbors  California  and  Alabama,  which  both  stretch  further  north.  The  Atlantic
Magazine reported a disruption of sleep cycles, increased heart attacks, exacerbation of
sleep disorders, and car accidents in the week after the spring time shift. And I don’t think
it’s a big deal. On cargo vessels, clocks advance or are retarded an hour per night, or
every other night. Rather than a single change at 2am, advances or delays are made in
20 minute increments at 8pm, 12am, and 4am. This is so that each officer on watch splits
the difference. Because the ship’s clocks rely on an electrical frequency of 60 hertz to
keep time, a time change is the right time to synchronize the ship’s clock to GPS time. On
the fastest ocean liners, clocks advance 90 minutes per night as vessels took the “great
circle” route form New York to England and Northern Europe, shortening the distance
and time between time zones. Twice a year, the sailor’s, pilot’s and traveler’s daily clock-
changing becomes a national affair. Local sunrise and sunset times are determined by
longitude and latitude. Longitude determines the sunrise and sunset times, and latitude
determines the number of hours of daylight. Last year in November, I was in Portland,
Oregon. One gripe was that the evening commute ended in darkness. This is nothing
unusual in New York. At the winter solstice (I took note of this last year), “flag retreat”
took place 15 minutes after classes ended at 4pm. In the summer, “flag retreat” occurs
after  8pm.  And,  for  the  record,  the  sun  sets  earlier  in  New  York  than  it  does  in
Washington, DC. In 2007, Daylight Savings Time was extended to almost 8 months of the
year.  As a result,  “Change your clock,  check your smoke detector”  is no longer the
golden  rule.  Morning  commutes  in  October  now take  place  under  darkness.  Most
famously, Daylight Savings Time now covers Halloween. All my trick-or-treating was
done after sundown. Not so for today’s tots, who can finish before pitch black.

Thanksgiving Dinner #1: Turkey, Pool, and a
Grand Jury
Monday, November 24, 2014
As a plebe, Thanksgiving dinner at the Academy meant getting to the dining hall an hour
early to set up the tables and prepare drinks and appetizers for the table. It also means
running to the galley on a schedule to pick up the next course, or to replenish a depleted
delicacy. As an upperclassmen, Thanksgiving dinner begins when the meal starts, and
ends with the departure of the VIPs. As a senior, Thanksgiving dinner begins after class,
and continues to the end of the night. That is because dinner is fit in between two social
hours: the first is a reception to receive the guests, and the “pub hour” afterwards is an
aperitif for the invited guests- including faculty who happen to be alumni- who are still
young at heart. After two winning rounds of pool (thanks to having a partner with more
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experience  at  the  table),  there  was  a  mishap  with  whipped  cream-  witnessed  by
spectators  including myself.  No need to  elaborates,  but  to  make sweetness  of  the
situation, I grabbed some eggnog to share- topped with the remainder of the whipped
cream bottle. Then the TV was turned on to the news. A rare occurrence after breakfast
(when the news remains high-paced and full  of drama), and only done for important
events. I am not an avid current-events fan, instead preferring big-picture topics like
public morals and economic policy. So I was intrigued that a bunch of young men, and
women, would want to watch a press conference. The last time was when the President
announced action  against  the  ISIS  militant  group.  I  was  not  a  fan  of  former  press
secretary Jay Carney, so I tended to avoid watching direct coverage from the Press
Room of the White House. But in watching this speech, I was more sympathetic to the
President than I had been: In contrast to the legislative force which Mr. Obama had in his
first two years of the presidential office, Mr. Obama appeared to be a more humble man.
He no longer had the House of Representatives, and by this time was predicted to lose
the Senate as well. He was a bit aged by a contentious relationship with the House.
Tonight, at a press conference beginning at 8:15pm Missouri time, the decision came
down from the jury, as read by a civil minister. It was a lengthy talk, detailing the pains
with which the jury took to avoid misleading rumors and biases of the media. But about
six minutes in, squished between two other sentences, it turned out that Police Officer
Darren Wilson was not guilty of any of the five potential charges. I was one of the few to
catch it before Fox News posted a banner with this highlight. This was the desired verdict
for many in my crowd, as a number had a police officer as a parent, cousin, or a close
family friend. Quite nefariously, one person confided to another that it was “A good day to
be a white guy”. But that logic is wrong and divisive. Justice is supposed to be colorblind.
I was relieved that justice was administered based on all evidence. The same class of
person who says that this case was a verdict for the Caucasian race is the same type of
person who fears visiting foreign ports. This turkey season, Darren Wilson has a lot to be
thankful for. Our front-line police officers’ families appear to be thankful, too.

The birth of Federal Express
Sunday, December 14, 2014
On the first night of service in 1973, one pilot euphemistically stated to Fedex founder
Fred Smith that  the plane would not  need to  make a second trip  that  night.  FedEx
handled 186 packages to 25 cities. Their choice of cities reflected travel time, demand for
just-in-time deliveries, and ease of implementation: The small propeller aircraft had to
travel to Memphis, TN, and back to its origin before the business day. The first cities to
receive service were medium-sized blue-collar cities, rather than larger paperwork cities,
like New York and Washington. The implementation of FedEx required mailroom staff to
sort out packages by destination. At the time, expediting a package required working with
an airfreight broker. The ability to send express packages in bulk, rather than as single
items changing hands at multiple airfreight terminals, was a great cost savings. While
suburbanization was in full swing, businesses were still concentrated in the city. With the
rapid increase of rural factories, and exurban office and industrial parks at the end of the
20th century, FedEx would have required many more trucks just to cover the ground
territory. Demand for Fedex's services would grow exponentially as more cities were
added. For executives of blue-collar firms, reducing the amount of parts in inventory
helped the bottom line. Fedex now represents a nimble operation, which synergistically
incorporates related services such as ground shipping, Kinko’s copy and print shop
services, and a state-of-the art customs brokerage operation. Because of its focus on
industrial shipments- things that can’t be sent by wire, the fax machine and email were
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not able to put FedEx out of business. These diverse factors, present in 1973, helped to
c o n t r i b u t e  t o  t h e  n a s c e n t  F e d E x ’ s  g r o w t h  s u c c e s s .  S o u r c e :
h t t p : / / a b o u t . v a n . f e d e x . c o m / f e d e x - o p c o - h i s t o r y

A Slide Rule is Built
Wednesday, December 31, 2014
If there is no power on the ship, your calculator batteries are dead, and you need to do a
thermodynamic calculation to finish repairing the steam turbine, you ought to have a slide
rule. Or, a spare calculator. For the last post of the year, I’m diving into the history of how
we calculate. At the start of plebe year, midshipmen at KP purchase two calculators for
classes- a low-powered, $15, scientific version known as the TI-30, and a TI-84 graphing
calculator. Because the TI-84 knows too much, some math tests require that you use the
‘dummy’ scientific calculator. But the $15 handheld device was the thing that put the slide
rule out of business. What history the TI-30 has. Launched in 1976 (with LED lamps, less
functionalities,  and  a  larger  size),  it  cost  $25  in  then-dollars,  or  $103  today.  The
affordable device opened electronic computing power to a wide audience, and sent slide
rules the way of the steam locomotive: at least for the Atari generation. Technology is for
the young, and browsing forums, I discovered that, in the 1980’s, experienced slide-rule-
toting architects and engineers feared younger professionals who never used the slide
rule. (Today, there are still aficionados for hand drawings over digital blueprints, including
KP faculty). I got a brief overview on the theory of slide rules from a neighbor in my
dormitory. He actually prefers the slide rule, and it got him through high school and into
KP. Of course, the slide rule is so quaint that the SAT and ACT don’t mention it on the list
of approved calculators. As scientific calculators without power cords, they appear to be
permitted. I bet that Mr. Miller brought an electronic calculator just in case the proctor
wasn’t in the know. You have to be smart when using the slide rule. You have to count
your zeroes, and project a reasonable answer. These are good skills that successful
students use. My father has a Pickett Synchroscale model, with leather case, on the shelf
at home. With some time on my hands during the winter break, I decided to make one of
my own. I printed a template off the internet, and hit the arts-and-crafts store. The store
was an intersection of fine arts majors and architects, and I got some interested looks as I
built my gizmo. I cut some polystyrene sheets to make a bezel and a slide, and got some
clear PVC to make the viewer. I pasted on the template strips, and voila, a slide rule.
Perfectly suited for use as a hipster accessory, or as a calculating device. Give some
respect to the slide rule: they built America. As for slide rules that still earn their keep,
some variants of the slide rule exist for navigational purposes for airline pilots and ship’s
mates. These are used to determine distances on scaled drawings. Print a slide rule:
http://www.scientificamerican.com/media/pdf/Slide_rule.pdf  How to use a slide rule:
w w w . h p m u s e u m . o r g / s r i n s t . h t m  L i s t  o f  s l i d e  r u l e  m a k e r s :
http:/ /www.sl iderules. info/trade/makers.htm  Images  of  the  original  TI-30:
http://coolstuff4819.blogspot.com/2014/10/1976-texas-instruments-ti-30-scientific.html

Maryland's New Governor
Friday, January 30, 2015
Maryland got a new governor last week. One who promised to control spending, but to
not  touch  social  issues  that  are  “decided  law”.  One  who  reached  out  to  diverse
constituencies, including supporters of the Port of Baltimore. What is interesting about
Governor Larry Hogan, Jr. is his father, Larry Hogan, Sr. He represented the Maryland
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suburbs of  Prince George’s (PG) County in a different era.  In 1968, Maryland’s 5th
Congress District elected Larry Hogan, Sr., and Richard Nixon, to office. His constituents
were working-class whites who had participated in ‘white flight’ from Washington, DC.
One could assume that his voters possessed an Archie Bunker mentality. Striking a
chord with hard-hat residents, Nixon would win in 1972 with 58% of the vote. However,
this did not carry into the Congressman’s politics. Just two years later, and with eloquent
language, Larry Hogan, Sr. would become the only Republican congressman to vote for
all three articles of impeachment against the disgraced President. In 1978, Larry Hogan
ran for, and won, the job of PG County Executive. He would be the last Republican to
hold the office in  the rapidly  diversifying county.  Following his  father’s  footsteps in
seeking office with a changing electorate, his son Larry Hogan, Jr. would run against
Congressman Steny Hoyer (D) for his father’s old congressional seat in 1992. Perhaps
some of the optimism came from the fallout of Willy Horton’s crimes against that PG
County, Maryland couple. Though he fell short, he captured 45% of the vote, and won in
4 of the 5 counties represented by that seat. The exception was Prince George’s County.
Maryland, like neighboring West Virginia, has strong Democratic registration advantage,
by  a  margin  of  2:1.  These  two  places  have  the  last  vestiges  of  the  conservative
Democrat.  Because of  demographics,  Maryland went  from a  Southern  Democratic
stronghold to a Northern, Liberal Democratic leadership without pausing for Republicans,
who have not held control of either legislative chamber in a century. While Republicans
are concentrated in rural and exurban parts of the State, dispersed conservative voters
are  a  minority  elsewhere.  Because  of  this  dispersion,  Democrats  hold  7  of  8
congressional  seats today.  Combined with enough moderate Democrats,  dispersed
conservatives can beat liberals in the Democratic primaries. When motivated to come out
in  statewide  elections,  these  conservatives  registered  as  Democrats  often  vote
Republican, thus appearing as “crossover” votes. This was how Maryland remained a
swing state in Presidential Elections from 1948 to 1988, and competitive in the next few
Governor’s races. Fast forward through my childhood to 2010. After one-term Governor
Robert Ehrlich failed to reclaim his seat in a Republican wave year, he pronounced that it
was now practically impossible for a Republican to win a statewide race in Maryland. It
seemed that the string of competitive gubernatorial races had ended. Enter Larry Hogan.
After defeating office-holders in the Republican primary, he ran a campaign that avoided
use of  the “R”  word in  a  state  where Democrats  held  a  2:1  registration advantage.
Looking to the challenges that former Republican governor Robert Ehrlich faced, he
promised to “work with” Democrats to pass meaningful reform legislation that mattered to
Marylanders. He would not be the veto machine that Ehrlich was. He campaigned on a
simple slogan: “Change Maryland”. Each voter, Democrat, Republican, or Independent,
knew what  he  or  she wanted  to  be  changed in  Annapolis:  Economic  stagnation  in
suburban areas, Virginia eating Maryland’s lunch in terms of attracting businesses, slow
progress on fracking rules, crony legislators, underrepresentation of minorities in the
State Legislature,  raiding of  the highway trust  fund,  prohibition-era liquor laws.  For
enough voters, a vote for Lt. Gov. Anthony Brown was a vote for the same old problems.
But was Hogan, Jr. the wrong kind of change? He rolled with the punches on the social
issues, and spoke carefully when he had to. On the surface, Maryland is a solidly blue
state where it is possible to run with a socially conservative record. For example, in 2012,
the gay marriage referendum passed with 52% of the vote. In a Presidential election
year. Democratic opponent Anthony Brown brought out Larry Hogan Jr.’s position on
abortion from 1981. Hogan, Jr. gave red meat to working-class religious voters in a state
that had just recently allowed abortion-on-demand. It should have been the perfect trap. If
Hogan came out as pro-choice in 2014, some religious voters would stay home. But
Leroy Carhart  was practicing his ‘art’  in Gaithersburg, and the protests drew media
attention  to  incumbent  Democratic  Governor  O’Malley’s  lack  of  action  in  enforcing
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Maryland’s long-standing 24-week abortion limit. The culprit in the issue was not women
looking for reproductive choice, but one white-haired old man in Gaithersburg. Without
having to promise new abortion restrictions, Hogan, Jr. attracted the pro-life vote. On gun
rights, Hogan, Jr. had submitted a survey to the NRA, where he earned an “A-“ rating.
Hogan did not disclose the positions he took on the survey, but when the news broke,
Maryland’s rural sportsmen, and self-defense, knew that Hogan was for them. And he did
not have to come out publicly, say, in favor of high-capacity magazines. On election night
2014, Larry Hogan, Sr. wept tears of joy for his son. In his old age, with ailing knees, and
without the sharp jaw line seen on the video of his Congressional testimony, he saw his
son achieve what he himself did not do some 30 years ago: win a statewide race. Prince
George’s County has a special place for the Hogan family. They are part of the past, a
bygone  era  in  white  working-class  politics.  Hogan,  Jr.  is  part  of  the  future.  Prince
George’s county faces issues from crime, to transportation, to mediocre public schools.
Shortly after his election, Larry Hogan, Jr. met with County Executive Rushern Baker, an
African-American Democrat, to form a working partnership that transcended political
talking points. Mr. Baker’s PG County is much different today than when Larry Hogan, Sr.
won elections  here.  In  2010,  just  19% of  residents  of  PG County  were  white,  and
represented a spectrum of viewpoints: the progressive academic living next door to the
University of Maryland, the rural families in the outskirts of the County who have little
connection to the rest of the County, the working-class whites who never left, and the
apolitical newcomers inhabiting affordable waterfront property. President Obama carried
PG County with 89.73% of the total vote, and just under half of the County’s white vote.
This past November, Larry Hogan, Jr. won 15% of the vote here. After all, he was seen
as the candidate of rural and white suburban Maryland. Time will tell if Larry Hogan, Jr.
gives PG County the attention of a caring County Executive by tackling Prince George’s
issues with new approaches. Link to Larry Hogan Sr’s. Testimony on Richard Nixon’s
I m p e a c h m e n t :
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=larry+hogan+senior&FORM=HDRSC2#view=deta
il&id=D1A979D5E6B76C84A59C4A65C8335F37A505FD90&selectedIndex=3

Senior Year in 7 Easy Steps
Friday, February 27, 2015
If you are a plebe, prospective plebe, or plebe parent, check out this link for “Plebe Year
in 8 Easy Steps”: http://www.serviceacademyforums.com/index.php?threads/year-one-at-
kings-point-in-8-easy-bearable-phases.20218/ Plebes, don’t worry about the little details
in here, it will befuddle your mind. Focus on short-term goals, and keep the big picture in
mind. For others, read on. Congratulations! You have 36 months under your belt. Sea
Year really did help to break up the time. You haven’t been on campus for a full year
since plebedom, so the next 350 days might seem a bit long. But at least you know that
you’ll have shore leave…(liberty is the landlubbing plebe word for it)…on the weekends.
The stages below do not apply to Straight Deck majors. Those lucky 50 are rumored to
and even sometimes feel bored. The time that others spend studying can be applied to
networking with recent alumni on weekday nights. Yes, the shipping industry still retains
some of the Mad-Men era charm of neat-dressed weeknight dinners with contacts. Joy
When you get back from summer duties in July (or, if you’re lucky, summer break), pack
a nice suit and tie, a Hawaiian shirt, and a favorite mai tai glass. Pick a roommate that
you will share this year’s adventures with. You’ll need to start the year off on a good foot.
Luau, Ring Dance, and 300 Nights await you in the first 30 days back. You’ll meet old
friends from the other ‘split’ that you haven’t seen in 2 years. Soccer players will meet
their wrestler friends. Old roommates reunite and forget the trivial trifles of the past. What
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a joy. “Ring Dance” is a rite of passage. I had a classmate, set-back from the Class of
2014 for a dubious reason. He was privileged to wear his class ring, and we could only
wait to cross the bar. Leading up to this weekend, the plebes cheer the senior class on. I
won’t go into deep detail, so that future classes can enjoy the mystique surrounding the
weekend. As a dinner dance whose origins came from a different era of earlier elopement
and marriage, there is a shortage of young women, and ladies from the second class are
certain to receive an invitation. Then you have “300 nights”, paid for by class fundraising
over the past 2 years, is the afterglow to the aura of “Ring Dance”. You have the freedom
of choice. After sea projects are graded, most set-backs to the next graduating class, or
dismissals, are the result of personal behavior. This contrasts with the plebe days, when
even good students closely monitored their grade point averages to prevent the set-back.
That said, a midshipman (other than perhaps the straight deckie) will fail classes if he or
she uses all the liberty granted to seniors. Disillusionment Many faculty members are
Kings Point graduates themselves, and live vicariously each year at this time. They will
also cut the Senior class some slack so as to allow for full enjoyment of these events. But
this first month comes to an end, and the faculty members remember their higher calling
to  uphold  the  academic  reputation  of  the  Academy.  Project  deadlines  in  quick
succession, and tests, quizzes, and lab reports. For most engineers, first trimester senior
year is the most difficult of them. There are times that I looked at the silver ring on my
finger and thought about how I received in on credit. I would not earn the metal until
graduation day: (for example, the Naval Academy limits midshipmen to wearing the class
ring for 15 days after their ring dance). This lustrium ring is the battle ring, and worn day-
to-day. The gold ring is for festive or solemn occasions, and retains an air of high dignity.
Fall break allows Seniors 5 business days to catch up on unfinished business. While
most beaks between trimesters are for pure R&R- no books- the Capstone project for
engineers is a rare course that continues through two trimesters. Living in the Moment
Under the trimester system, the 2nd trimester is chop-sueyed. It begins right at Veteran’s
Day, stops two weeks later for Thanksgiving, resumes for three weeks, then cuts off for
the Christmas and Hanukah holidays. Because of my engagement with the Choir and
other  activities,  it  was  a  busy  time  for  me;  a  few  late  nights  as  well.  But  it  was
manageable, and temporary. Formal meals in Dress Blues and gold ring, swilled with egg
nog. Christmas decorations in the barracks, and the 172 foot flagpole decked out in
lights. As plebes, you go out on every liberty in Dress Blues, which I feel diminishes a
younger midshipman’s reverence for this uniform. The city is festive this time of year, and
most plebes enjoy the season as well. Grin and Bear Most of my high school friends were
out-of-town for the Christmas break, so as far as social life, I was ready to go back to the
Academy after running down my Christmas to-do list, and spending sufficient time with
family. New Year’s was a festive occasion; because 2015 will be the year I graduate and
start a career. The universal response to how long the break was: “too short”. Amazingly,
you’re halfway through the trimester at this point. If you did well in classes up to this point,
you have a solid footing. But the last 9 weeks of the trimester will  come at you fast.
Perhaps a snow day will give you time to finish up on homework. You have come to
terms with the social contract of Senior life: work for the prize. Graduation is ‘just’ six
months away. To convenience hard-studying Seniors, some beer-hearty midshipmen
enjoy the privilege of pub night- yes, beer and wine on campus, and for seniors only. This
is an anachronism and tradition that only small colleges have today. At the Academies
which have it, the pub is a force protection measure: Based on research at the larger
service academies, it was shown that an on-campus pub reduced DUIs (and subsequent
expulsion from the Academy). Again, straight deckies will serenade the night away, and
engineers tend to come in for a nightcap after 9:30pm. Deckie midshipmen look forward
to the two three-day weekends before spring break. For southerners, and future Texas,
the ski slopes of New England are particularly appealing. For the Class of 2015, it will be
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the first time to enjoy the Super Bowl in its entirety off-campus. For many, it will be the
first Super Bowl as trusted adults. Last Hurrah As a plebe, spring break was a liberating
experience: a time spent with newfound friends. The privileges of recognition were right
around the corner, and regimentally-oriented Senior was foolish to enforce all but the
most important plebe rules after Spring Break. As a second classman, spring break was
a 3-day weekend between exams and the 3rd trimester  on account  of  government
shutdown earlier in the year. For Senior Year, it will be the last break as college students,
and the last break that everyone is “available” for. After graduation, many go their own
ways. The Deckies had laughed for the past 2 years, but they know that crying is around
the corner… license prep. Victory is for the Prepared The midshipman’s 12th trimester is
abbreviated, and ends around Memorial Day. This short trimester covers unfinished odds
and ends. For me, this includes Naval Science and Firefighting. The short trimester is not
so much as a congratulation for making it so far, but as preparation for what is ahead.
There are some privileges for attending Kings Point over other Service Academies, but
an easy exit is not one for Kings Pointers. Celebrations and TGIFs get quieter as this final
trimester moves on. I predict that my 22nd birthday in mid-April will be one of those last
Saturday evenings in Manhattan. What is the big deal? Coast Guard licensing: the final
judgment week. It is possible to memorize the answer to every question, but the books
are just too thick! You will  have to rely on fundamentals. For midshipmen who have
diligently paid their dues Senior Year, Preparation Week for Coast Guard License tests is
just studying for a big test. For the others, it can be sleepless nights. The goal is to pass
all tests on the first try, so that you can ring the bell of victory with all your classmates. In
a turn of fate, Engineers are more likely than deckies to pass on the first time. In past
years, I made pocket cash by driving victorious seniors to and from local watering holes.
One teacher remarked that this night was the only time in his life he over-imbibed. Take
into heart the term “Be Smart”. Don’t do anything stupid. Midshipmen have had their
hearts broken through over-exuberance. You are too close to throw it all away. By the
way,  Coast  Guard  Cadets  don’t  take  these  licensing  exams  as  a  prerequisite  to
graduation.  Satisfaction  You  finished.  Share  it  with  friends  and  family.  Plan  your
choreography, and take a victory trip to Manhattan. When you get to your first “real” job-
the one with a real paycheck- you’ll experience the sunken-stomach feeling of feeling
inept: of being at the bottom of the totem pole. But now’s not the time to think about it.
Look at the 18-year old incoming plebe candidates of the Class of 2019, and look in the
mirror. See how far you’ve come.

Alternative Spring Break
Friday, March 13, 2015
One day last week, it was 80 degrees warm in Miami, just a two day’s drive south from
New York to the end of Interstate 95. Instead of this appealing adventure, I spent time in
DC with family. Here is what I did: Take Account It does not get easier than if you’ve done
it before. On a previous break, I had put my writings and musical compositions into a
filing cabinet. I’m pretty impressed that so much of it made the trip from the Saint Thomas
Choir School in New York, and survived up to a decade in shoeboxes. Some works are
not yet accounted for: these are digital files currently on my brother’s thumb drive. They
have passed through two generations of computers at home, as well. Replicate Fire is
man’s best friend and fiercest enemy. Over the ages, too many creative thoughts have
been lost to fire, whether by accident or intention. However, it  is becoming common
practice for artists and writers to preserve minor works, perhaps inspired by the bidding
wars on great artists’ scraps of paper. Poet Allen Ginsberg, for example, published a
work containing several drafts of his controversial poem “Howl”. More likely than fire,
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there will be the accidental “oops” moment that a box of sentimental papers get thrown
into the dumpster. “Papers” are emphasized, since it’s less likely for grandma’s knick
knacks  to  be  tossed.  The  best  remedy  is  to  have  a  duplicate.  Binders  are  a  good
investment. It is worth the five dollars to be able to keep papers in order. It took some
time to copy the odd-sized sheets of musical composition, but I feel good that I have
duplicates. Giuseppe Verdi By my mother’s recommendation, I am watching a seven-part
series on the 19th century composer Giuseppe Verdi. He is best known for a series of
operas, from La Troubadour to Aida, and even non-opera goers will recognize some of
the arias. Living a long life, his Italy went from Napoleonic control, to Austrian control, to
independence. A national figure who gave Italy its national anthem, his funeral in 1901
was filmed on early motion picture. After gaining some success in his opera works, Verdi
owned managed agricultural  lands in his family’s  provincial  home town. Recreation
Spring break gave me the right conditions to stretch the leg muscles. While the beginning
of this past winter was alright in New York, February’s 28 days were chilly: 25 degrees
Fahrenheit was a warm day. Indeed, Long Island Sound, a brackish body of water, was
frozen, asides from a shipping channel. The ice at the edge of the Sound measured 8
inches thick at Kings Point, sturdy enough for the first game of ice hockey on campus.
Although I am no fan of treadmills, only using them while on ships, I came to accept them
as a necessary fitness measure during this cold February. DC’s more temperate 40’s to
50’s weather allowed me to enjoy the outdoors again. Sleep When finals week comes, I
willingly sacrifice sleeping hours on the promise that I’ll make them up on the following
week of break. So sleeping I have done: no alarm clocks. Discovery No secret to locals,
Virginia has been eating the DC region’s lunch when it  comes to economic growth.
Seeing  is  believing.  The  first  sign  was  the  increase  of  reverse-commuting  on  my
Interstate 66 (no relationship to the legendary Western road). Next came the towers of
suburban Tyson’s Corner. They spring up organically, and resemble a modern skyline of
an Asian metropolis. Then came sustainable transportation: Last summer, the Metrorail’s
Silver Line, an elevated subway line, arrived. I took my first ride this spring break, to the
thriving Tyson’s Corner Mall. I enjoyed sampling espresso at Nespresso’s store, and was
surprised by the store’s brisk patronage. Being ahead of the times, Tyson’s Corner Mall is
now both the anchor of a transit-oriented community, in addition to its role as a megamall.

The Tattoos They Wear
Wednesday, April 01, 2015
When my dad was a kid, the only time he’d see tattooed people showing off their ink was
at the circus or the waterfront. When tiki restaurants passed for the exotic. Times may
have changed, but sailors are still sailors. Richard Henry Dana wrote about the spray-
soaked life of sailors on wooden ships in his 1840’s book “Two Years Before the Mast”.
The dawn of the steel-built  steamship literally took some salt  of the occupation, but
enabled a sailor to visit more ports of call in a career. Today, containerization cut down
on  port  t ime,  and  placed  ships  miles  from  the  city.  Some  would  say  the
“professionalization” of the seafaring occupation- recognizing the shipboard workplace for
the industrial environment that it is- affected the culture onboard ships. Indeed, increased
training requirements meant that your shipmates were more likely family men and women
looking to pay bills than young men pursuing exotic adventures. We will call the bygone
time the “pre-Valdez era”; or what some older sailors call the “golden days”. I got to know
many tattooed sailors. In one case, a full-body tattoo; in other cases, tattoos gotten under
impaired judgment, and a lot of Sailor Jerry images. I don’t have any ink, but here are
some guidelines for young sailors interested in the art: Faux Pas -Landlubbing plebes
should not have anchors or compasses. Prior Navy and avid sailboatmen have earned
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the privilege. -Do not get a tattoo with your class year, because it could change (You
might as well call it a jinx). -Swim class is a two-trimester requirement. Get a good artist. -
Hangers and rubber stamps are for hanging and marking clothes, respectively. Do not
use them as branding irons. It won’t make a cool story, either. Most common tattoos?
Compass Rose Anchor Quotes from famous soldiers Family Crest Meat Tag (random
selection of torso tattoos, often started in high school). Least popular tattoos? Tribal
tattoos. Take up prime skin on biceps better used for nautical ink. Wisecrack tattoos.
Even sailors know that jokes get old. Mom-in-a-heart tattoos. Mothers prefer a phone call.
Saltiest element? Forgetting where the shirt sleeves end. Academy and Navy regulations
do not allow tattoos to be visible in short sleeves. Solution? Wear a bigger shirt. Ink that
is visible through white uniform. With two months to graduation, my classmates and I are
grappling with what type of sea career each of us desires: More time to be with family
Stateside, or more time in foreign ports? 25-year pensions or sea stories? Smaller crew
with more responsibility, or larger crew with a less hectic pace? These decisions can
change. Tattoos from Saesabo, Japan? In some way or another, they last forever.

Reclaiming Earth
Wednesday, April 22, 2015
It’s been 45 years since the first Earth Day. Look outside at the blue sky and clear water,
and imagine life half a century ago. Look on YouTube, and you can find old films of rivers
catching on fire from the sheer concentration of chemicals at the surface of the water.
Find videos of Pittsburgh in heavy smog. Love Canal was associated with cancer. How
did people allow this to happen? Wartime necessity demanded guns and materials. High
marginal costs came at the expense of not just dollars, but public health. In the UK,
London’s killer smogs of the 1950’s were a result of burning low-quality coal at home, a
holdover from the war days. Suburban living offered an escape from city pollution. For the
most part, environmental issues were handled at a local level, and by the initiative of local
citizens wanting to protect quality of life. For one, President Eisenhower believed that
river  pollution  was a  state  issue.  Without  environmental  regulations,  business  and
citizens entered a guns-versus-butter debate that sometimes required local sacrifice for
economic good of full employment. | Even to social justice advocates of the early 1960’s,
environmentalism was not an important onjective. In fact, focus on environmental issues
was  seen  as  a  middle  and  upper  class  “distraction”  from the  civil  rights  issues  of
education, housing, employment, public accommodation, and voting. Along the decade,
though, it became clear that environmentalism could cure aspects of injustice, including
health  disparities.  In  1962,  Rachel  Carson’s  Silent  Spring  brought  attention  to  the
unabated problem of pollution. What is the point of amenities if you can’t enjoy nature?
Faced with the prospect of new or increased pollution regulations, a number of big-time
polluters were willing to take low-cost measures such as smokestack filters, though they
most certainly tried to shirk liability for previous damages. Lean manufacturing methods,
developed in Japan, meant less waste and more reuse of raw materials, benefiting both
the earth and the company’s bottom line. | Fast forward to today. To some greens, the
deindustrialization of  America is  not  the problem; it’s  a solution.  To some, the auto
bailouts of GM and Chrysler represented everything wrong with car culture. Kswami
Sawant, a Socialist elected to the Seattle City Council, calling for Boeing to retool its
factories to make mass transit vehicles. (Boeing actually tried that in the 1970’s, but were
unable  to  make  good  light  rail  trains).  |  Freeways  were  one  visible  aspect  of  the
environmental movement. Providing efficiency to many, but unpleasantness to neighbors,
they incarnated the guns-versus-butter debate on environmentalism. Just outside of
Washington,  DC,  two  miles  of  the  Capital  Beltway  was  built  through  an  aquatic
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ecosystem without environmental review or engineered protections in the early 1960’s. In
New York, Robert Moses came fairly close to putting a freeway through the Cast Iron
District of SoHo. | Give the people clean water and good parks, and you’ll win support.
Regulate citizens’ lifestyles, from bag taxes to mandatory recycling, and you can lose
support fast. Ordinary citizens have certain limits on environmental rules that affect their
way of life. In Maryland, chicken farmers were miffed about an impending law that would
end the long-standing practice of using chicken manure for fertilizing fields, on account of
ammonia run-off concerns. A so-called “Rain tax” on asphalt parking lots and driveways
led to  the election of  a  Republican governor  there.  This  past  legislative  session in
Virginia, the use of wood-burning stoves became an inalienable right.  |  What do we
understand now that we didn’t 50 years ago? Resources are finite. Chemical and pH
balances of stream are essential to the survival of fish and amphibian animals. Tilt this
gentle balance, and you lose your ecosystem. In an era where business interests lead
government, we need to hold leaders accountable for protecting swamps and wilderness
for peoples’ enjoyment. Today, an educated person can make an argument for abolishing
or curtailing the roles of the EPA, and not be chased off stage. This fact speaks for how
far  we’ve  come  in  the  stewardship  of  our  environment.  Reference:  “Give  Earth  a
Chance”,  Adam  Rome

If I ran Annapolis
Saturday, May 16, 2015
First, we should strike at the notion of the four-year do-as-you-please degree. Nowhere in
the Code of Federal Regulations is Annapolis required to give history degrees. If you
wish to study history, visit the library, which is open every day except Saturday. We will
become a career-focused college, so kiss your physics degree goodbye. The Navy hires
young brainiacs from MIT to figure that stuff out. You will finish three years on campus
together as a class, then as you choose your warfare community, you will spend senior
year learning your job. Surface Warriors will attend Kings Point in New York; Aviators will
go to Embry-Riddle, and so forth. You can all come back to Annapolis for graduation day,
unless duty calls. But first, second-semester seniors need to learn to keep their heads
down, so we’ll give them a grand finale of tests right before graduation. Some of you like
to play Division One Sports, and wish to be on campus for four years to do that. Well, let
me tell you that you picked the wrong school if you’re here for sports. The needs of the
service come first. Besides, you can apply all that free time to academics or the brigade.

There are a handful of exceptional midshipmen who do not enter one of the five big
warfare communities. They go into intelligence, medicine, and graduate school, and will
spend their senior year in Annapolis. As the last handful of seniors residing on campus,
they can reminisce with older alumni about how things used to be in the past. Some of
the dorm space left over will be used to house students of the new United States Public
Service Academy. They’re the civilian-attired classmates in your classes. But there are
benefits for you: Some more rooms will be given to midshipman officers to sprawl out.
Also, If you like your roommates, you can keep them all year. Other dorms will be locked
up, and become the source of ghost stories.

Month-long summer vacations are decadence that can be used to ready you for the fleet.
For example, you Surface Warriors take a 6-week course after graduation. That should
be completed as a midshipman, and you’ll still have two free summer vacations. To meet
academic requirements from the Navy, the Coast Guard, and the United Nations, you will
do some correspondence projects while on your training cruises. Make sure that your
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officer knows that it’s important that these projects get done; they should know not to
work you more than 12 hours per day, so you have time to do your homework in the
wardroom.

Plebes should learn how to handle mop and broom. You are never too busy, and there is
dignity in all work. Midshipmen should say good-bye to Tricare benefits, and be required
to carry their own insurance policy. They should also save up for senior year, when they
might have to pay exorbitant New York rates. You should also learn how to fill  out a
worker’s comp. form, in case they are injured while playing sports. Be careful, though, as
a bad-timed injury will cost you a fifth year at the Academy. Get used to more deep-fried
food in the dining hall. It’s easier to cook, and saves money. Since you’re all active young
men and women, you’ll  be able to burn off  the grease during the day. On that note,
morning PT will  be mandatory, since not everyone’s been going to the gym.

Johnson’s Rule of Scheduling states that Bancroft Hall (the dormitory) should be utilized
year-round, and experience from Kings Point shows that teachers can teach 11 months
per year, instead of 9 months. One-third of your class should do their summer training
during Christmastime, while taking classes during the summer. Your superintendents
should rotate on a 17-month cycle; likewise, other faculty and staff should retire or move
on midway through the semester, since it’s easier to keep the classroom momentum
going. To quickly implement changes without support of longtime staff, there are two
phrases you need to know: “It’s WRONG!”, and if you need further explanation, mention
the “Culture of Complicity”.

Some of these proposals are definitely controversial to those accustomed to doing things
a certain way.  As future military  leaders,  you have to adapt  to  changing situations.
Annapolis, after all, is a leadership laboratory. That said, you also get to keep some of
your quaint and arcane traditions that do not serve a training purpose, like climbing the
Herndon statue. Make sure you do it in dress attire, to promote good order and discipline.
As an outsider, you have to be mindful of existing institutions and cultural traditions. Risk
of conflict is why it’s rare for the big-three service academies to let outsiders lead. Some
of you brass captains have a length of rope, and wish you knew how to tie a knot around
my neck. Here’s a deal: I’ll leave your Academy alone if you let my Academy keep doing
its own thing.

All Boilers Firing (Part I of II)
Thursday, June 11, 2015
The final  trimester  started  in  March with  General  Dempsey’s  visit  to  the  Academy,
followed by St. Patrick’s Day and a celebration for 100 nights before graduation, all in the
same week. License preparation books had been issued at the start of the year, and had
been referenced on occasion to study for tests in other practical engineering courses. But
for now, the spiral-bound books, 1000 pages in total, sat on the shelf, as license exams
were safely 75 days away. There were exact reasons why the festivities were packed into
one week: Capstone and License Prep.
For senior-class engineers, Capstone in the third trimester is the culmination of a year’s
worth of research, calculations and reports. Third trimester gives the opportunity to finish
up on tasks left incomplete before Spring Break, as well as preparation of a presentation
to industry specialists. We finished on April 9 th, and, with known intentions, the pace of
License Prep picked up to fill the void.
The challenging part of License Prep was weekly tests. As engineers, you would aim to
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score an ‘A’ on Monday each week. That meant an exemption from the Wednesday test,
so you had a full two extra days to study ahead for the next section of material. As we got
acclimated to the material, the pages of studying each week increased from 40, to 60, to
80, and then 110 pages per week. Over the course of these 9 weeks, I took a day off for
a high school reunion, and then a Saturday evening in the final week. Almost every
waking hour was committed to productive use in the classroom, in the books, playing
sports, eating, or it was mourned as lost. Midshipmen you never knew as studious were
found in the library. As I had a private room, I took advantage of the sunlight and turned a
dresser beneath the windowsill into a desk.
As I mention in my last post, the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy is the only federal
academy whose graduates must take these tests. In exchange, from the 1940’s to 2012,
graduates received the equivalent of a warfare pin two years before junior officers from
other academies. While graduates of the other academies had a relatively easy semester
academically, and were now on “Post Graduation leave”, we were hunched over those
license preparation books in our rooms, the library, or in the outdoor sun. Saturdays were
happy study days, as you’d feel as if you were prudent, and always hoped to get far
ahead enough to enjoy the evening off-campus.
 Our  license prep coordinator  then prescribed a dose of  rest  and relaxation during
Memorial Day Weekend, which started on Thursday evening after final exams. That was
favorable news that I and a number of classmates took with a grain of salt. It was Fleet
Week in New York. Haze gray ships were in the harbor, and Blue Angels were flying over
the South Shore of Long Island. A question arose about saluting graduates of the same
class, who happened to have an earlier commissioning ceremony. A bit  of research
uncovered that, in a change from days of old, Naval Academy graduates now share the
same official commissioning date as NROTC graduates from other colleges.
That rest and relaxation was anticipation for “self-disciplined 12-hour days” of studying.
During the following week, I read through those three spiral-bound books again. I then
read old notes,  took practice tests,  and read good textbooks on pertinent  subjects:
electric motors, diesel engines, and refrigeration. I even took a look at the sea projects I
completed while sailing the world as a cadet. A strange mood enshrouded the senior
class. We knew that the underclassmen were enjoying the sunlit evenings and neon
nights with weekend passes, but we had a mission to pass these license tests that were
6-5-4-3 days away. I never “talk shop” in the dining hall, but that was most of what I heard
this week. To break the heavy mood, I’d ensure that I sat with a “deckie” major for meals,
since we had no tests in common, and therefore had to talk of more pleasant things.
Eventually, it was Sunday night. I confided that I did the best I could with time I had to
study, and said a prayer. License Week is when regrets come to hit, if you have blown
away  time.  I  prepared  the  materials  I  needed  for  the  test  ahead  of  time;  placing
calculator, ID, pencils, eraser, and a straight-edge in a Ziploc bag. In the morning, I gave
fifteen cents to the Amphitrite Fountain, an age-old tradition. Someone had loaded the
fountain  with  rubber  duckies,  each bearing  the  message “Good Luck”.  That  was a
pleasant touch. We flocked under the Truxton Archade, and savored the moment, since
one should not start a test in fear. We were about to cross a bridge that each graduating
class has crossed, and complete the transition from midshipman to mariner.  It  was
7:45am on June 1 st,  and we were ready to win this final  game.
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Finished With Engines (Part II of II)
Monday, June 15, 2015
 Once you get through the first license test, you know what to expect. With anxieties
lowered, all you need to focus on in the material. And if you do not feel confident in the
performance of your test, never look back once the test is over. I invoked this principle
several times when classmates asked me about specific questions on exams that were
already done. Triple-check your work: Transpositions of answers can sink an otherwise
stellar performance. If you think you failed, count the number of questions you have no
idea about (100% wrong), then add those questions you guessed between two choices
(66% wrong), and figure out how many you are uncertain about (33% wrong). Add these
up, with the proper proportions. When the final results came out, I was surprised by how
accurate my metric served me. Call it Sawatzki’s Rule.
 Monday was dedicated to Diesel engines, the primary mode of propulsion of merchant
ships. The easiest subject was Safety, which I studied for. This was advantageous, as I
finished first and had plenty of time to study for the next test, Generals. The toughest
exam was Generals, and Electrical was an unexpected blessing. The final two exams
were  on  Steam propulsion,  which  is  present  on  older  vessels,  as  well  as  in  niche
applications such as liquid gas carriers and nuclear ships. The class expected to do well,
as much of  our  classroom instruction focused on elements of  steam systems, from
turbine design to thermodynamics.
 On the final test, I did a full triple-check. This was the end, and there was no need to
rush. Most engineering midshipmen pass all tests on the first round, but sometimes it is
quite arbitrary who fails a single test. I bided my time by packing my belongings to take
home. Lunch was catered from Chipotle, which was enjoyed by all.  We were told to
report to Wiley Hall at 2pm for the results to be posted, but there was a bit of a delay.
During the meanwhile, classmates talked with nervous anticipation, never making plans
for next week (so as to avoid a ‘jinx’). Results were posted just a few minutes before 4pm.
85% passed all seven tests the first time, and another 10% had one test to remediate in
the next week. My parents had traveled from DC for the bell-ringing ceremony, so the
stakes were raised on me passing the first time. Which I did: a low of 79 on Generals,
and a high of 100 on Safety.
 My mood was a bit subdued, in solidarity with those who were retaking their tests on the
following Wednesday.  But  for  those who were truly  uncertain  about  their  results,  a
passing result was cause for immense celebration. To me, ringing the bell was an effort
in maintaining old traditions, tethered by my parents’ wish of a solemn event, despite
efforts of the Academy’s administration to formalize, and tame, the occasion. After the
bell was rung, and the tassel removed for the sake of peace-and-quiet, the local park was
filled with gleeful seniors who earned their stripe. After sunset, the convoy filled the local
firemens’ outfit. I had a fine dinner with my family in Roslyn, but upon the advice of my
company officer, a 1977 graduate, I made sure to spend time afterwards with my Kings
Point family of classmates. With the significant number of seniors beginning their travel
on the next day, the celebrations ended fairly early, to the pleasure of the “townies” in
Great Neck.
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Tiki, Travels, and Taking a Job
Saturday, June 27, 2015
Last Saturday, I graduated from the US Merchant Marine Academy in Kings Point, NY
with  a  degree  in  Marine  Engineering  and  Shipyard  Management,  as  well  as  an
Engineering Officer's License for ships of any size.The Saturday commencement was a
capstone to three days of event, and late nights spent wishing farewells, rather than
studying for  a test.  My greatest  personal  accomplishment was winning the Seabulk
Tanker prize,  earning a pair  of  binoculars and my name on a plaque in the Marine
Transportation building,  or  Bowditch Hall.

In addition to the pomp and circumstance, I had to make logistics happen to "leave no
trace" upon my departure, asides from my name in Bowditch Hall. Since I had my own
room for the last half of Senior Year at the Academy, I never felt that I had too much
"stuff". Because Washington, DC, my home, is within driving distance of Kings Point, NY,
I  kept  items  that  my  farther-traveling  classmates  left  behind:  things  like  home
accessories, Academy gym gear, class notes, and textbooks. This past week, I have
been going through the plastic tubs to determine what I actually ought to keep with me for
the future, what will stay at home, and what can be sent to Goodwill. The weekend came
as a conclusion to this routine, and Mom treated me to lunch at a restaurant in the local
Chinatown known as "Eat First". I couldn't help but notice the drink menu. It was a near
facsimile of a 1960's tiki menu I had saved on my computer. Many of the drink names
evoked  a  particular  island,  Oriental  destination,  or  means  of  getting  there:  "Lava
Mountain" for Hawaii, "Singapore Sling", "Mai Tai" for Polynesia, and "Navy Grog" are a
few of the example. That was a throwback, as well as an appetizer for my future career.

During my Sea Year at the Academy, I had the fortune to visit a handful of island ports:
Saipan, Guam and Hawaii, all associated with the United States. Saipan was where I had
spent considerable time among the locals, and got to try the local cuisine.
As for the Orient, I visited a small town in Korea, where the gastronomical specialty was
meat  roasted  on  a  stick,  accompanied  by  kimchee.  This  was  pretty  similar  to  the
Philippine-inspired dishes found in Saipan consisting of roast meat with rice or noodles.
Indigenous dishes consisted of fish and roots. Of course, a proper tiki menu could be
found at the major resorts that catered to tourists, most of whom traveled five hours by air
from Japan and Taiwan. To better appeal to American tastes, tiki restaurants often used
Chinese food to supplement a Polynesian menu. Tiki torches and lei are much more
appealing  to  tourists  than  acknowledging  the  realities  of  working-class  life  in  the
Marianas.

"Eat First" in DC is not the only Chinese restaurant with an inclination for tropical drinks.
The more upscale Elena's near Kings Point, NY does this as well, and I am sure that
many other Asian restaurants keep a tropical theme, as well. You can order a tropical
drink and fantasize about the tranquility of tropical islands and the exoticism of the Orient.
Sailors young and old have been, or will go, to these far-flung locales.
The difference between today and Tiki's heyday fifty years ago is the ease of travel by
airplane, and the resorts that cater to travelers'  material pleasures. So-called exotic
islands are no longer the sole domain of  sailors on merchant  ships and the Navy's
Seventh  Fleet,  or  Marines  who  stormed  the  beaches  during  World  War  Two.  The
mystique  is  less  mystifying.
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Saturday, July 11, 2015
When I think of patriotism, I conjure up memories of Reagan-era glories such as Rambo,
the Battleships Iowa and New Jersey, tractors, Top Gun and Full Metal Jacket. I also
think of hot dogs and the traditional family, with an overweight Dad with a suntanned
neck.
I do not forget the real patriots: the daughters of pilgrims, the sons of Ellis Island, and the
brides of World War Two. There is no more American story than one’s ancestors looking
for religious freedom in the 1700’s; or arriving on the streets of New York in the 1890’s,
penniless but ambitious and willing to work hard; nor the brides of Europe arriving home
with  ordinary  soldiers  who  defeated  the  Axis  in  1945.  This  is  a  beautiful  story,
encompassing the narrative of (Caucasian) America. In remembrance of our ancestors
who embodied masculinity and the risk-taking of new ideas, it is due patriotism to “use
government policy to incentivize work” (a.k.a., cut welfare), in conjunction with “letting the
bull loose”, to recreate the Gilded Age that created the American Dream in the minds of
our great-grandfathers.
As I walked with my family in Washington, DC to the Fireworks on the National Mall on
the Fourth of July, I saw many young Americans sporting attire boasting of American
pride. Seeing the first several groups, I suspected that they were southern frat boys and
sorority girls: Washington, DC is still the gateway to the South, where country music plays
at large gatherings that include suburbanites, and talk of “open season” is not just a
figure of speech. But it became clear to me that these Chubbie shorts-wearing, boat-shoe
sporting,  patriotic  tank-top  bearing,  Oakley-popping  peers  represented  a  greater
demographic than I had imagined. Here is some background: Facebook counted 26
million profiles bearing rainbow flags- enough, upon rough estimate, to represent one in
seven Facebook profiles in the US. In addition to those “out and proud” about their
sentiment on gay marriage,  there must  be many quiet  allies who choose to appear
neutral on the issue. I had reason to believe that a number of those young people I saw
dressed like “Born in the USA” patriots…must support gay marriage.
Smart and wonky conservatives sense something in the air. Editorialists and targeted
papers, such as the Washington Examiner, have been poking holes in the presumption
that the liberal consensus among young people is permanent. They have pointed to
cases where young people have been more enthusiastic than their older counterparts in
supporting Republican newcomers like Ed Gillespie and Ken Cuccinelli in Virginia, or
Republican Patrick  Mara’s  base of  support  in  DC’s  shoebox-condo neighborhoods.
(Perchance, Gillespie and Mara are moderate and liberal,  respectively, on bedroom
issues). With young voters, Republican luminaries accept that no news is good news:
many young people  are  apathetic  about  politics  or  are  registered Independent-  an
opportunity for party growth. They look at young people and their love for disruptive
technology  like  Apple’s  I-Phones  or  Uber,  and  their  impatience  with  government
interventions like liquor license moratoria. Furthermore, they don’t like being un-employed
or under-employed, and have an aversion from joining unions (Chicken or Egg?), instead,
preferring to “compete on the open marketplace under a new relationship with their
employer, where individual initiative is rewarded”. That phrase- originally a talking point in
the Washington Examiner- slipped into my subconscious and got me in trouble with a
relative last Thanksgiving. To these editorialists, the app-using, uber-riding, condo-living,
“millennial” young people; who are mostly pro-gay marriage, but delightfully queasy on
abortion and undecided on immigration; are patriots who are looking for direction from the
fatherly hand of the Grand Old Party, with reasonable accommodation for their support of
gay marriage.
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 Neither is every Chubbie-wearing bro a member of the College
Republicans. (They are the group whose 2013 report shocked
the Party leadership’s assumptions about young adults). You
can be patriotic, and staunchly liberal. The thirty-something
financial analyst who licks his chops about putting a true
conservative on the Supreme Court to reverse a punch-list of 5-
4 decisions, has no higher moral ground than the twenty-
something arts major bemoaning the democratically elected
Republican leadership of Capitol Hill. Better, ask this question:
do your liberal friends love to participate in flag burnings? No.
John F. Kennedy, a so-called Cold War Liberal, had this to say
in his Profiles in Courage:
“If by a "Liberal" they mean someone who looks ahead and not behind, someone who
welcomes new ideas without rigid reactions, someone who cares about the welfare of the
people-their health, their housing, their schools, their jobs, their civil rights and their civil
liberties-someone who believes we can break through the stalemate and suspicions that
grip us in our policies abroad, if that is what they mean by a "Liberal", then I'm proud to
say I'm a "Liberal.”

Kennedy may have identified himself as a liberal for that era; yet it is hard to deny him his
status as a true American patriot. Despite the media narrative, it’s important to remember
that we are not divided as ‘red states’ and ‘blue states’; but the shared experiences of
rural, suburban , or urban life, with regional variations, unites communities across state
lines and the two great continental mountain ranges, the Appalachians and the Rockies.
We are one nation under Oakleys, Chubbies, and Vineyard Vines.

Ready for sea, for real
Wednesday, July 29, 2015
I  have gotten the feeling that I've been away from the blogosphere for too long- two
weeks, to be exact. During this time, I started my job as an engineer- official title is Third
Assistant  Engineer-  with  America's  largest  employer  of  civilian  seafarers-  the  US
Government.

Two weeks ago, I started with a week of orientation in Norfolk. Lodging, food stipend,
commuter bus and friends ( two classmates from the USMMA) were provided. By starting
work at 6:30am, the can-do attitude of seafarers protected is from rush-hour traffic. One
old salt remembered when all the per employment and new hire business was taken care
of in one day. A sign of our times, a total of one hour was allotted to payroll and benefits,
with many more hours given to human relations presentations discussing how we ought
to be treating each other already. Between work, commuting, an afternoon workout, and
fine dining during Norfolk's restaurant week.

One thing about this job is that it hasn't been a lonely beginning. For whatever reason,
about a quarter of my class answered the call to "man the victory fleet". They will be
coming in "flights" that start every two weeks, and their numbers will grow through the
summer. Some tangible benefits of this job include extended port visits, safe working
conditions in a managed-stress environment, camaraderie and commiseration, a 56- hour
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workweek  (compared  to  84  hour  workweeks  required  by  some  American  ship
companies), a preferred union card after 3 years, should one decide to take shipping jobs
from a union hall. One final benefit is transportation provided during "shore leave" in port.
I remember on a coal ship I sailed as a cadet on, the freshly graduated engineer was
shocked that it cost $50 to get to and from the closest strip mall by taxi. "That is the
industry", remarked the wise chief mate.

On a per- hour basis, the pay is lower than what one could find on a commercial ship. Yet
there  is  little  fretting,  because  of  the  little  perks,  and  the  old  saying,  "money  isn't
everything".  Taking  a  job  "manning  the  fleet"  is  a  lifestyle  choice.

Is there a Frat House of the Sea?
Tuesday, August 04, 2015
(This post is a continuation of my previous post)

As members of a forgotten industry, one thing civilian seafarers in the US lack is a social
support network within the industry. Divorce is unsurprisingly common, yet the trial of
separation brings other couples remarkably closer. This begins with the understanding of
your loved one's career. The strongest relationships between Kings Point men tend to be
those with women who grew up in a military or seafaring household. It often involves
'tying the knot' in marriage years earlier than landlocked peers- how many 23-year old
college graduates do you know whom are engaged or married?

On commercial ships, the level of communication with loved ones is governed by the
munificence of shipping companies. Some older ships in the US fleet lack email or radio-
telegraph service for crew members; their family members live in "river city"- reduced
communications-  between  port  calls.  In  the  go-go  nature  of  modern  shipping,  few
shipping companies (Matson Lines being a notable exception)  host  welcome-home
events,  or  other  recognition for  spouses and family  members.

Since the US Government is the largest employer of civilian mariners, there are shared
experiences for the hundreds of 20-something's who "man the victory fleet" each summer
and fall, as engineers, mates, and stewards' utilitymen. Questions we didn't think about
as cadets,  college students,  or  short-order  cooks now find answers from voices of
experience, or the Delphi method (8 people can't be unanimously wrong). These issues
include powers-of-attorney  and choosing  an  insurance plan.  Currently,  there  is  no
comprehensive website to address these questions related to civilian life at sea, though
GCaptain comes close. My second week of work sent me to New Jersey, where I and the
other maritime college graduates, who have up-to-date training, joined the newbies in
basic safety classes. This gave us engineers and mates an opportunity to guide the
others through the ropes of life-rafts and such. Time between exercises gave the chance
for  the  group  of  us  engineers  to  hypothesize  about  hefty  situations  requiring  our
professional consideration: one example is the "leaky oil pipe" jury-rigged to send oily
water overboard of the ship. This is a practice strictly banned in commercial shipping, and
discouraged  by  our  environmentally  friendly  allies.  Would  we  notify  the  Inspector
General,  or  would  we  join  the  culture  of  complicity?

While  mates  receive  significant  department-specific  classroom  instruction  before
reporting  to  a  ship,  engineers  like  myself  will  receive  on-the-job  instruction.  In
international terminology, I'll be an "Officer in Charge of an Engineering Watch". It has
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dawned on me that I could be on a ship next week. I have a short list of items to take care
of at home this weekend. Other than those tasks, my bags are packed and I'm ready to
go.

In Choir, the Best of Two Worlds
Thursday, August 27, 2015
I have been involved in choral music since I was seven. For fifteen years, I have been
singing, writing, and collaborating music. My time at the Saint Thomas Choir School in
New York, for four years of middle school, was influential in my development as a part-
time musician, influenced by classmates, teachers; and choirmasters, who were also
mentors and talent-finders.
Two of Saint Thomas’ legends in liturgical music, Dr. Gerre Hancock and Dr. John Scott,
now rest in peace. Gerre Hancock’s departure as Choirmaster in 2004 was planned well
in advanced, and I knew that my first year at Saint Thomas would be his last. He would
move back to Texas with his wife, Judith, after 34 years with Saint Thomas, and continue
teaching music at the University of Texas for seven years. Dr. John Scott departed his
earthly vocation of choirmaster at Saint Thomas suddenly one Wednesday ago, after an
acclaimed tour in Europe as a performing organist. What I am writing here is not so much
purely a memorial to Dr. Scott, but a recollection from the choir stall of having sung under
two choirmasters at St. Thomas.
In September 2005, the boys of Saint Thomas Choir School rehearsed with John Scott
for the first time in his new role as choirmaster at Saint Thomas. He had come from a
similar duty at Saint Paul’s Cathedral in London, and we choirboys wondered why a Brit
had come across the Atlantic Ocean to rehearse us. He was a bit befuddled about how
U.S. Customs treated his century-old piano. Coming from the quintessential formality of
English high culture, Dr. Scott took the effort to familiarize himself with American norms.
Two centuries of independence from Great Britain gave rise to differences in vocabulary
and culture, even hairstyle. In Britain, punks have short hair, and no choirboy over there
would have a buzzcut. He learned quickly that buzzcuts are synonymous with clean-cut
here in the States.
What has amazed me is how great institutes of learning retain their prized educators and
staff. As Choirmaster of Saint Thomas for his last ten years, his endurance follows in the
good tradition of long-tenured choirmasters and headmasters. So has the time passed
that life has come full circle. A friend and classmate of mine interviewed with Dr. Scott for
one of the men’s voices in the choir this year. The men of the choir, who fill the lower
voices, are truly professionals. They find time for rehearsals and choral services at St.
Thomas between other prominent gigs in New York City. To get grade-school boys, with
mixed levels of experience, but with recognized potential, to sing at such a caliber is a
significant accomplishment.  Gerre Hancock knew the traditional laid-back American
demeanor of childhood. Rehearsals with him had interludes where he would make one of
his signature piano improvisations, and a few jokes. Dr.  Hancock used his talent to
develop the choir to its full  potential. To him, the success of the boys of the choir in
mastering challenging works of music was recognition enough for each choirboy. As a
bonus, each choirboy got a ‘rank’, which was determined by seniority first, and then
individual accomplishment.
Dr. Scott understood that developing individual talent within the choir is an evolution: a
choirboy could achieve full potential in the four or five years that the choirmaster had with
him. What Dr.  Scott  accomplished with choirboys who began under his  tenure was
incredible, indeed; and the fruits of this effort became evident as members of the eighth-
grade Class of 2009 and 2010 achieved distinction in solo and marquee performances
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throughout  New  York.  There  was  a  risk  that  he  assumed:  attention  to  top  choral
achievers could affect the morale of other choirboys. The largest culprit to maximizing the
potential of a choirboy is middle-school biology: the awkwardness of voice cracks in
seventh and eighth grades. When that happens, the choirboy fades gracefully into the
sunset. But for the other average choirboys, would lack of attention cause hard feelings?
The answer is that Dr. Scott gave attention to all, even when it was discreet. Reports one
member of the Class of 2008, “Dr. Scott really didcare about me”. The tangible results of
this effort was one-on-one voice lessons for all, and an MVP list to recognize personal
accomplishments commensurate with one’s ability.
Faced with a slew of ‘retirements’ forced on by changing voices in the Class of 2007 and
2008, John Scott had other ways to develop the musical talent of students who were
once star choirboys. One such way was his keen interest in evaluating, and performing,
student compositions of music. This unspoken program had started under Dr. Gerre
Hancock,  a  recognized  choral  composer  who  embraced  expressionism  in  his
compositions. He was an improvising organist, composer, and choirmaster; who as I
recall, in his final year, mentored Hank Rosenthal in music composition. Dr. Scott, who
was also a composer in traditional-style choral works, expanded this informal program,
and,  with  the  confidence  of  his  expertise,  allowed  the  choir  to  sing  some student
compositions. Among members of the Class of 2005 and later, who had experience with
Dr.  Scott,  there  is  a  disk  jockey,  several  performing  musicians  and  singers,  and
composers. (Class sizes average seven students per year). As long as you had the
courage to  embrace  your  talent,  Dr.  Scott  would  be  there  to  point  you  in  the  right
direction.
Dr. Scott was a man wholly dedicated to his work as a liturgical musician. He was a fan of
Dietrich Buxtehude and J.S. Bach, German Baroque organists and composers. He was a
renowned organist, and his performances of fanfares and voluntaries would draw a crowd
of choirboys to the organ console. He was a composer. He was an ambassador to the
best  England had to  offer,  in  hors  d’oevres  and tea.  He was,  first  and foremost,  a
conductor and choirmaster. In this role, he developed untapped talent from each member
of the choir.  He was convincing and personable: he was the face of public relations
during a campaign to raise funds for the renovation of the century-old Grand Organ at
Saint Thomas. His mainstay phrase was: “to the Glory of God”- “Ad Maiorem Dei Gloria”.
Dr. John Scott’s legacy lives on with the Saint Thomas Choir of Men and Boys as it
moves forward through this challenging time. “Dedication and Professionalism”; “A Great
Star”;  a “Most Accomplished Musician”. These are words that my friends from Saint
Thomas Choir School used to describe Dr. John Scott in the days after he left the world.
His legacy lives in the musical performances of Saint Thomas Choir School alumni, in
their compositions, and in our memories.

The Last Weekend
Thursday, September 24, 2015
 Recently, I went on a Saturday jog through one of Monmouth County, New Jersey’s leafy
neighborhoods. This is “Leave it to Beaver” America, a pleasant suburb away from the
perceived crime of the city and the ticky-tacky of exurban living. This is the America that
our military defends, and the birthplace of its officer corps. Of the 18 members of my
Modern American History class at the Academy, where all graduates are commissioned,
17 came from suburbs or small towns- I was the outlier. It was a Saturday, and some
residents were going to synagogue. There was also a yard sale. This Saturday morning
experience was coupled by the realization that the weekend could be my last for several
months.
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 You see, a ship operates round-the-clock, seven days per week. While sailing aboard as
a cadet,  I  needed weekends in order to complete ‘sea projects’,  or correspondence
courses for the Academy. Commercial ships operate on the thinnest of manning margins.
As a permanent crew member, your presence is required every day: in port, you can
have up to sixteen consecutive hours off the ship, and no more. On commercial ships,
“you go to sea to work”. Or to say it nicely, “work prevents boredom”. If two mates were to
become too ill or injured to stand a bridge watch, the remaining mate and the captain
would be pulling two six-hour shifts per day, with six hours to sleep. Government ships
carry a larger crew that can cover manning gaps, allowing for realistic contingencies for
illness and injury, and for crewmembers to take weekend passes when the ship is in port.
For mates and engineering officers, I heard that 32 hours is the length of a weekend
pass; depending on their job and manpower needs, other crewmembers can clock out on
Friday afternoon and come back on Monday morning.
 Fortunately,  by  union  contract  or  custom,  many  ocean-going  American  shipping
companies  have  avoided  designating  seafaring  mates  and  engineers  as  salary
employees:  this  clarifies  the weekly  work schedule,  and allows for  overtime.  While
seafarers are exempt from the 40-hour workweek law, union standards helped make
“time-and-a-half” an expected custom in the merchant fleet. With time-and-a-half, a 56-
hour workweek effectively doubles earnings from a 40-hour workweek.

 Young people like myself  are inexperienced,  overconfident,  and irresponsible with
money.  Yet  there  are  certain  advantages  of  youth:  agility,  freedom  from  familial
responsibility, having little to lose financially, and- this one is from Albert Einstein- time for
compounding interest. The manifestations of the opportunities of youth change over time;
they include going West in the 1800’s; searching for Yukon Gold in 1900; joining the
military; trekking around the globe with just a passport in hand; and working at a Silicon
Valley start-up for stock options and an air mattress in the office. While I will find new
seafarers with previous life experience on the same boat as myself, I couldn’t miss out on
optimal timing. After graduation, I had the opportunity to “settle down” and get an 8-to-4
office job. But it was too soon…and I had the rest of my life ahead of me. So what did I
do? Go to sea.

In Defense of Columbus Day
Sunday, October 11, 2015
 In 2013, I spent Columbus Day at my internship in Portland, Oregon. It was just another
working day; no wall decorations, no pot-luck lunch of Italian, Greek, and Polish food, no
reminiscing with the descendants of Ellis Island immigrants. In the Pacific Northwest was
where I first read in the papers the movement towards supplanting Columbus Day with
Indigenous Peoples’ Day. To do so would be one of the first steps to reconcile for 520
years of broken treaties and misunderstandings with the Native Americans. In the Pacific
Northwest,  little  would  be  missed  as  Columbus  Day,  and  the  white-ethnic  identity
movement,  had  not  permeated  the  West  Coast.
 We can thank Richard Nixon for Columbus Day becoming a paid federal holiday in 1971,
the  reason  being  his  own  re-election  fears.  In  1968,  his  second  time  running  for
President, Nixon won by a small margin in a late-breaking election with twists-and-turns
that took the life of Robert Kennedy. Identity politics was Nixon’s strategy that helped him
win some southern states in 1968 he had lost in 1960; for 1972, he was expanding the
strategy to traditionally Democratic-voting Catholics.
 Why would Christopher Columbus become the second person in America’s history to
have the honor of a Federal holiday? Columbus was a man whose claim to fame is being
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the first well-groomed European to discover America: It  is theorized that the Vikings
arrived in Newfoundland several centuries before Columbus. Although not his intention,
Columbus’ ‘discovery’ of America enabled generations of Spanish purveyors to strong-
arm natives, and use and brutalize slaves, in their pursuit of Eldorado and the valley of
gold. Even in 1971, this ought to have been enough ‘dirty laundry’ to name the proposed
Federal holiday after another explorer. The answer is that the holiday should be named
“Knights of  Columbus” Day. Speaking on behalf  of  the largely Catholic white-ethnic
population, it was this large and once-influential Catholic men’s organization that pushed
for the holiday. America was no longer an Anglo-Saxon Protestant nation, and what
better way to signify this than to elevate the status of local and parochial Christopher
Columbus parades to federal recognition?
 Now that  Christopher  Columbus  held  the  status  of  a  Founding  Father,  based  on
historical bias that elevated his perceived importance, there was interest and opposition
in creating the thirteenth Federal holiday: Martin Luther King, Jr. Day, in January. In some
southern  states,  the  proposed  holiday  ‘conflicted’  with  a  holiday  commemorating
Confederate leaders Stonewall  Jackson and General Robert E. Lee. Staten Island’s
Congressional Representative, a strong supporter for Columbus Day, flat out rejected
MLK Day as one holiday too many. Over opposition, MLK Day became a holiday.
 Since that time, there have been proposals to make our roster of Federal holidays more
inclusive. Proposals include the aforementioned Indigenous People’s Day; Lunar New
Year; a Latino Day; Jewish and Islamic holy days, and even a day for Harvey Milk. Just
as America becomes more pluralistic, we’ve run out of opportunities to create more three-
day weekends. Hard-charging American managers would be reluctant to have more than
one paid Monday or Friday off in a month. Bringing awareness of minority groups and
causes into the national conscious requires another approach, and re-naming Federal
holidays has limited potential. My advice? Enjoy Columbus Day, and if you see fit, give a
disclaimer to friends, explaining the forgotten historical context of the holiday.

Social Justice and the College Campus
Tuesday, November 24, 2015
I finished college in June, and since travelling overseas for work, have paid less attention
to domestic news, and more attention to topics of national security and foreign policy.
Something interesting has boiled up on college campuses this year, and I’m glad to have
graduated; and to have also attended a ‘school of hard knocks’. Idle hands, not found on
the campuses of strictly engineering, science, and technical schools, do lead to trouble.
The illiberal faction of the left, afforded with time and resources to pontificate, protests
and denies respect  to  graduation speakers,  professors,  and guests  of  honor.  They
demand  that  we  “check  our  privilege”,  and  put  a  damper  on  Cinco  de  Mayo  and
Halloween festivities with aggressive accusations of cultural appropriation (St. Patrick’s
Day and Octoberfest  are spared).  This is  all  done with the good intention of  Social
Justice. But why the guerilla tactics? I read one interview with such a proponent, who
stated: “dissent cannot be tolerated because these issues are so important”. There is a
more moderate faction which recognizes that  the issues being discussed make the
comfortable middle class- uncomfortable. But this faction is worth hearing out, since it
respects the autonomy of the mind. What do they have to say?
 In traditional Catholic doctrine (dating prior to Vatican II), Social Justice wrongs are
highlighted in economic terms: oppression of the poor and defrauding laborers. In a
discussion of Miranda rights, one professor informed my class that there are individuals
trapped in a cycle of debt caused by court fees. I was unaware of this problem, but I
know that there is bipartisan appeal in criminal justice reform. There are conservative
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arguments for  second chances, fiscally resp onsible sentencing reform, and for the
disablement of Kafkaesque government intrusion in the lives of people trying to make
good. As for wages, I believe that employers, more than the government, hold the moral
responsibility to provide living wages and other collateral benefits when possible. Teens
should use the good money to build a financial cushion that will protect them when they
move away from home: a Benjamin Franklin kind of wisdom. Some business owners
understand that  their  responsibility  for  laborers  extends beyond the  minimums the
government allows. I am optimistic for this based on my experience in the Washington,
DC area. Both DC and nearby Maryland suburbs raised the minimum wage to $11.50 an
hour. The Virginia suburbs did not increase the minimum wage, yet employers voluntarily
paid more to keep quality employees. In-and-Out sets their lowest wage at $10 an hour.
Hobby Lobby and Chick-fil-A offer employees the social benefits of having Sunday off.
Perhaps it’s human nature to give the less advantaged a deal. The only way I can fathom
that executives at wage-scrimping companies can live with themselves is if they mentally
dehumanize  their  ‘associates’  as  mere  numbers  on  a  spreadsheet.  I  did  a  similar
manpower exercise in a project management class. Never forget who’s on the other side
of the spreadsheet.
Enough about economic theories: Laffer, Keynes, and John Locke won’t pay working-
class bills. People are taking to the street. Enter the New York phenomenon: “Stand for
$15”.  Low-wage  workers  in  New  York  are  justly  fed  up  with  their  situation.  The
aggravation of middle-class commutes are reasons enough for griping, but it’s worse for
the poor. Commuter rail is pricey, and low-income earners are literally priced off the road
by $8 tolls on tunnels and bridges in New York. They must contend with long and slow
subways and bus rides to work. The cost and time of commuting is sunk; and floating
shifts as short as two hours are becoming common in retail. Employees tend to put up
with this crapshoot, but this is not a tenable situation. Unlike elsewhere in the country,
government is not seen as the inherent problem. With a push by the unions SEIU and
AFSCME, ‘ the proletariats are marching in the street’. Squares like myself poked at their
dancing and chants; and commenters wrote: “Union agitators…”, “Get back to work!”. But
one thing going for the protesters was a responsive government. Cynics called this the
unholy trinity of DeBlasio, Cuomo, and the President of the United States. (Hence, in
2001, Republican Mayor Giuliani, Governor Pataki and President Bush consisted the holy
trinity  of  New York?)  Ideologues  like  Bill  DeBlasio  are  predictable.  He  would  side
wholeheartedly with the workers,  consequences be damned.  Tactful  politicians like
Andrew Cuomo (a New Democrat) and his father are sometimes unpredictable, but are
well-versed in what to say and what to do. Statistics like the percentage of homeowners
or business proprietors play an important role in defining the ‘triggers’ of the electorate.
As far as a $15 minimum wage, it was a safe issue. New York has a unique relic that
strikes of mid-century liberalism: the wage board. I’ve passed by this office before: it runs
from a fine 1950’s sandstone building in downtown Manhattan, adorned with reliefs of
working-class white men, who used to dominate the outer boroughs of New York City.
Governor Cuomo and the gurus decided to give the protesters ‘everything they wanted’.
(When I took Negotiation 101 in project management, I learned to always come to a
compromise, never give in fully). Fast food workers would get $15 per hour.
Neoclassical economics suggests that good compensation relies on a job being one or
more of three things: dangerous, undesirable, or unique. Such is the ‘natural order’ of life.
First responders and military personnel, of whom I have many friends, were perturbed
that burger-flippers would earn the same as themselves. Working-class solidarity is not a
simple  issue:  The  real  world  is  interesting  and  intricate,  and  filled  with  tensions
concerning self-worth and one’s sense of personal dignity. Some employers engage in
what amounts to unethical, if not sinful exploitation of their employees; while others do
the right thing. Everyone knows it’s tough to be poor. But it’s worse when trapped in
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poverty by economic circumstance, with no clear way out. Social Justice, in an economic
sense, is to create opportunities to lift oneself out of poverty. Allowing employers to run
employees into the ground with commuting costs- just one example- is wrong, Viewing
Social Justice in this light makes an individual’s situation succinct as a spreadsheet.
Judging Social Justice in terms of race is soft science. It’s messy, as we’ve seen in the
news this year.

Merry Christmas, but you can wish me a Happy
Hanukkah too.
Friday, December 25, 2015
 The Christmas season is a great time to visit Manhattan, especially if  you have the
privilege of not having to pay for a hotel room during the “most wonderful time of year”.
While I attended the US Merchant Marine Academy (USMMA), the Long Island Railroad,
a commuter system, is the connection to the excitement, and getting from Kings Point to
the train station mean hopping on the county bus or catch a ride with a senior.
 From the waspy, Gatsby-esque village of Kings Point, one rides down Middle Neck
Road, the main drag of the Great Neck peninsula, you might suspect that Great Neck is a
devoutly Jewish town. Indeed, most local businesses are closed on Saturdays, the liberty
day for freshmen at the USMMA. Italian and Asian restaurants, Baker Hill Tavern, gas
stations, and several convenience stores are the only stores open on the Sabbath. Many
nationalities of Jews are represented by the synagogues of Great Neck, including Iranian
Jews,  Greek  Jews,  Armenian  Jews,  among  others.  Catholics  at  St.  Aloysius  and
parishioners at the local Episcopal and AME parishes were in the Christian minority.
During December,  menorahs and bunting line shops’  windowsills.  So I  was kind of
disappointed that the town’s signs read “Happy Holidays” and “Season’s Greetings”.
Even though I should’ve felt included as a gentile, something was missing. It was not the
lack of “Merry Christmas”, but the absence of tradition. Modernity and secularism won
over the devoutly Jewish town. Great Neck did not launch a ‘war on Christmas’, but
chose to use generic greetings as sterile as ultra-pasteurized milk. Sterile is safe, but
lacks  flavor  and  the  conviction  of  accepted  risk.  Instead  of  the  ideal  of  inclusive
multiculturalism, we got homogeny. One other way modernity obscured intercultural
understanding is in the Catholic mass: This year, I attended a Christmas Eve service in
Korea, where the pastor recited an age-old Eucharistic prayer, brought back by Pope
Benedict  XVI,  which  invoked  ancient  Jewish  leaders  Melchisedech  and  Abraham.
Ironically, the prayer had been suppressed during Vatican II, when dialogue with other
faiths was encouraged.
 Sometimes modernity eats its own. Increasing materialism of the Christmas season,
since the late 19 th century, when Pepsi gave Santa a red coat, created secular symbols
associated with Christmas. So why the offense when Christmas is no longer primarily
focused on the Nativity  scene? Secular  Christmas shopping,  an offspring from the
religiously-motivated charitable acts of Dickensian days, is the cultural norm. To name
such behavior “holiday shopping” for “holiday gifts” seems to give a line-item corporate
focus, rather than an individual focus, to the shopping season between Thanksgiving and
New Year’s Day. What “happy holidays” speaks to me is the thought that, no matter your
culture,  “people  ought  to  spend  and  benefit  corporate  bottom  lines”.  To  embrace
Christmas, Hanukkah, or both, is to take back the season from retailers and bring it back
to the people.
 Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year!
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Tuesday, February 02, 2016
Every Third Engineer and Third Mate was able to take Christmas vacation this year,
either for Thanksgiving, Christmas, or New Year’s. I was still building vacation time, so I
spent the holidays in Korea. I’m looking back fondly at my time on the Jersey Shore,
including three weeks of “workcation” (work vacation), even though I was anxious to see
the world. In Seoul on New Year’s Day, I was able to get new boots for work. I was
looking for Red Wing boots at their store in Seoul’s Rodeo District, but the boots they sell
in Korea are fashion items that are impractical for working. Travelling 300 miles for boots
(and entertainment as well) makes me remember how the Red Wings store in Eatontown,
NJ was a five-minute walk from the MSC hotel. Timberland was closed for the holiday,
but I was able to find boots at an outlet store in Itaewon, the westerner’s district in Seoul.
A pair of Cabela’s met the required ASTM specifications. It was refreshing to get off the
ship for the short weekend, especially after a week of working the night shift. I enjoyed
the taste of Turkish food and Irish entertainment. I also visited a bookstore called What
The Book.  They sell  books in  English.  As with  my past  trips,  the bullet  train  was a
pleasant experience. I especially enjoyed the return trip to Pusan, when I had a seat for
the entire trip! If you see movies about the future, you’ll often notice the post-national
environment where different nationalities live among each other in the same city. That
future  is  here,  in  Korea.  People  from  around  the  world  come  to  Korea,  and  they
commingle in Itaewon. I enjoyed every hour of my weekend. I knew that the ship would
soon be in a new harbor, some distance from Korea’s other bullet train line. Travelling is
quite affordable in Korea: a one-way ticket on the bullet train costs W59,000, or about
$55.00 US. In my trips to Seoul, I’ve stayed at the Hostel Yacht and Hostel Izak. Both
were good experiences, and I got to converse with English- and French- speaking young
travelers. To clarify, I’ve stayed with travelers of all ages, from high school to retiree. You
get to spend the night for less than W30,000, or $25.00 US, about one-fifth the cost of the
Four Points Sheraton by Seoul Station, a good hotel if you prefer. Cost of meals and
entertainment is comparable to a big American city like Washington, DC or Portland, OR.

100 Nights...Again
Wednesday, March 02, 2016
 At the US Merchant Marine Academy at Kings Point,  there's going to be a party to
celebrate 100 nights to Graduation Day. It's going to be a great time, and all  senior
midshipmen are encouraged to go. The morning afterwards, the revellers will think to
themselves: "the party's over", which it is, because of this pesky but ultimately rewarding
thing called "Licenses".

 Merchant Mariner Licenses, issued by the US Coast Guard and required for graduation
from the USMMA, is the thing that figuratively sets up Kings Point different than the other
service academies.
 Second semester senior year at other Academies, I heard, is a relative coast towards
graduation compared to the rigors of previous years. They have a ball, throw their hats in
the air,  and leave their  well-manicured campuses with  PCS (permanent  change of
station) orders in their hands. Still hard at work, we try to tune that out. For Kings Point
seniors, things ramp up quickly in May.

 In contrast to self-regulating sectors of the economy like banking's FDIC, railroad's self-
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certification of train engineers, and technology's industry standards; the maritime industry
lost the privilege of self-regulation over a hundred years ago, and with just cause: even
Huckleberry  Finn  talks  about  the  boiler  explosion  on  an  1840's  Mississippi  River
paddlewheel ship. What resulted is that licenses are required for lucrative commercial
sailing jobs, and a big part of the licensing process is the licensing tests, as well as
seagoing experience. So what's on the test? Knowledge of 1960's-era relay circuits and
boiler  technology? Modern stack gas analysis? It's  in there for  engineers.  Celestial
Navigation, which is returning to the Naval Academy after a 20-year hiatus? Prospective
mates have never gotten a break from the topic.

 On the engineering side, licenses are designed to make sure that the ship's crew, with a
minimum supply of spare parts, and no outside technical support, can keep a ship sailing.
This is a total break from the modern world's just-in-time, outsourced economy; 490
questions in 7 tests in 4 days are used to determine this competency. For mates, the goal
is to not beach or reef the ship, and to avoid collisions through knowledge of "rules of the
road"; and do so alone with little to no OJT (on-the-job training). While most tests require
70% to pass, some of the mate's tests require 80% or 90% proficiency.

 Why do I care about the King Point Class of 2016's celebration of 100 nights? I've "long
passed" this hurdle. It's because I want everything to go right for my brother. Really, I
shouldn't worry. He's doing well in class; and more importantly, performs well on the type
of multiple-choice tests that make up licensing. But like a godfather,  I  want no May
surprises; no drama. Planning my vacation around this event, I'd like my brother to have
a Disney-perfect conclusion to his time at Kings Point. As a graduate, I want to confer
that fabled "legacy alumni privilege" on him. Since my brother is a prospective mate, and
I  graduated as an engineer,  I  get  to  keep a proper  distance,  not  becoming a long-
distance tutor  or  micro-manager.  I  know my place.

 The pieces fall  into place for most graduating midshipmen, a process that requires
concurrence by the Dean's office, the Navy Reserve, and the Coast Guard's verification
of  meeting  all  licensing requirements.  If  these requirements  are  met,  you get  your
diploma in the spotlight of the stage. If there is an outstanding item on graduation day,
you'll get a photo opportunity with the administrative assistant later on. For those who've
had graduation this way, it's a proud moment nonetheless, but without the pomp and
circumstance. Completion of the licensing exams, just three weeks before graduation
day, is typically the last piece of the graduation puzzle, so there is immense joy when
successful results are posted.

 And speaking of pomp and circumstance, finishing licenses the first  week- passing
seven of seven tests- affords several awesome opportunities: ringing the bell, going out
for  what  is  billed  as  the  "craziest  night  of  their  lives",  and  getting  10  days  of  pre-
graduation  leave.  Job  offers  are  made  final  upon  receiving  a  license.
I've scheduled my vacation around the events of my brother's graduation.

 What I'm harping here is vicarious living at its finest; nostalgia for a different time. I've
been out of college for almost a year. Yes, there are times at work that I think: "it never
gets easier". Nostalgia for the past? I'll move on after my brother's graduation, but for
now, part of my heart is still at Kings Point. It's true, though, that as a midshipman I'd
admire the young, happy graduates I'd see in Greenwich Village, New York on Saturday
nights. This June, I'll be one of them as I anticipate my brother's graduation.

My last blog post was on Groundhog's day, and writing about 100 nights makes me feel
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as if I'm in the namesake movie. It's still winter in Korea.

War is Rice
Thursday, March 31, 2016
The major  narratives of  the Pacific  War are Navy gun battles and the heroism and
ultimate sacrifice of Marines on countless islands. The big story I've started to learn about
is the war in China, which set the stage for the bamboo curtain in the Cold War.

China had essentially been engaged in regional civil wars since the Boxer Rebellion and
the reign of the last emperor. While the Republic of China was established in 1911 as
Asia's  oldest  democracy (that  being a  loose term),  the government's  power  wasn't
consolidated until 1928. Ten years later, Japan invaded south of Manchuria, leading
China  into  war  again.  The  Chinese  people  endured  great  numbers  of  casualties,
including the Rape of Nanking. This would lead China's generalissimo Chiang Kai-Shek
to make the difficult decision to divert the Yellow River in 1938 to stop the advance of the
Japanese into central China.

Had Chiang  done  nothing,  the  Japanese  could've  surrounded China's  key  military
elements, forcing a surrender. The other option was to break the dykes of the Yellow
River, flooding millions of acres of cropland and displacing over a million people. It was
Chiang's last option, like sacrificing a queen on the chessboard. Detractors say that
China's gain was minimal, and led to the rise of Communist activity in the flooded areas.
Others noted that the critical region was defended for six more years until Japan's final
offensive. The peasants who died in the flooding were damned either way- death by the
invader or death for a greater good. Belated appreciation for their sacrifice came at the
end of the war.

The Yellow River was China's sorrow that kept giving, though: a 1942 famine in the
Henan province- memorialized in a recent movie- was partly attributed to the river's
diversion. This famine was documented in Time Magazine, and the author remarked that
he never had difficulty finding an open restaurant- highlighting an income inequality that
Mao derided. Remembering what Joseph Needham, the "man who loved China", said
about life in Nationalist versus Communist china, the photos- despite the desperation of
the people- show a colorful China, where people retained their traditions and manner of
dress, be it a large coat or an animal skin. The effects of a bad harvest were amplified by
the war. Chiang's government was reluctant to reduce tax revenue in the form of rice; he
had millions of troops to feed. Upon hearing that peasants were forced to sell tools and
animals, the government ensured that they would take no more than the peasants had
produced. Great relief.

China hobbled onwards to victory in 1945, assisted by Allies like an elderly man I met
while attending Kings Point. During the War, he had been in the US Army Air Force in
China. Japan's surrender should've held much promise for China; however, ceasefires
between Mao's Communist troops and Chiang's Nationalists troops failed. Still at war,
China suffered hyperinflation, squeezing the poor yet again. More troops defected to the
Communists. Mao, after all, was an "agrarian reformer". The peasants didn't know that
the Great Leap Forward would kill millions of their countrymen, nor the restrictions on civil
liberties would inhibit social life.They just wanted to eat.

Sun Yat Sen's, 'Three Principles' carried by the Nationalist government, held little sway
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with the hungry masses. Over in India, Gandhi struck a chord with fellow subjects of
colonial rule. He knew the poor could care less about abstract freedom, so he attacked
the salt tax, an essential ingredient of life in India. 1947 and 1948 were the years that the
world's two most populous countries were democracies. Had China followed Chiang Kai-
Shek's course, I image that China would've resembled the diversity in wealth and culture
that India offers.

 In January 1949, Mao took Peking, and by the end of the year, had conquered most of
the mainland. He had to build up an amphibious force to take over the last two island
provinces. Hainan fell, but, with the start of the Korean war, Taiwan's defenses were
strengthened. For Chinag Kai-Shek, Taiwan was a manageable piece of China. With the
help of international aid and American protection, the last holdout of Republican China
became an economic miracle, where famine is a distant memory.

Back to the Cities?
Sunday, April 17, 2016
Even though I’ve spent the past year outside of the US, I’d like to catch up on the latest
trend: businesses, and people, are moving back to the cities? I’ve heard from urban
pioneers of yesteryear, now middle-class homeowners in the swankiest neighborhoods,
talk about how their neighborhood “changed for the better”. It’s not a new trend, but one
that entered hyperdrive since 2010- or the official end of the last recession. Places like
Detroit  and  Cleveland  are  on  the  upswing.  Manhattan  is  back,  more  than  ever.  In
Washington,  DC,  gentrification  has  been  completed  in  the  L’Enfant  City  of  stately
apartment buildings, Victorian townhomes, and sleek new construction. Prices continue
to climb; so where should urban pioneers head next, if not Baltimore?
I’ll ask, why did people move to the cities? Because of Television Shows like Entourage
and Mad Men glorify the after-work happy hour. Driving to, but mostly from, happy hour
with pals from your asphalt-surrounded office park is not a feasible idea. Ditto a decent
lunch break. Long waits to take a left turn into the strip mall make the brown bag an
appealing option.

Because of the Internet Facebook says, shouts, and screams that you have to be there in
the middle of the action. If  college today is about the amenities purchased with tax-
advantaged student loans, yuppie life is about prolonging adolescence. Whether you’re a
SINK or a DINK, you can’t be more than walking distance from the hot spots.

Why did businesses move to the cities? Cities wised up about tax policy Without big-box
stores, Washington, DC lost $1 billion per year in tax revenue as residents shopped in
neighboring suburbs. Since then, Target and Walmart have opened in the city. Also, state
laws  limit  scope  of  local  regulations:  A  business  can  open  in  inner-city  Norfolk  or
Richmond  with  little  more  red  tape  than  in  business-friendly  suburbs.
Maximize workforce within commuting distance Mature workers may be tied down to
houses in different parts of the region. Locating in the heart of the city averages out
commuting distances, and makes a shorter commute for those choosy, urban-dwelling
Millennials. Also, with traffic so bad, mass transit reduces commute times, as long as
offices and businesses are located near transportation hubs, often the center city.
Hip and Energetic We’ve seen companies trying to be “with the times”, occasionally
embarrassing themselves in the process. Downtown offices have the same hoped effect:
to give a new, friendlier image to the same old corporation. Big Data says it’s the right
move to take…what could go wrong?
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So where should urban pioneers head next? How about Crystal City, a stone’s throw
from the  Pentagon,  once  the  workplace  of  legions  of  military  personnel  and  their
contractors, the epitome of square culture. Hard times hit the community of 1970’s office
towers and large condos with the end of the Cold War, and the subsequent Defense
Department’s BRAC initiative that picked up speed after homeland security concerns
came to the forefront. (These buildings replaced the wartime “temporary buildings” placed
on the National Mall) It was a paradox, because as the offices were emptying out in this
“bland” area 10 minutes by car, subway, or commuter train from Downtown Washington,
the “authentic” U Street corridor benefited from gentrification that began with the arrival of
a new subway station.
What’s  wrong  with  Crystal  City?  It  just  wasn’t  hip;  street  life  was  non-existent  as
commuters, residents, and hotel guests arrived by car; or by the subway, through a maze
of connected basements. Polyester-blend khaki uniforms don’t take sweat-stains well,
and  the  tunnels  were  a  brilliant  idea  to  keep  workers  of  the  future  away  from
Washington’s summer heat. Recent renovations have widened sidewalks and opened
more ground-level  retail.  I’ve  seen sidewalk  cafes  bustling  at  lunchtime as today’s
workers  ditch  the brown bag.
Washington, DC had to develop a start-up culture. Although now home to a wide range of
industries outside of government, including Fortune-listed companies offering technology
applications,  aerospace,  and hospitality;  even Volkswagen;  these companies were
transplants like many of the area’s residents. Notable exceptions are Marriott, AOL and
Capital One. Young educated born-and-raised locals, a growing demographic, had to
realize that government was not the only means to a successful career in Washington.
With the necessary entrepreneurial infrastructure in place, the start-up environment was
hatched.
Then you had to teach the real estate magnates about changing times. Kings of concrete,
they were used to renting out entire floors to well-paying clients like the US Government,
the US Air Force, and various contractors. Today, they are becoming more accepting of
smaller square-foot leases and shorter terms, required by small, fledgling, and nimble
companies. They’ve even torn down some arsenals of cubicles in Crystal City.
Part of the attraction of cities is the cool buildings and a sense of place: I’ve been to
Portland, Oregon. Old loft warehouses are inspiring, especially when relics of the past
are still visible. Do 1970’s office buildings, such as those surrounding the Pentagon, have
to be forever branded as sterile and impersonal? One building owner remodeled one floor
in  the  image  of  Silicon  Valley.  For  other  offices,  I  envision  posting  images  of  the
quantifiable  work  performed and vintage encounters:  satellites,  mustached military
officers, and secretaries with typewriters. Heck, paint the elevators camouflage green.
Could  Crystal  City,  and  its  sisters  across  America,  be  the  next  up-and  coming
neighborhoods?

Homeward Bound
Sunday, May 29, 2016
When May rolled around, I had been on the ship for 8 months and there was a lot of
inside knowledge to turn over to my replacement, and very little time. Like an essay,
though, it was completed in time. On the top of my concerns was the weather. My ship
was anchored an hour  out  of  Chinhae,  Korea,  and on my last  workday I  had been
delayed half a day while conducting ship's business ashore. As I was closing out affairs
with the ship's master, I asked if I should leave before morning, forgoing a good night
sleep, because of the waves. He assured me that the weather would be alright. Which it
was.
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I had a last hurrah on Texas Street in Pusan, and visited Haeundae Beach (seeing is
believing). It was Cinco de Mayo, and my original itinerary would've landed me in Norfolk
before  closing  time  the  same  day,  37  hours  after  midnight  in  Korea,  due  to  the
international date line. Instead, I flew on May 6th, and my first flight sent me to Tokyo. I
had enough time to clear customs and go to the town of Narita for lunch. The next flight
was 11 hours to Detroit. Many people bemoan long flights, but I didn't mind having the
time to  myself,  and  only  to  myself.  In  the  air,  I  watched  several  movies,  including
"Brooklyn", "The Finest Hours", and a documentary of gentrification in San Francisco. I
was curious about this pulsing change that is radiating from San Francisco. It's tech, but
it's more than just tech.

Although I flew out of the US to meet ships, once to Israel and twice to Korea, I also
haven't entered the US by airplane since 2007. I wondered what the experience would
be. Detroit airport, in flyover country, is now an international airline hub for Delta Airlines.
I suppose that it was decided by big data. Was Customs and Border Protection on top of
their game? Four widebody flights had arrived in one hour, and contributed to some
customs delays in the otherwise well-designed and partially automated international
arrival area.
Slipping easily across borders today, enabled in the name of free trade, reminded me of
the time between the gilded age of railroads and the outbreak of World War One, those
with means to travel in Europe did so easily and without passports.

My flight  from Detroit  to Norfolk was delayed for  a technical  issue. I  was surprised,
because I always had my engine plant ready ten minutes before departure. Never a
minute  late.  Then  again  it  was  me  and  twenty  others  to  assist  in  the  engineering
department, versus a cockpit crew of two. I slept little on the long flight, but wasn't in bad
shape, though. I got home at 10pm local time, and woke up for lunch. No jet lag, really.

Protectionism and HB-1 Visas
Tuesday, June 21, 2016
Donald Trump has rankled Silicon Valley talked about closing our borders to foreign
talent. Does labor protectionism work?

It does for oceangoing ship's officers, job descriptions which requires a license. The
barriers to entry are set fairly high. Getting the basic license for oceangoing ships (Third
Mate or Third Engineer) requires six years of work experience in entry level and semi-
skilled shipboard jobs;  four  to  six  years in  shipboard Navy service;  an engineering
degree; or four years of maritime college. Interestingly, I  have not met an American
engineer who has gotten a license from a non-maritime college.

In addition to the USMMA, six state maritime colleges make it their bread and butter to
educate and train  future ship's  officers.  To respond to  changing times,  these state
colleges have expanded their  scope of degrees to include related fields like marine
biology and operations engineering. Each of these has a required regimental system, a
requirement for federal funding. The rigidity of the regimental systems vary by college; for
example, all  require uniforms for class, but others add more intensity: The Maritime
College of New York, for example, hired an administrator who had experience at both
Guantanamo  Bay  and  a  federal  prison  in  South  Carolina.  This  lead  to  an  online
discussion on GCaptain about the reasons behind and merits of the regimental systems
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for students not in ROTC. Summed up as follows:

Why do they still have the regiment?
 Ship's officers need discipline when handling lives and millions of dollars of cargo.
The airline industry doesn't do it.
 You're at sea for weeks at a time.
Field engineers and wildcats don't do it either.
 OK....it helps weed people out and thus protects my income.

Officers of American ships, government or private, are required to be US citizens. With
these requirements; and with demand created by the Jones Act, our maritime cabotage
law similar to those for airlines and trucking; wages tend to be higher than on foreign
ships. And American shipping companies were able to dominate the world market after
World War Two... at least during the time they were able to acquire the best government
surplus vessels.  Today, American overseas commercial  shipping is a shadow of its
former self. Yet for decades, hardworking Americans have been able to benefit from
"protectionist" policies.

Coming back to land, it has been argued that the HB-1 Visa program holds down wages
of  engineers  and  other  technical  staffers;  who  must  go  into  management  or
entrepreneurship to get ahead. But alongside the well-educated worker-bees (In Korea, I
met a man whose son was waiting for an HB-1 Visa) are the potential job creators of the
future, who can't afford an EB-5 Investor's Visa. In shipping, the jobs protected are at the
operational level. Strategy and ideas are implemented in the office and at the executive
level. It would be difficult to work in the global economy while functioning in an isolationist
vacuum, but as the experience in the American maritime industry shows, "protectionist"
policies can protect middle-class jobs.

Vibrant City; Charity Care
Sunday, July 10, 2016
The Vibrant City Friday evening, inbound on the Lincoln Tunnel is jammed with people
headed  to  Midtown  and  the  theater  district.  I’m  starting  to  see  this  in  DC,  whose
waterfront and restaurants are alive until 11pm on weekday nights. The city is coming of
age for what used to be a “quaint southern city”. Enough old architecture remains bearing
the marks of gentrification, bricks cleaned and painted jolly colors, new window frames,
grout renewed. DC also embarked on a subway maintenance blitz; New York City has
done this before, although alternate routings and express tracks have mitigates the
effects on commuters. DC could certainly do better with alternate bus service, but this is
where private industry is stepping in. Uber and Lyft, once demonized by establishment
politicians, earned their right to exist as subway service is ending earlier on weekends.
Bridj is operating red-and-white private buses that take those “in-the-know” to work- those
with smartphone and credit card required. I have not seen “Google”-style buses yet, but I
am not ruling out the possibility as the city proper becomes a hipper place than ever.
Charity Care: Alternative to Medicaid Expansion? In the 1970’s, each state was required
to establish central planning of healthcare, including “certificate of need”, removing the
essential services of healthcare from the free market and traditional notions of supply-
and-demand. It was argued that the process stifled innovation and competition, and the
law was repealed in 1986, and over time, 14 states have abolished the system, and
others have reduced the scope of central planning. New York was the first, in 1964, as
Ronald Reagan and the American Medical Association railed against socialized medicine
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and Nixon’s individual mandate proposal. Next year is Virginia’s turn. A result of short
legislative sessions, a bill passed by the legislature related to the issue was held over for
next year. This was a result of strong bipartisan effort in suburban parts of the state.
Balancing free-market ideals with the practical reality of health care access for rural
residents. Imaging services like MRI and CAT will likely be the first to be liberated. This
would be a boon for health care investors, and the Democratic governor, always looking
to turn a buck, has shown support. It would also benefit the urban and suburban poor,
who would be able to receive charity care on new healthcare investments, more than
ever  decentralized from large,  regional  hospitals.  The cost  of  increased healthcare
access would be assumed by private investors, rather than taxpayers under Medicaid.
Two questions remain: How will this charity care be coordinated? How will rural access to
healthcare be protected?
A New Subway in Manhattan This year a new subway station opened up on the Hudson
River in a newly vibrant west of midtown, formerly home to warehouses and meatpacking
outfits. The station was built in the bedrock, and escalators connected from the street to
the  vaulted  station  a  hundred  feet  below.  One  short  flight  of  stairs  connected  the
escalator mezzanine to the platform, a Spartan finish for a city that’s still kind of utilitarian.
Soon, as in next year, a new line will serve Second Avenue on the notorious Upper East
Side, and the Hudson River station is the builder’s model for sleekness in a subway
system known for its grit.  Distinctly to the east of Lexington and Fifth Avenues, and
retaining a village-like feel, I knew friends-of-friends who were able to afford apartments
in  the  walk-ups  that  line  the  side-streets  of  Second  Avenue.  In  a  place  where
convenience comes with a price, I’d like to see if Second Avenue can keep its quaint, off-
the-path charm.

The Airplane Engines that Drive Ships
Wednesday, August 10, 2016
Recently, I flew from Virginia to Houston and, one week later, to Charleston, SC, on a
plane known as the Embraer 145. It's a thin tube that seats up to 47 that's good for short
flights. These days, United Airlines fly them halfway across the country. My first flight had
me in the back row, next to the jet engines and lavatory. I had time to observe and listen
to the engines. I knew the next ship I would be boarding had engines like these. When I
found out my next flight's seat assignment, I went for Economy Plus. As on a ship, those
turbines are best enjoyed 75 feet from, and cumulative inches of aluminum or steel away.

Boarding my next  ship was the reason I  came to Charleston.  When I  landed at  the
bustling small airport on a Saturday, I noticed I was the only flyer in work attire instead of
golfing clothes. I did get to see the sights, and got there by city bus. The stop was marked
with an old concrete post in a gritty industrial district where the ship was docked. As the
bus rolled towards downtown,  old  factories were used by artisans and mainstream
producers. Many call the barebone bus systems of medium-sized cities "transportation of
last resort", but its timeliness to the schedule was impressive and made it worth riding.

The ship I'm on, from a class known as the second generation of "AOEs", have hulls of
the old liner ships that traversed the oceans in the days before jet planes. Built at the end
of the Cold War, I am sure that some of the designers of the AOEs had experience in
those majestic passenger ships built in the 1940's and 1950's. Those passenger ships
sailed with steam turbines, a technology that today is used by most conventional and
nuclear power plants.
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The jet age brought us aeroderivative gas turbines, in use by all fine navies and some
high speed ocean ferries. After 1980, steam turbines gave way to diesel engines for most
ships, and gas turbines on higher-speed ships such as Cunard's ocean liners. With the
AOE's being constructed during the fall of the Soviet Union, the 1990's Navy soon bought
a class of even larger logistics ships designed to be crewed by civilians, also propelled by
gas turbines. Then computers got smarter; replacing a robust, but expensive part of
steam- and gas- turbine ships known as the reduction gear. With power management
software, multiple efficient diesel generators could provide electricity to turn a large
electric motor attached to the ship's propeller. Enough kilowatts provided the energy
needed to propel the ships at high speeds. The AOEs and their cousins known as the
AKRs (which I sailed on at the USMMA) mark a certain time frame in history where speed
was bought at the cost of fuel efficiency.

Creative and Creating Classes Working Together
Friday, September 16, 2016
“On August 18, for the first time since 1999, the three stock market indices set record
highs on the same day. If your retirement account is growing, elect Hillary to continue
Obama’s legacy” “For many people, America has never been better”, says Hillary Clinton.
Society has never been more racially integrated. The Old Boy’s Club is losing power.
More women than ever are in traditionally-male professions and occupations. Inner cities
have never been cleaner or more prosperous. For those left out, it’s because you turned
your back on higher education. It’s not Darwinism! Cheering on big business is a winner
with the New Yorker-reading set (last check, the cover price is $8.99. Hardly radical). For
fair-weather liberals seeking social approval with click-bait, big companies’ public relation
moves on social issues is true progress. The nefarious element of overseas sweatshops
and domestic stagnant wages, a centuries-old mainstay of big business, has fallen off the
public consciousness. In any case, they’re making progress on social issues, so it’s okay.
And what  happened to  the  “Shop Local”  campaign?  Well,  there  are  a  few bigoted
photographers and bakers out  there who claim first-amendment protection for  their
bigotry. Better not risk supporting one. “On August 18, for the first time since 1999, the
three stock market indices set record highs on the same day. If your retirement account is
growing, elect Hillary to continue Obama’s legacy”. What difference does it make? My
country is being humiliated overseas, and my income is declining. “Make America great
again”.  Restoring working-class prosperity  is  Donald  Trump’s  announced intention;
Bernie Sanders hinted at this as well when he called for in-sourcing jobs from overseas.
Trump’s America is a dark world of shortening life expectancy and increasing suicides.
The working-class man, driven out to exurban and rural ghettos, is ashamed that he
cannot provide for his family without community assistance. Bernie’s America is college
educated and well-versed in the language of multiculturalism. They live at home, or
receive  parental  subsistence  for  rent.  There  may be  a  faded Obama poster  in  the
bedroom. They’re in dead-end jobs not related to their college major or career of choice.
They’re living the nightmare of soul-crushing jobs the Port Huron Accords predicted half a
century ago. They wonder when they can move on into the post-collegiate life they’ve
seen on TV; the lifestyle their teachers promised.
Big business seems to be a force for social justice; and drive profits as scientifically-
driven organizations with streamlined procedures and efficient logistics. But I don’t like
the idea of  treating people  like  numbers on a  spreadsheet.  I’m uncomfortable  with
companies that protect the bottom-line by using their staff as an on-call labor force with
unpredictable schedules. I’m suspect of the intelligence of companies disposing their
most  senior  employees,  who happen to  be the greatest  repositories  of  knowledge,
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because they’re paid “too much”. They’ve scorched too much earth. In the last recession,
forward-thinking employees who were laid off  decided to go it  alone- or  work it  out
together.  After  the parent  company of  the Washington Blade paper  collapsed,  one
employee reported in a news article, along the lines that “we were only unemployed a few
hours that day, from the time we got the news until we realized that we’d continue the
paper ourselves”. Others adapted to the new economy by embracing the You Economy.
Nearing retirement, one of my professors said that the Future of Work, the You Economy,
is a big deal. He sent us an article by email and asked us about it in class. The topic
passed over our heads as we were headed into a domestic maritime industry of strong
unions, protected trade, and significant regulatory barriers to entry for both labor and
owners. Many would also get good union-sponsored pensions and health benefits strong
enough that Richard Trumka, leader of the AFL-CIO, came out against the “Cadillac”
Health Plan tax.  “Sail  Union, get married,  retire at  50” appeared more than once in
USMMA yearbooks- a middle-class dream right  there.
But  what  if  the  You Economy could  resurrect  the middle  class? Entrepreneurs  are
building from the scrap heap of big business; use their techniques, such as outsourcing
tasks to contractors, on a smaller scale to create new products and services. Just-in-time
production allows innovators to order prototypes, using their own modest bank accounts
as seed money without calling on angel investors. With hipster intrigue into the Maker
movement,  more  leaders  than  ever  are  discovering  the  capabilities  of  American
craftsmanship and manufacturing; knowledge and technical talent working tirelessly in
nondescript  companies  with  names  like  Ball  Bearing  and  Rubber  Products.  The
multigenerational creative class would likely not know that people other than gardeners
and elevator mechanics still work with their hands. A few colleges, though, are known for
their  interface with industry.  Stanford University,  for example, is the brain of Silicon
Valley. It caters to the tech industry, which is hip; and is nearby San Francisco, which is
totally hip. I knew someone who won a Gates Scholarship and chose to attend Stanford
instead of Harvard. But isn’t Harvard better ranked? Lehigh and Harvey Mudd, longtime
interfaces of industrial-collegiate collaboration, aren’t located in the hippest cities; steel
and  oil  are  so  old-school.  Ideas  are  created  on  paper-  hence,  creative  class,  and
rendered into products by machinists, technicians, and operators utilizing workshops and
factories in as much as the tech sector has coders. The same talent that creates the
products can engineer their processes based on a living wage for workers. “For many
people, America has never been better” for the creative class, those who’ve mastered the
You Economy. “Make America great again” for the working class is an achievable goal.

Check your (Internet) privilege
Tuesday, November 01, 2016
...the reason you haven't seen a post in weeks.

A few years back, I pulled into the invisible outskirts of Port Arthur, TX on a coal-carrying
bulk ship called MV Mary Ann Hudson. The ship was 35 years young, and needless to
say, had no internet connection. I had my first IPhone with me, but it wouldn't turn on. I
asked fellow crewmembers for advice, but none had fancy high tech phones like mine. I
took the phone to the local Verizon store, and they showed me the answer- I just had to
hold the power buttons longer. Apple doesn't put out print user's manuals- they assume
their customers have internet privilege.

Two years later, I was at a Capitol Hill brief with the USMMA's Board of Visitors. One
topic was how to save the humanities curriculum. One member of Congress asked if
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students could do digital courses at sea. Rep. Grimm from Staten Island had the best
expression when he learned that Internet service at sea is unpredictable, but largely non-
existent.

Today, many businesses have "improved" their websites with data- heavy features like
pictures and automatic reload. Too much for a simple satellite connection to handle. As
they attempt to get more business, they get less of mine. Simple is better in my world.

We've gotten to the point  where Internet has become a necessity.  To complete the
backside things professionals needto do on their own time, like license updates, requires
Internet and a printer. I finally figured out how to get what I need some- go to a hip new
place known as a shared workspace.

The Value and Price of Work
Saturday, December 03, 2016
A rare books review on the blog. By chance in the ship’s library, I read two books that
turned out to be a before-and-after on America’s poor and working class. “Why America
Doesn’t Work” is a commentary on the ‘decline’ of the American work ethic. Written in the
early 1990’s book, it includes firsthand examples of the Soviet elite’s corruption and the
failed state they ruled. On their trip to the USSR, the author saw two things that worked:
the black market…and the gulag, where productive inmates were able to earn overtime
as an incentive. “The beginning of a free market?” the author noted. Chuck Colson and
Jack  Eckerd  sounded an alarm about  a  growing cultural  and income gap between
workers and the ruling class. Twenty-five years later, our new President of the United
States  was able  to  capitalize  to  victory  on voters’  concerns  about  those educated,
connected elites. These voters even included “college educated whites”, who turned out
to be Trump’s stealth supporters. What were Chuck Colson’s concerns?
A welfare system that punished work (known as AFDC) A prison system that encouraged
idleness and recidivism Schools failing to educate students Apathetic university students
waiting to graduate with huge salaries Big businesses allowing Japan and West Germany
to eat their lunch “Age of Aquarius”, the prominence of leisure, decline of morals such as
honesty. Money-lusting, middle class, Self-interested teens slacking on the job Oh… and
the lack of mutual respect between employee and employer.
And most prominently, that the old saying “An honest day’s work for an honest day’s pay”
was now a Jay Leno punchline.
Some changes have happened since. Businesses have smartened up, embracing quality
control, innovation (read: Fast Company, which began in 1995) and keeping a closer
check on “time theft”. It’s less likely for new graduates to trip into a high-paying Wall
Street job. Morals might be firming up, says Gallup, if you leave out loosening opinions
on drugs and marriage. Today, we have charter schools, No Child Left Behind, a well-
intentioned program; and “high achieving students” are noticed. Some new employer-
employee models have been tried, such as a uniform pay rate (one company had a
$70,000 a year minimum salary) and adult playgrounds at tech companies. Hipsters and
the Maker Movement are bringing back a culture of craftsmanship and restoring the
dignity of work- even in once-menial jobs like coffee-wenching.
Shortly after the book was written, Bill Clinton, one of those New Democrats, and Newt
Gingrich’s Congress, ended “welfare as we knew it”. What happened to the poor? We
learn about them in “Nickel and Dimed”. The author laments that there was no provision
in the welfare reform bill to track its effects. She had some not-so-good numbers from
research groups, but decided to explore the mystery of the working poor.
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The author, Barbara Ehrenreich, accustomed to a comfortable lifestyle, dives into the
world of minimum wage work. Notably, she attempts to pay rent in motels and apartments
without a significant other or roommate pitching in. I know this challenge myself: without
paying rent, my high school lifeguard job at $8.50 per hour felt like rolling in dough; a
post-collegiate job offer thrice that rate was enough to make ends meet, considering rent.
So I was intrigued. The book was written 15 years ago, but many of the truths remain the
same.
Transportation  and  Mobility  The  bewildering  question  of  why  workers  working  for
minimum wage were not upwardly mobile- why didn’t  they flock to jobs paying a bit
better? Why were they passing up a seeming opportunity? There is the unpaid time that
would have to be invested in finding and securing a job. Not the monthly bills middle-
class people face,  but  the daily  fees like motel  rooms.  Management  issues were a
concern;  middle  managers  (themselves  not  well  compensated)  were  presented  as
lacking in leadership skills, so workers often decided to resign themselves to the “devil
you know”. But the overarching issue is the question of access to these better paying
jobs.  Sure,  riding  infrequent  bus  routes  in  the  suburbs  is  inconvenient  and  time-
consuming, but doable. Until you consider the need to pick up the kids from school, or to
go to a second job. Changing jobs would require rearranging one’s transportation.
Subsidence When I go grocery shopping, I scratch my head at some of the bills. They
seem bigger than last year; even more than just two months ago. For me, I take the
information and look to see if my credit union is also increasing its rates with inflation- on
savings accounts. For the working class, no good comes out of higher grocery prices. It
isn’t expensive to eat healthy (but it’s not cheap either!) The author noted that her co-
workers were filling themselves with high-carb, high-fat junk food, with long-term health
effects. That was all they could afford. As for the nasty cigarette and booze stereotype
associated with the poor, I was interested to learn that being a smoker was a way to get a
smoke break- a few minutes’ time off the job. The small amounts of cheap alcohol eased
aches and pains associated with their labor. As a country singer sung: “…beer sitting on
ice, after a long hard day, tastes just right”.
Today, the cost of a combo meal at a fast food restaurant is the same as a healthier meal
at a take-out place. It seems like these fast food establishments are preying on a lack of
knowledge of alternatives. We live in the information age; those who have knowledge
have the power.
Marginalization  During  the  1990’s,  it  appeared  that  little  attention  was  paid  to  the
minimum wage as the middle-and upper-classes increased in wealth through salaries
and a go-go stock market. Fifteen years later, some of the dynamics have changed. Due
to the living wage movement, the minimum wage will be $4.25 per hour higher in DC than
neighboring Virginia; the author noted that increased minimum wages do have a spillover
effect. Also, with job growth moving from sprawl to transit-oriented town centers and
inner-cities, are the transportation issues faced by the working poor getting better? The
author noted some cultural factors affecting the visibility and esteem of the working class:
Market segmentation meant that wealthy shoppers “never rubbed shoulders” with the
poor,  loss  of  middle-class  teen  interest  in  summer  and  after-school  jobs,  and
marginalization by popular media. And secondhand clothes meant that the poor no longer
have to “look poor”.
Housing Issues One thing that is different is gentrification, a factor that didn’t have to be
considered in 1998. The author worked solely in suburbs and small towns, while noting
that the poor were concentrated in the inner-cities. Today, as cities gentrify, and the
working class is squeezed on housing cost or commuting time. Luxury apartments are
replacing  alternative-  and  necessary-  living  arrangements  like  the  Joyce  “hotel”  in
Portland, Oregon, or YMCA-style Single-Room Occupancies with bathrooms at the end
of the hall. These arrangements are an important buffer against homelessness. For the
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author, it was a major struggle saving enough to make first month’s payment, and tiding
over any unexpected health or car expenses. The largest secret, perhaps, is that the poor
tended to live with roommates, other working family members, or a boyfriend- well after
their twenties are over.
Management  More  than ever,  retail  companies  want  managers  for  the  lowest  cost
possible; so much so that Vice President Joe Biden wants to redefine who is a manager
under the Labor Department’s salary provisions. Managers sometimes do not have the
toolbox of leadership skills to be effective; and sometimes forget that they themselves
may have been the lowest  minimum-wage employee at  one time* .Technology has
changed;  gone  are  the  days  of  employees  pacing  themselves  in  big-box  stores;
Amazon’s partner warehouses track employees’ movements by the second, and use
algorithms to get the maximal and most efficient use of the employee’s time. “With slide
rule and stopwatch our pride they have robbed”, goes a Dropkick Murphy song. * It is
notable that workers earning a tier above minimum wage tend to have the strongest
opposition to increasing the minimum wage, since they worked for their payraise.
The  author  remains  objective,  and  refuses  to  speculate  on  outside  factors  like
immigration, including the effects of illegal immigration on wages. The rising tide did not
lift all boats; greater demand for workers didn’t translate into increased earnings, as a
classical economist would believe. This book was written at a time of abundance of low-
wage jobs, a prospect which is finally returning after the last recession. Working within
fragile transportation and social constraints, they live life on the edge. The book sparked
a moral argument- whether it was right to ask someone to work for less than sustenance
wages; and leaving workers in worse physical condition than when they hired them.
Conservatives also questioned the wisdom of needing to indirectly subsidize low wages-
provide corporate welfare- through public assistance. Our gleaming, post-industrial cities
rely on a large army of working-class people to serve. How are we serving them?
Two years ago, I  bought wholeheartedly into the idea that changes in the economy
demanded “a new relationship of empowerment” between employers and employees.
That was a nice code phrase for reducing the power of labor unions, especially used in
the right-to-work  debate.  I  am more wary  of  the statement  now,  demanding to  see
concrete examples of how decent workers will benefit. I’d like to humble myself and tell
my relatives, “you were right”.
Twenty years after welfare reform, what happened to the New Democrats? They brought
the Northeast back to the Democratic Party. But their days became numbered when the
ends justified the means. Feminists knew that the affair between Bill Clinton and Monica
Lewinsky was unsavory,  but  they had larger goals in mind,  like defending abortion.
Likewise, I feel that liberal supporters of the Democratic Party are too willing to overlook
troubles in the DNC, such as resignations under allegations, accusations of pay-to-play,
and losing once-loyal union votes in the Midwest. While I believe in meritocracy, more
than a few people have observed that there are “too many white septuagenarians in
leadership  positions”;  in  a  party  that  is  becoming  majority-minority.  Topics  like
environmentalism and  social  issues,  favored  by  their  donors,  have  received  more
detailed attention than topics that matter to their voters, like educational and employment
opportunity. The DNC and media voices have encouraged playing it cautiously, because
“there is too much at stake”. One progressive commentator wrote an article titled “Bernie
Sanders is a Privileged Choice”, arguing that the poor could lose everything if Bernie
failed to win the general election. The language of political correctness was limiting their
political options. But with the exception of 2012, the DNC has had eight straight years of
losses. Even if “local races don’t matter”, losing the winnable presidency may be a wake-
up call to change strategy. In contrast, the turmoil in the Republican Party- from losing
Congress in 2006 to the anti-establishment Tea Party movement- created a party that is
more libertarian and less neocon than eight years ago; and a party that wins wide across
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the  map,  and  deep  in  the  “red”  states.  Nixon’s  Southern  Strategy  and  this  year’s
Midwestern Strategy were gambles that paid off. Murdoch and Akin in 2012, that was a
bad choice. They should never do that again. That’s all of my political screed.

Merry Christmas!
Sunday, December 25, 2016
Christmas season started for me on December 21 st, almost a month after Black Friday
and weeks after many already maxed out their credit cards. I went to a big box store. It
was late and I already had a long day that started before 4am. The ship and I had been
at sea, almost continuously, for a month, and we quietly pulled into port. As I made my
last Christmas purchases- mostly premeditated with a few impulse decisions, I  was
bumped into by other weary shoppers hustling like Olympic sprinters.
They used to say that once the crowd talks about the stock market, it’s time to sell. But
the post-election stock market surge kept good times rolling. So much so that one guy
told me that his stock market gains were larger than his paycheck. I congratulated him on
behalf of Uncle Sam, who appreciates the hard work of passive income by giving a lower
tax rate.
Conspicuous consumption is back, with new products to “solve” the problems of the rich
and “mass affluent”. You can see a stream of “Happy Holiday” ads that make you forget
the reasons for  the season (the Temple in  Jerusalem for  Jews or  Christ’s  Birth  for
Christians),  not  to  mention songs about  bigger  and better  presents.
The millennials have more enlightened spending habits; they prefer to spend on priceless
and timeless experiences. Plane tickets to visit faraway family? It’s important. I whipped
out a credit card, rented a car, loaded it with my Christmas trinkets, and drove home. I
spent two wonderful days with my family; now it was time to plan for an unforgettable
New Year’s. Should I bring the nice secondhand Italian suit; or is that overkill for Norfolk, I
thought? As I was driving back to work for a shift on Christmas Day, I heard a song that I
haven’t heard before. Amazing, since it played the year I was born. The song was called
“The Gift”, by Garth Brooks, and its protagonist is a poor orphan girl named Maria:
“There were diamonds and incense and perfumes in packages fit for a king; but for one
ragged bird in a small cage Maria had nothing to bring... Just then the midnight bells rang
out and the little bird started to sing
A song that no words could recapture, whose beauty was fit for a king”.
Merry, Joyous, Christmas to all.

Farewell and Hello on Inauguration Day
Friday, January 20, 2017
Today in  Washington,  despite  publicized plans to  the contrary,  I  expect  a peaceful
transition of power. Actually, "power" should be the wrong word, but it symbolizes the
increase of executive power in the US, vice what our founders intended. Thus, "elections
have consequences". And what a strange election, with incriminating email leaks, post-
truth,  fake news,  and the alt-right.  I've  been disconnected and busy,  so  unlike  the
proverbial  millenials  with  the faded Obama poster,  I  haven't  taken part  in  the new,
posssible dangerous world of information, although I am at high-risk of echo-chamber
mentality. In my workplace, there is a spirit of working hard, earning more and paying
less in taxes, with an objective of financial freedom.The validity of the election, as in
2000,  is  called  into  question.  Thankfully  our  incoming  President,  Mr.  Trump,  won
decisively in the Electoral College, albeit through narrow victories in the big midwestern
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states. I also suspect that adding conservative third-party votes to Trump's total helps
close the popular vote gap. It was a bit disingenuous for Mitch McConnell in the Senate
to "let the people choose" the next Supreme Court nominee, although it highlights the
lukewarm Civics education that Americans have- that elections have consequences.

That said, Mr. Obama stands alone after 8 years of presidency. As I said in a recent blog
post, I hold nothing back to say that the DNC, which Obama is a part of, is bumbling,
geriatric  in  leadership,  and  out  of  touch.  Thus  I've  been  downplaying  Obama's
accomplishments. But taking a step back, I can see that Mr Obama did try to do a good
job. Americans like the idea of affordable healthcare, and like myself,  find practices
insurance  companies  used  to  get  away  with,  like  plan  cancellation,  to  be  outright
immoral. I'm not sure if our healthcare system is teetering on the edge of financial ruin, as
Paul  Ryan claims;  but  Obamacare today favors  big  insurance companies  who can
comply with thousands of pages of regulations. This favoritism should disappear in favor
of fairer competition. Some parts of Obama's legacy won't be repealed this afternoon,
and holding insurers accountable is one of those items. So also the populist movement
for minimum wage increases will stay. I also believe that Mr. Obama's urban revitalization
efforts will continue, as this is Mr. Trump's raison-d'etre. I look forward to Mr. Trump's
business experience, with the hope that the role of small business will be revitalized.
Family bakers, florists, and the Catholic Church will be held in good regard again.

Mediterranean Sailing
Saturday, February 25, 2017
Dear readers,
I like to post every month; while I have the material, it has been hard to connect to the
internet  while  traveling  in  the  Mediterranean  Sea.  I  had  a  blog  post  planned,  but
connectivity issues laid me up. So I'll just say that my time in Europe has been great so
far. It began on the Atlantic Ocean side of Gibraltar, in Rota, Spain. I did the 'tour', seeing
Seville, Madrid, and Cadiz. Barcelona will wait until next time, though I am eager to see
the modern cathedral that is nearing completion. In addition I visited Gibraltar, and was
not only impressed by the view, but of the friendliness of the macaques. Beware, though,
that taxi  fare in Spain will  add up for longer trips,  so I  recommend splitting the fare
between friends. My next port was Chania, Crete, where I am now. Much of Crete is still
agrarian in nature, so goats and roosters are a common sight. Loved the gorges, and
Chania harbor is postcard perfect. As an American, I had to adjust to the Mediterranean
attitude towards work and deadlines; to take it easy, relax. Whether it means the bus
driver drives on his schedule, or the shopkeepers' lunch break and nap, it is a revelation
to how life ought to be enjoyed.

Discipline of Quality Control
Monday, March 27, 2017
Had I been born 20 years earlier… I wouldn’t have invented the internet, but I might have
been a messenger for the message of quality control. Someone defined stupidity as
“doing the same thing and expecting different results”, and apparently that is what large
companies like the auto makers were doing in the 1980’s. “We’re Number Five”, boasted
Buick: This became the title of a chapter in Chuck Colson’s book, “Why America Doesn’t
Work”,  a  book  which  I  have  reviewed  on  this  blog.  Quality  Control,  Continuous
Improvement, Lean Processes, Cost-Quality-Schedule; these were terms I learned to
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breathe in college. Where do these high-minded ideals fit in the real world? Last year I
took  the  CAPM  test-  Certified  Associate  of  Project  Management-  to  see  how  my
education in “Shipyard Management” measured up to other undergraduate management
courses. I was up to par.
Taylorism, originating in the early 20 th century, took autonomy away from workers, with
a vision of “slide rule and stopwatch”. In place of craftsmanship, writes Chuck Colson,
came a feeling of disassociation between employees and their work. Dr. Deming, who
emerged after World War Two, insisted that employee buy-in was essential for successful
quality control. The Japanese, whose industries were flattened by war’s end, bought into
this idea. The Americans held off.
Union Carbide or Bethlehem Steel, anyone? On that note, I’ve looked at pictures of the
now-abandoned Martin Tower, Bethlehem Steel’s former headquarters in Pennsylvania.
After-hours  access  required  employees  to  state  their  name,  department-  and
alphanumeric personnel code. Humble the peons! This is Illustrative of rigid thinking; just
one of the factors that allowed the continuously-improving Japanese to eat Bethlehem’s
lunch. The Dilbert cartoon contemporaneously parodies the corporate world’s discovery
of quality control. Beginning in the late 1980’s, Dilbert’s Pointy Haired Boss comically
portrays the implementation of Japanese methods, from implementing sleeping tubes to
animal costumes; to training sessions conducted with no clear objective.
I said in a previous blog post that big business today is a finely tuned machine. Buick
went bankrupt; and it seems that today, a low-performing CEO would be sacked rather
than be rewarded with a bonus. This perfection cuts both ways for the consumer. Yes,
you might get the right product in the mail, but expect no perks. I recently ordered a book
“How Boys and Toys Were Made”, a story about AC Gilbert and the once-famed Erector
Set. Two-day shipping became six-day shipping over a holiday weekend- all accurately
predicted by the website. I ordered on Thursday and received the book on Wednesday,
not a day late nor a day early.
This “new way of  thinking”-  employee empowerment for better,  quantifiable results-
specifics be darned- has been co-opted by the right-to-work movement, which insists that
labor unions, working as an intermediary between workers and management, are not
compatible  with  these  worker-enabling  production  and  quality  methods.  My  own
experience? The Department of Defense is looking into Six Sigma’s Lean Operation
system. In addition to being a valuable credential, it would put a formal cap on what we
were already doing- predictive maintenance and statistical analysis. It could be received
with skepticism by the tradesmen- is it just another management tool that prefers the
science of  data over the art  of  skill? Brainwork over brawn? You can now see how
employee buy-in matters.

Dubai, Today
Friday, April 07, 2017
When I  got  to  Dubai,  I  thought  I  would  be greeted by omniscient  prayer  calls  from
minarets, camel taxis, snake-tamers, pipists and belly dancers. This is not an Aladdin
fantasy; indeed I had read stories of the Middle East from crewmembers onboard WWII
Liberty Ships. In light of U-Boats roaming the North Sea, the Persian Gulf became the
preferred route to bring supplies to the Soviet Union. And for decades after the war, the
region was a quaint reminder of the past, with kings and the supremacy of religion; yet
increasingly important on account of oil.
Fast forward to the present day. The United Arab Emirates, of which Dubai is one, is a
diversified economy, focusing on international trade. There were no snake charmers
greeting me, although the gold souks are reminiscent of fabled Arabian opulence. The
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working class is Southeast Asia- Indians and Pakistanis- who drive the buses and make
the food. Foreigners are welcome, and coming from around the world, they take middle-
class jobs and practice their Westernized or Orientalized lifestyles. The local elite are not
ashamed to mention that the world’s tallest building, Burj Khalifa, was designed by an
American firm. If there was a country to describe America’s grim future in the minds of
American nationalists, it might be the UAE. Transnational globalists do world trade and
go sightseeing in Dubai; there is a strong Islamic influence; a religion shared by the
nation’s elite and much of the immigrant working class. And furthermore, foreigners not
only ‘take’ working-class jobs, but middle-class ones as well. This fact makes me very
interested in how the UAE- and other Persian Gulf States- are able to maintain a good
standard of living for their own people. In the US and Southern/Eastern Europe, one
primary concern of nationalists is well-paying jobs for born citizens. Yet halfway around
the world, there are nations, steeped in Islamic culture, which welcome foreigners, to
allow set-asides for things like alcohol and western feminist thought.
I am familiar with the respect given on military bases to morning colors and evening
retreat. Regular business stops, and so does traffic. I was ready to give this regard to
prayer call, but by observing the regulars in Dubai, strict observance of the prayer call
was not required. The best prayer call I heard was inside the Dubai Mall, and few heeded
its warning, as the ‘globalists’ continued dining and shopping while observant locals
made their way to the prayer room.

Mid-Month Thoughts
Monday, April 24, 2017
I saw a story in the national news about a young woman who saved herself from doom as
a lost motorist. Looking for a shortcut into the Grand Canyons, she followed her GPS into
a large cattle ranch, and ran short of gasoline. Her Girl Scout skills got her out of this
predicament, when a police helicopter spotted her stone sign. Reliance on technology
without perspective- can be dangerous.
Still going in and out of Dubai and am grateful to have gotten the important sites out of
the way- the Burj Khalifah- the world’s tallest building. I had some questions, like why the
global  investors are supporting tremendous, speculative growth and construction in
Dubai; changing a regional city into a global power. I found an answer: what is happening
in Dubai is not unprecedented: New York and Chicago boomed a century ago, on the
backs of immigrants. I try to identify a lively American neighborhood- or Westerner town-
in each of the big cities I spend time in. They have some of the comforts of familiarity and
the fusion of two cultures. Something like the Chinatowns in American cities. Now Dubai
is interesting to me because Western tastes, and expats, are so profuse throughout the
city-state.
432 Park Avenue in New York City was recently completed with 104 residences. It’s
remarkable since the condo building has the height of the World Trade Center, and the
controversially bland exterior was apparently inspired by an art deco wastebasket. But,
the views from inside are fantastic and the multimillion dollar condo units were bought up
by the global elite, making the supertall building a financial success. The building has
drawn social criticism for being the pinnacle of ostentatious wealth. Why this building
among the hundred tallest skyscrapers in the world? In many cities the tallest buildings
are office buildings. While these gaudy towers might be signs of corporate affluence and
extravagance, a little bit of the wealth trickles down to support a white-collar middle class
workforce, who fill the inner offices and cubicles. Even the most secluded of firms have
secretaries. In other places, the tallest buildings are hotels, and size of these hotels
require pricing at least some rooms for the upper-middle class masses. When the tallest
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buildings are luxury residences, it is hardly inspirational, demonstrating the extremes of
inequality:  the uber-wealthy owners and tenants  who are waited on by low-income
service sector workers. The middle class are kept outside the doors. In the ideal world,
the most iconic buildings would be somewhat more egalitarian.

How to Remember Robert E. Lee
Saturday, May 27, 2017
In the space of several weeks, New Orleans removed four monuments, even demolishing
at  least  one.  Such a  sweeping  action  spearheaded by  Mayor  Mitch  Landrieu,  with
consent of the City Council, generated less debate on the national scale than I expected.
I was very surprised that the city had the authority to remove landmarks, as I thought that
they would  be protected by state,  even federal  law.  The federal  courts  declined to
interfere with this “local matter”, and the monuments were removed in the dark of night
with less legal battle than removing an old tree.
These monuments happened to commemorate Confederate leaders and events; and
were erected during the heyday of Civil War veterans. They were the South’s response to
Grand  Army  Plaza  and  General  Sherman  statues.  In  Norfolk,  Virginia  there  is  a
Confederate memorial erected in 1951. At first glance I thought it was a bad symbol of
massive resistance to civil rights, but upon closer reading I discovered that the memorial
commemorated the last meeting of centenarian veterans. In some parts of the country
and in some communities, the thought of Confederate statues generates revulsion. But
living on the border of Virginia, I grew up around intentional and subtle memorials to the
Confederacy, such as the Civil War battlefields, replete with reenactments, curio stores,
Robert E Lee’s house on the grounds of Arlington National Cemetery, Lee-Jackson Day,
and roads with high rise buildings named after Confederate generals.  Recently,  the
Washington National Cathedral, part of the Episcopal Church, decided to alter a stained
glass window that portrayed a small Confederate flag. That is their right, but it sparked
debate in preservation-conscious Washington. Virginia has taken a keen interest in
ensuring that the historic city of Alexandria, bordering Washington, keeps its memorials. It
makes for unsavory news headlines in the age of clickbait. Around a city full of statues
and monuments to controversial figures; several statues to the Confederacy is just ‘is’.
Among the four demolished monuments was a wholly inappropriate memorial to the
Battle of Liberty Place extolling the virtues of lawlessness. It was a low key-memorial and
the first to be removed. As the Associated Press writes, it commemorates “A rebellion in
1874 by whites against a biracial Reconstruction-era government in New Orleans. An
inscription extolling white supremacy was added in 1932”. This statue was devoted to
racism;  and had no redeeming artistic  value,  it  was rightly  demolished.  The others
commemorate Confederate leaders,  which some find to  symbolize racism.
I looked at pictures of the condemned memorials in New Orleans. Several were grimy
and looked to be neglected. That was how Pennsylvania Station looked in 1963 when the
“obsolete” Pennsylvania Station of 1908 was razed, to the horror of historians, the art
community, and the educated public. The airy atrium and iconic building, everything
above street level, was replaced with the Madison Square Garden stadium and an office
building, maximizing use of what was seen at the time as wasted real  estate. What
existed below street level, the utilitarian train tracks and platforms, was preserved. A
small concession was made to preservationists, and the iconic eagles, which used to be
on the train station’s facades, landed at college campuses and public places around New
York City.
The fact that Pennsylvania Station was demolished proved to be a turning point on how
our nation treated old but iconic buildings. It was a turning point , not a clean break, as
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we see in our churches. Parishioners, many struggling immigrants from the Old World,
put their pennies together to build great churches in our cities. Some churches have been
sold or demolished, usually after a period of postponed maintenance, due to insufficient
funds. Other times, there was “wreckovation” that came with the “Spirit of Vatican 2”:
While many parishes were able to accommodate the new mass without alterations; other
church leaders jumped on a bandwagon and planned renovation using the vague motive
of symbolism about moving forward in a new direction. Similar attitudes prevailed in other
denomiations as well.
Then the Tridentine Mass returned after 20 years’ absence. This is the old mass which
the  old  Catholic  parishes  were  built  for.  There  is  nothing  more  beautiful  than  the
combination of ritual and place, the old mass being celebrated at the old altar, as it has
been for a century or more, skipping one generation. In many neighborhoods with old
parishes, gentrification is in full swing. The flavor of life of ethnic communities is being
replaced by generic residents and bland chain outlets. In light of this, churches, statues
and monuments create a sense of place; as they have been for the past centuries.
What is a Washingtonian to judge how New Orleans wants to forget the unpleasant past?
Folks visit New Orleans for the cultural difference, where preserving the past has less
importance than enjoying the present. The people of New Orleans make the French
Quarter what it is; the buildings are decoration. Let the good times roll in the Big Easy.

Post Script: Temperance Fountains
Saturday, June 17, 2017
In my last post, I neglected to mention the historical analogue between Confederate
monuments and temperance fountains. Like many cities, DC has a temperance fountain
located halfway between the US Capitol and the White House, placed so that tourists in
the 1800s could have a drink of water instead of slipping into a saloon or a drink or few.
In the 1920's, temperance turned to prohibition, and many of the fountains placed around
the country were removed or demolished. They had become symbols of oppression.
Fittingly, DC, with its historic reputation as a sober town back when people had faith in
government, kept its fountain. It even outlasted the old local neighborhood's urban decay
of the 1970's and 1980's, and eventual revitalization into a must-see area. Today, instead
of being filled with empty cans of beer and malt liquor, a fountain again flows with water.
In DC, there are still  vestiges of sober conformity;  a dating site recommends that a
person who is a researcher by day and painter by night call himself an analyst, rather
than an artist.

When a Vacation Gets Busy
Friday, July 07, 2017
While I was at work, it was easy to say "I don't have enough time" to be worried about
activism and protesting. Now on vacation, 'not having enough time' is my own problem,
not one I could attribute to my boss or shortened days caused by time advances. At the
same time, while at work I could shout as loud as I could off the gunwale of the ship, and
no one would hear me.  It  was an eye-opening experience to trade a weak satellite
connection for wifi and broadband; to use internet configured for me rather than one
optimized for sending simple text emails. Yes, I did some of my recent blog posts through
a satellite connection. I'd write ahead of time, and then wait for early morning to access
blogger.com, when the absence of "higher priority" traffic allowed me a connection to the
host website. I will be the first to tell you MSNBC clickbait, used as my ship's internet
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homepage, does not an informed citizen make.

When I was traveling for work, I sectioned attention to friends and family into a 20-minute
phone call or a paragraph email, and a twice-weekly Facebook check. Otherwise, my
afterhours were my own to plan and divvy. So when I got home at the beginning of the
four-day Independence Day weekend, I was surprised by how much time went to 'family
time'. A devotee to an art would tell his or her associated to "leave me alone". A dilettante
like myself seeks to appease, placing others' desire for attention above attention to the
craft.

For me, the 'staycation' does not work. I created, and am working through a punchlist of
items that I couldn't readily complete overseas like tax adjustments, ordering books and
videos, and making appointments, visiting Mr. Liedman, my coin dealer. Things I guess
people do over lunch break, or late afternoon at work, for the lucky ones. So to get away,
I take a 'real' vacation, like my week tramping around the old Austro-Hungarian empire of
Central Europe (material for another blog post). I left the US on Inauguration Day (faster
than a talking head celebrity), and arrived back after five months away. I was quickly
reintroduced to American culture: upon arrival in the US, it appeared that half the border
control agents took Friday afternoon off! This was only unusual to me since six full days
of work a week is the norm on my ship, and seven days is normal too. Instead of "getting
ready for the weekend" on Fridays, the anticipation was "getting ready for the overtime".

I feel like a have just a handgrip keeping me from obsolescence. Tinder, where women
sort through virtual binders of men, and men do likewise, was the butt of jokes when I
was in college just three years ago. Now I've read that online dating had replaced the 'bar
scene' as a matchup forum. I landed at the airport alone in one's own city: In Washington,
DC, the summer social calendar is light; and none more so than the week of July 4th. As
the weeks away from the US turned to months, I needed to take the time reconnecting
with friends. They said Mitt Romney was stuck in the 1950's; he missed the 1960's and
ensuing cultural changes as a husband and a Mormon missionary. If I wanted to, I could
become a virtual hermit on the ships, with a W2 wage statement and a portfolio ledger as
my sole concerns in life. That is not the life for me. To know that I will go out again, I vow
to have all matters better organized for my next vacation!

Two hours by train from Vienna
Thursday, July 20, 2017
The main reason I chose to take R&R in Vienna, Austria is its proximity to its Central
European neighbors. That it's a kandlocked nation, Danube river notwithstanding, was
another draw. As such, there's a snowball's chance in Hades that I'd go there for work. I
flew from the great maritime nation of Greece, via The Hagia Sophia in Istanbul, to the
green fields of Austria. Now Vienna is an international city, not to just mean residents
from across Europe, but from around the world. This distinguishment comes out late at
evening, when it appears that the born citizens are at home, getting rested to conquer the
world on the morrow. And the memory of the Hapsburg runs deep, with dedications of
civic landmarks and learning to Franz Josef. The Hapsburgs are still around, though the
British royalty get all the attention: 20 year old Ferdinand von Habsburg is better known
as a Racecar driver.

I had the opportunity to visit Bratlislava in Slovakia and Brno in the Czech Republic. Once
subjected to communism, the old winding medieval streets are filled with life. I could only
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notice the preponderance of streetcars. Once shunned in North America, the quaint
mode of transport has been a feature of Central European life since the Romantic age.
Several new-builds have been exported to Washington,DC to restart streetcar service
recently. The cathedrals in Bratislava and Brno are filled with choirs, organ music, and a
congregation. On the street,  the older men still  wear hats. Named after Dvorak and
Chopin, the eastbound trains to Prague pass a dystopia border town. One stop further,
and my eyes were fixed on the old city of Brno. At the post office in Brno, I took my first
ride in a paternoster. It's really a fancier version of a man lift, but the German invention
has been abandoned in Western Europe for safety reasons. Two years ago, I had bought
a quick phrase book for Central Europe. It was kind of prophetic that I would have the
opportunity to visit. When it was time to fly home to D.C., I was in awe of the lands that
once consisted an empire. My pockets had Euros, and coins from Turkey, Hungary, the
Czech Republic, and Denmark, where I had a layover on my return trip. The European
hopper flight  on Air  Berlin  was nothing to write  home about,  but  the Scandinavian-
accommodating legroom on the long-haul SAS flight was much appreciated. Meal service
was the best I've had on a plane. Coffee, tea and water were abundant and available on
demand; I like to think the charge for soda was a health incentive. Anyhow, I got my
kroner's worth from the flight lounge in Copenhagen.

Someday, I will take the grand tour of Europe- London, Paris and Rome. But those pint-
size cities of Central Europe have touched my heart.

The Old Technology Review
Thursday, August 17, 2017
Typewriters
Apparently still a favorite of police departments. Accosted by word processors, and the
ease of sending emails. Wounded by the fillable PDF.

Desktop Computer
Preferred by the government, cash-flush companies, and extreme gamers. Also used by
those with work-life balance, who leave the computer in the home office.

Laptop Computer
Digital natives adapt seamlessly to smartphones, leaving heavier Windows-operating
machines to suit-and-tie professionals. Where's the USB port on the Apple iPad? There is
none.  Low-cost  Netbooks  fill  gaps  which  smartphones  are  ill-adept,  such  as  word
processing.

Vinyl Record Players
They're coming back, right? You can get your favorite alt-rock hits on new vinyl.

Telegram
They have a bad rap for being associated with bad news, whether in 1928 (1) or in WWII.
But they could also be used for good news as well.
It was more convenient to use a telex or fax machine than walking to the telegram office.
Long-distance phone calls and later email displaced the messenger boy.

Telex
Reliable, lower cost international phone service and the internet banished the typewriter-
resembling device from land. Still reigns with pilots and mariners in the air and at sea.
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Fax Machine
Dogbert from the Dilbert cartoon may have hated the fax machine, but I. Technophobes
in some state legislatures have not allowed signed emails to hold the same legal status
as faxed documents. For this reason, lawyers and doctors err on the side of conservative
caution and continue to use fax. From my point of view it is a convenient way of sending
medium-sized documents, as an alternative to priority mail. Fax machines work on the
basis of dial-and-send. To email a document, you must fire up the computer, scan each
page, create an email and attach the scanned files. Beware: smartphones, with snap-
and-send features, are eliminating this advantage.

Kinkos
Forget putting dimes in the copy machine. The all-in-one machine meant that a family
could get a full-color printer, a copier, scanner and fax machine for the price of one
machine.

Letters
As far as old technologies go, sending a letter is really easy. Stamp and envelope and go
to a blue mailbox- or raise the flag on your own mailbox. And for those dreaded bills, you
can save a stamp and pay online. It also helps the business save on data entry staff.
Regular correspondence is cheaper and faster by email, unless it's the US Navy. From
boot camp letters to family photos sent to sailors on ships, snail mail is slow but ultimately
reliable.

Telephone Operators
Direct dialing of long distance calls began in the 1950's. Local calls in big cities were
automated even earlier. Large businesses and institutions kept telephone operators until
relay electronics and computers became widespread, allowing extension lines to be
dialed directly. If you are feeling nostalgic, call a friend in his or her hotel room. You will
likely be connected through the front desk.

 Dial Up Internet
According to Time Magazine, about 3% of internet users in the US still use a dial up
service. In the 1990's, dial-up was slow but awe-inspiring. Today, it's fairly slow, and the
modern age has adapted to DSL and other high-speed services. You can't watch videos,
but you can check basic email. Better than nothing.

Landlines and DSL
The younger generation wants their smartphones, and want it now. This increasing traffic
has proven a challenge to wireless data providers on 3G and LTE networks. A sober
approach would be to increase use of wired internet through seamless WiFi connections
in public spaces; providers must adapt to the reality that "millenials" are choosing to forgo
wired services like landlines and DSL internet.

Overnight Letters
Fred Smith thought that the Dilbert-era 1990's fax machine (and later, email) would kill his
Federal  Express business.  Instead,  the need for  overnight  parcels  kept  increasing.
Overnight mail is my preferred method of transmitting large documents from overseas,
since some fax machines reject international lines.

Camera Film
It used to come in rolls of 24 exposures. You paid for the roll of film and you paid for the
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development at a photo lab. You made three trips to get a photo: one to buy the film, one
to drop off the completed roll of film, and one to pick up the developed pictures. For this
reason, places like convenience stores and groceries were 'in' on the photo business.
Polaroid was a bit different; my family never had one but the photos would be ready after
a few minutes.

CD Players and Walkmans
"Want to buy a Tower Records?" asks Sean Parker, the founder of Napster. Still used by
my family's 2006 Volvo and durable home stereo. With a near-ban on USB sticks, Uncle
Sam is propping up the decades-old CD-ROM industry. CDs were replaced by the MP3
player for music, notably the iPod and Zune, which were supplanted by smartphones.
Files went to USB sticks and cloud services.

Floppy Disks, Cassette Tapes and VHS
Navy ships commissioned in the early 1990s used state-of-the art computer technology,
including floppy disks that saved engine performance data. Comparison with today's
readings would guide maintenance planners as the ships enter mid-life.

For tapes and VHS, remember to be kind and rewind.

Punch Cards
Unlike most of today's electronics, the machines were pretty durable, and some served
into the computer age. I have come across these cards in the back of library books.

Carbon Copies
Today, making a copy of a saved document is as easy as Control+P.
Carbon copies are still used on handwritten forms like sales receipts of small businesses.
Handheld tablets and the ubiquity of credit card use meant that manual imprint machines
gave way to point-of-sale receipt printers.

Rooms filled with Filing Cabinets
I like to keep paper records for the day we are hit by solar flares. Many people go full
electronic, and for many businesses, retaining paper records means paying for storage
space in the tunnels of Iron Mountain. You can sympathize with the secretary who was
replaced by Control+F on the keyboard, with which you can find a long-lost e-file in a few
seconds.

Flip Phones
Once a technological breakthrough. Today, they are relegated to 'late adapters' and
business that hand out no-fun dumbphones to employees.

Blackberry
Creative destruction at its finest.  Mobile internet became more widely available and
ended need for proprietary services; but more importantly, seemed to fall behind learning
curve.

(1) http://www.telegraph-office.com/pages/telegram.html
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Sunday, September 10, 2017
One article headline caught my attention several months ago in the Christian Science
Monitor:  "Church revival? More liberals are filling Protestant pews".  It  was a jarring
headline because it countered what everyone knew: Mainline Protestant Churches like
the Episcopal and the Presbyterians were once associated with the Protestant Work
Ethic, the Republican Party at Prayer, and the WASP establishment. After the 1970's,
those churches took a leftward turn in theology and outreach, religious non-affiliation
increased, and church membership declined.

Coincidentally,  church-goers were returning to  tradition:  Jews turning to  orthodoxy,
Evangelicals  embracing  sacraments,  and  Catholics  saying  old  prayers.  Church
attendance has become correlated with conservative views, a Pew Research poll will tell
you.  This  may  be  a  result  of  decades  of  culture  wars,  with  Evangelicalism as  the
loudspeaker and Catholicism as the library; the pastoral aspects of Christian life, though
always present, falling to the background. Talk Radio and ballot boxes made being a
"good" Christian easy;  Pope Francis made a few Catholics uncomfortable when he
reminded us about the importance of charitable work. It was not specifically a call to
increase the 2.5% quarter-tithe American citizens give to charity, on average; but a call to
open one's heart, showing a bit more compassion in the ruthless world.

So what is the appeal of a progressive, liberal church to the "Tax-Raising, Latte-Drinking,
Sushi-Eating,  Volvo-Driving,  New York  Times-Reading,  Body-Piercing,  Hollywood-
Loving"(1) demographic? You may have heard of the "Third Place" idea; a place you
spend time away from home and work. Starbucks wants you to make their stores your
"Third Place" and many people do.
But people need a sense of community in addition to a sense of belonging in a "Third
Place", and this community is what draws some people to those churches that hang
rainbow flags and "Black Lives Matter" signs.

While  traditional  churches  tended  to  focus  on  spiritual  matters  over  earthly  ones;
progressive  churches  talk  to  issues  that  matter  to  progressives.  With  the  new
administration in the White House, some fear a return to the politically alienating days of
corporate welfare and moral Pharisees. There is a bit of racial strife, and this year there
are geopolitical crises that force people out of effete complacency. North Korea's nuclear
missile program. Human rights violations in Syria.
Inclement weather from fires in the Western States to hurricane flooding in the tax havens
of Texas and Florida. The need for a feeling of togetherness in these times might compel
some progressives to take their Sunday morning coffee in the parish hall  instead of
Starbucks.

(1) Credits to Geoffrey Nunberg
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City on Fire, 1977
Wednesday, September 27, 2017
While  flipping  through  property  records  of  Norfolk,  Virginia’s  most  desirable
neighborhood, I discovered that a Dubai investment firm had purchased, at full price, a
fixer-upper in this small city at the eastern end of flyover country.
When a Dubai investor puts money into the future of a fairly provincial shipbuilding town
with few international flights, it makes me wonder if the globalists have used up all the
potential of New York, San Francisco, Miami and Los Angeles. Not too far from their
favorite  depositories  for  wealth  are cities  down on their  luck-  Johnstown,  PA;  East
Baltimore, MD. Several million dollars, less than the cost of a New York apartment, would
transform these places, but to no avail.

Subway and streetcar neighborhoods of 1950’s urban white America, can be seen in the
films  “Brooklyn”  (2016)  and  “Avalon”  (1991).  At  the  same  time  of  parish-centric
neighborhoods,  there  were  suburban  ambitions.  Part  of  this  was  practical:  urban
neighborhoods were overcrowded at the end of WWII.  Depopulation of white ethnic
neighborhoods continued with the Civil  Rights Movement.
Further hurting the cities were job creators following their employees to the suburbs.
Government programs created in the 1960’s became politically impossible to defund. By
1975, New York City was bankrupt. President Gerald Ford, a favorite of suburbanites,
told the city government to “drop dead”.  This brought 1980’s footage of  abandoned
houses and vacant lots which younger generations can watch on Youtube. Dating from
this era, I came across a book in the aptly-named “Urban Literature” section of DC library,
titled “Young Landlords”, and read stories of college- educated squatters on the Lower
East Side.
Those dark days are two decades past, so nostalgia for wild days, individuality, and a
“blank slate” takes hold. The South Bronx is not wrapped in hypergentrification seen in
rezoned industrial districts of lower Manhattan, or of that in Harlem. Although many of the
same underlying social problems remain, the physical environment is improved, with new
affordable housing and parks. How did this happen, without the unstoppable displacing
force of gentrification? “During the past three decades, this extraordinary partnership
between state and local  governments,  for-profit  and nonprofit  builders,  and private
investors and lenders has resulted in the construction and rehabilitation of more than 2.9
million rental homes for the most vulnerable members of our society”.
(Granger MacDonald, Chairman, National Association of Home Builders; letter in Wall
Street Journal).

Farewell, USS Ponce
Monday, October 16, 2017
When the USS Ponce was commissioned in the early 1970's, you could guess some of
the sailors had somewhere else to be. Given that it was the Vietnam era, there was a
draft.  No women on combat ships then,  as this  was an LPD amphibious ship.  Skip
forward to 2012, and the USS Ponce got a second life. Saved from decommissioning,
she has spent the better of five years in the Persian Gulf, testing new theories of littoral
action in a Navy once accustomed to deep sea operations. Of note is furing these past
five years, she carried a civilian operating crew. As the last ship of that class, the Navy
sailors who knew its engines were in bigger positions on other ships or shoreside. The
civilian engineers put a bit of sweat equity to get the ship mission ready again. She has
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served a good five years with a hybrid crew, and is now being commissioned after 46
years of service. For this last tour of duty, all engineers were volunteers on one of the last
steam vessels crewed by Navy civilians.

Hugh Hefner's Ghost
Tuesday, October 31, 2017
They  say  Hugh  Hefner  never  dies.  But  it  happened  this  month.  His  controversial
magazine,  Playboy,  included  nude  women,  beautiful  bachelor  pads,  and  social
commentary. The Playboy bunny became an American icon. The controversy, of course,
was whether  Playboy glorified the body (  a  la  Renaissance )  or  objectified women.
"Liberated women" could take the former view, but pantsuit  feminists took the latter
opinion, and posters, calendarsa and magazines were removed from white and blue
collar workplaces alike.

Context mattered, and Playboy sold itself as a classy publication. If Playboy was a high-
minded ideal, 25-cent peep shows were the crude, ugly bastardization of the beautiful
body. Times Square, New York, was the epoch of sleaze, and Mayor Giuliani's cleaning
up the city meant shutting down those venues. The twinning of public sexuality and mid
century urban physical decay must've made sense in the mind of the Moral Majority. In
Hugh Hefner's final year, Playboy removed the nudity to appeal to a wider audience. It is
a paradox how in some ways, America has become more sexually liberated, like greater
acceptance of LGBTs; but has become constrained, such as the undergrounding of
nudity to the internet, and the rise of MGTOW online forums fomenting resentment for the
other gender.

Happy Halloween!

San Juan Report
Wednesday, November 15, 2017
For the past two weeks, I've been on the ground in San Juan, Puerto Rico. Although I
earlier reported the resumption of normal life after Hurricane Maria, what I saw from the
bow of the hospital ship was superficial. Beyond the Marina street, electricity is not in
service in the old city. A number of shops are open and running on diesel generators.
Grocery stores are selling dry goods which do not require refrigeration. Essentials like
eggs  and  milk  can  be  procured  at  certain  restaurants  running  on  generators.  It  is
impossible  to  find fresh meat  in  affected areas of  the harbor,  although stores near
downtown have had electricity restored.For eligible patrons, the PX and Commissary at
Fort Buchanan, both well-stocked, were doing brisk business. Gasoline is available, and
rush hour traffic jams give a sense of normalcy. However, many traffic lights remain
down, and major intersections are being marshaled by police. Light rail service is not
available, but a cabbie was optimistic of an upcoming reopening. Much work remains in
restoring public infrastructure, which will at long last allow more citizens to resume daily
life and get the essential tourism industry back on track.
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Deconstructing the Department of Motor Vehicles
Saturday, December 02, 2017
As I stand in line waiting for the DMV to open, I wonder how the experience could be
improved. Online services have helped tremendously, reducing workload for "Patty and
Selma" behind the desk. Permits have to be renewed in person less frequently than in the
past. But sometimes you still have to go to the DMV, MVA, or whatever it's called in your
state.

How about privatizing? No, this is not a libertarian antigovernment screed; I'm referring to
the customer-facing services. The government definitely has a role in ensuring safety of
vehicles and their operators on public roads. But going to the DMV still stings.

The driver's license or ID card is an important document that allows people onto airplanes
and into other secure facilities. How could you trust a private firm to issue IDs? On behalf
of the federal government, private Acceptance Agents check identity documents for the
IRS, notaries give a seal of witness to legal documents, and contractors perform security
screening in lieu of the TSA in places like San Francisco, and at a number of small
airports. Ditto the rationale for registering car titles and license plates.

And would shady companies look the other way on tests? Computer based testing,
typically arranged by the firms Prometric and Pearson Vue, is used for knowledge tests in
issuing certificates and licenses to skilled tradesmen and professionals. No clerk can
nudge you up to a passing grade. A simulator would objectively evaluate driving skills
versus a subjectively-graded road test. However, a simulator seems to be a disservice to
16-year olds when this 20-minute test allows for a lifetime of driving. So, okay, you'd go to
the DMV for that road test.

What a single vote can do
Tuesday, December 19, 2017
Back in 2014, I got at least two votes in an uncontested ANC ( neighborhood committee)
election in DC. Since I had not declared candidacy, no winner was proclaimed. As a
studious college student, I went back to my studies in New York, and did not challenge
the Board of Elections to be seated.

And three years later in Virginia, where I’m staying for work, a House of Delegates seat
will flip to the Democrats by one vote in recount. Yes, one vote of 24,000 cast. And that
one voter will end the 20-year Republican majority in the legislative body, resulting in a
power-sharing tie. It takes a real “good old boy” to congratulate the presumed incoming
delegate. And a “good old boy” network is therefore one of Virginia’s strengths: I have
seen  stats  showing  that  Virginia  is  less  partisan  than  other  states.  Even  when  a
Democratic wave wipes away your Republican supermajority. Apparently, through the
House of Delegate’s elections committee, the governing party can toss a close election
like  tied  candidates  toss  a  coin  in  other  states.  In  the  post-1965  voting  rights  act
environment, a legislative overturn of a recount would warrant federal scrutiny. Being a
Virginia delegate is a part-time job, with 90 days of service over two years. The pay is
approximately $18,000 per year plus hotel and meals while in session. Most delegates
have full-time jobs, so engaging in a controversial, almost unprecedented, endeavor
might not be appealing to outgoing Delegate Yancey, a Republican, especially during the
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Christmas season.  Personal  sensibilities  might  trump party  loyalty,  and how many
citizens can say that they’ve been tossed out of office by a single ballot? The Republican
Party of Virginia has yet to put out a statement.

With legislative experience that outgoing (carpet bagging) Governor McAuliffe lacks,
incoming Democratic Governor Ralph Northam could lure a Republican delegate to a job
in the executive branch, putting Democrats into the majority until a special election can
take place. Republicans pulled a similar stunt on the Virginia Senate in 2014. despite the
stunned silence, I doubt that Republican leadership is waiving a white flag. You don’t just
give away the keys to your house after 20 years of power. Democrats would know that
feeling, having held the House of Delegates from the end of Reconstruction to 1998,
about 120 years of Democrat control in the Solid South. So I’m betting that there are back
room discussions with Democratic leadership and the incoming governor that will leave
shell  shocked  Republicans  with  more  power  than  they  deserve  after  November’s
electoral  whipping.  After  all,  it’s  the  art  of  the  deal.

In  other  news,  professional  sports  players  play  and  perform  for  the  fans,  not  for
themselves. The NFL organization ‘s fumbling on the National Anthem protests was
reported to cost about 10-12% viewership, which the media explained away as a natural
occurrence of 2016 being an election year. But that margin was enough to hit a tipping
point that made stadiums empty out and tickets sell for cheap. Which is a surprise for me,
since I thought new game-day fans would fill in for dejected regulars. Then again, I’m
talking about the Washington Redskins, a team that will not be going to the playoffs this
year.  Given  the  economic  harm  that  NFL  has  suffered  from  player  protests,  the
organization could bring C.K. in to discuss a settlement of grievances, as an alternative to
substantial civil suit against the controversial player.

Racial grievances in the NFL were a fringe issue until last year. Jesse Jackson’s and
Spike Lee’s concerns now hold water. I  applaud rapper P. Diddy for quipping about
purchasing  an  NFL  franchise.  African  Americans  are  underrepresented  in  sports
leadership- from quarterbacks to managers to owners. It is analogous to the military of
the 1970’s: you can be the best employer of racial minorities, yet there will be tension
until one’s management represents diversity.

UPDATE (12/21/17): GOP reversed its course of resignation, successfully challenging
one uncounted ballot. Result is a tie, coin flip to follow ( and likely second recount) per
Virginia law.

When Cash is Joker
Thursday, December 28, 2017
 Today, with Paypal and Square, even the smallest merchants are connected to digital
payment. Bitcoins are totally cyber. So discussing currency, especially denominations
other than the greenback $20, might seem nostalgic. Numismatists, a.k.a. coin collectors,
recognize long-obsolete denominations of money: Half-cent coins issued until 1857, large
2 cent coins during the Civil War, small antebellum silver 3 cent coins, and the short lived
20 cent coin of 1875-1876. The small print tells you that it isn’t a quarter. One-cent pieces
(pre-1857)  and  dollars  (pre-1979)  used  to  be  larger.  To  compare  then-and-now
circulation of money, I like to use “Jurgis Rudkus” or NYC Subway Fare metric. It does
not account for real changes in the price of goods. For example, the real cost of a New
York City subway ride ($2.75 today) has doubled since opening in 1904. So the Bureau
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of Labor Statistic’s CPI calculator is better, when the internet is readily available. Jurgis’
boss might’ve had gilded age gold coins in $2.50 and larger denominations, at a time
when  laborers  made  a  dollar  per  day.  We  know  Jurgis,  a  laborer  in  the  Chicago
Stockyards, through Upton Sinclair’s The Jungle. Some denominations have fallen out of
favor. Take the one-cent piece, or colloquially- the penny. Due to the percent tax and the
psychological deception of $.99 pricing, we have been stuck with the penny. Sure, stores
could  choose  to  round  down the  purchase.  In  overseas  shops  using  US currency,
pennies; even nickels and dimes, are dropped. In Dubai, I saw the 1 dinar coin used as
ersatz  American  quarters.  Half  dollars  are  widely  recognized  at  all  classes  of
convenience stores, where cash is king. Exception is the shopettes on-base, which serve
a straight-laced clientele. Elsewhere, the half dollar is not readily recognized, but most
often accepted nonetheless. Their availability at banks is capricious, and the futility of
using them in laundry, vending and other machines is frustrating. Despite the US Mint’s
best efforts, dollar coins are not the “hip new thing” millennials are clamoring for. If you
use a silver-toned Susan B.  Anthony dollar  coin,  make sure it’s  not  mistaken for  a
quarter.  It  was  a  short-lived  series  that  immediately  followed  the  Nixon-era  large
Eisenhower dollars. The Sacagawea gold-toned dollar coin fares better. They are the
mainstay of mass transit machines, and circulate freely in downtown shops. To stir more
interest in auto-centric areas, the US Mint concurrently introduced the Presidential Dollar
Series. The Sacagawea series continued concurrently as her peoples’ sworn enemies
Andrew Jackson, Zachary Tyler, and colleagues were commemorated in coin.  $2 bills
are  a  popular  Christmas gift.  They are  accepted on Hampton Roads Transit’s  GFI
fareboxes, a type that is used around the country. But many younger cashiers do not
recognize the bill, even in entertainment-focused locales like San Juan.  $10 bills: Many
stores do not stock these bills in cash registers at the start of shift. $5 bill became the
workhorse of the economy. Where a seeming inefficiency is king, this orange hued bill is
squeezed out by the $5 and $20 bills. I would also blame inflation, which makes $20 bills
more easily broken by cashiers.  $50 bills: Due to inflation, these are now convenient for
grocery shopping, dinner out, and oil changes for the car. Also issued by Navy Federal
ATMs in high-priced countries like Bahrain. For all purposes, though, the larger “C Note”
remains more popular.  $100 bills: A mainstay of the cash economy. In the cutthroat
world of commercial shipping, if a sailor can’t deposit a paycheck immediately, he or she
would prefer cold cash in hand. For those sailing on government ships backed by the full
faith of Uncle Sam, the Benjamin is used for the seemingly contrary purposes of Western
Union family remittances and entertainment. Overseas, it’s safer to carry cash than to
trust an entertainment venue with a credit card. The Benjamin is also required when
exchanging for local currencies in underdeveloped economies.  $500 bills (and larger):
Banks have not issued them since 1969, a time when $500 could buy a new car. Yet,
unlike  deflated  or  obsolete  European  currencies,  these  big  bills  have  not  been
demonetized. Thus the Federal Reserve keeps track of these large bills remaining in
circulation, presumably in collectors’ hands and senior citizens’ safes. Now have a happy
new year!

Easy Days
Saturday, January 20, 2018
Snow- public schools in the Hampton Roads area of Virginia were closed for a whole
week. Us adults got two days off. On both occasions, we returned to work while ice and
snow covered the roads. I greatly improved my winter driving abilities this January. Now I
suppose the high tolerance of these southern cities for snow-driving is the prevalence of
SUVs, F-150 and Chevy pickups, and other 4WDs. And the can-do attitude of the heavily
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military population.

Leave- Gate traffic was light between Thanksgiving and the new year. This is the time
that many to most military personnel take several weeks’ leave. The benevolence of a
month off is met with the ambivalence of merchant seafarers and migrant workers, who
get their two-month breaks in exchange for weekends missed on duty.

While commuter traffic was light, the cumulative traffic on I-95 was heavy, northbound to
the Northeast and New England on Friday afternoons.

Trigger Warning: Something Fundamentally
Wrong
Wednesday, February 21, 2018
Another school shooting....I heard about it halfway around the world.
Just from the headline I could picture the murderer. Young white male, withdrawn, down
on his luck.
The presumed killer met my description to a tee. What does young, white American
males have in common, which is shared between the working class and middle class?

 Generation Z is the first generation to live in the era of frequent mass killings. I was out
of high school before mass killings became an epidemic in America. What has gone
wrong?  Three  answers  to  start:  Social  media  pressures,  emotional  infantilism  of
teenagers,  and  glorification  of  violence  in  media.  More  reasons?

Giving guns to dangerous people:
Young mass murders  seldom buy firearms with  money they  earned.  On top  of  the
purchase price, boxes of ammunition are too expensive on a ramen diet. The usual story
is that the killer got a gun as a gift, or got a loan to buy a gun. I would support liability
insurance requirements for inexperienced gun owners.

Ostracizing and De-facto Criminalization of mental illness:
Despite health privacy laws, diagnosis of mental illness is carried on permanent records.
It affects one's ability to join the military, get a high paying contractor job, own a firearm,
drive a car, or even participate in civic life. With the digitalization and interstate access to
records, there may be a perception that a mental health diagnosis is something to be
avoided,  when  it  is  something  needed  to  get  appropriate  (though  stretched  and
underfunded)  treatment.  As  if  it  were  a  criminal  record.

It might trigger the "You can't have it" theory illustrated on South Park. When a gun ban is
proposed, people rush to buy guns. President Obama, it is said, was the best firearm
salesman. On a smaller, personal scale, when a person is marked as ineligible to own a
gun,  he  has  the  urge  to  get  his  hands  on  one.  That  said,  several  killers  have  no
significant criminal record, but a disturbing history of behavior. Courts should be able to
put  a  clinically  unstable  individual's  firearms in  the  custodianship  of  a  responsible
individual.  Without  rendering  a  person legally  incompetent.
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Disrespect for authority figures:
In a former time, when much of the world lived under dictators or communists, public
officials were given respect for being democratically elected. While there is a place for
holding authority accountable to the people, the past several years the disrespect is
incredible.  It  occurs  in  the  media,  on  the  streets,  and  even  in  the  halls  of  city
governments. Then there are the government shutdowns, which is totally prejudicial to
good order. As of last month, both major parties are guilty of unleashing this anarchist
tactic. Violent protests are a stark contrast to MLK's approach of non-violence. How could
this  not  translate  to  disruptive  behaviors  and  grossly  disrespectful  behavior  in  the
classroom?

Mistrust of authority:
 Students need to understand that  safety  issues can be raised without  resorting to
intrusive searches of the innocent. That raising a concern will  not trigger full  SWAT.

Deadly marksmanship:
 Columbine was shocking since that kind of violence was rare at the time. But recent
events made Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold part of the JV squad of school killers.
In  the  inner-city,  bad  aim and  good  trauma care  have  given  many  people  second
chances. I have seen it multiple times on the news, which reports that a gang member
opens fire into a crowd. One dead, seven injured. Six injured. Four injured, one dead. (It
should be noted that injury by firearm can cause permanent damage). What these school
shooters have today is horrific accuracy, better than on actual battlefields. If we could do
one thing, keep the guns out of dangerous peoples' hands.

Soft targets:
Since 1990, we've gone from acceptance of hunting rifles in the high school parking lot to
mass murder despite restrictions on guns in school. The 1990's federal school gun ban
originated form 1980's incidents of one-on-one violence between ex lovers, gangs, and
grudges.

That did not change policies of wide open doors and lack of preparedness in once-
peaceful suburbs. Columbine was a one-time tragedy. This Florida high school was
ready, and yet the Valentine's Day killer slayed 17 in 6 minutes. One dead every 20
seconds, plus the wounded. In Washington, DC the local public schools have metal
detectors.  A  good measure,  but  not  foolproof:  armed attacks  have occurred at  the
security checkpoints of the US Capitol, DC's Metropolitan Police Headquarters, and the
Holocaust Museum in DC. As Rudy Giuliani  demonstrated in New York City,  visible
presence is a deterrent.

OK, OK, maybe its the guns: and how they are glorified in certain circles. In deference to
1st and 10th amendments, restrict paid advertising, of gun makers, across state lines to
prevent criminally-minded people from gaining a bloodlust from reading magazines and
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internet pages.

A Right-Wing Civil Rights Act
Saturday, March 03, 2018
How do you compel a retailer to sell guns to 18-year olds while allowing a baker to sell
wedding cakes to  straight  couples only? I  read on forums from many commenters.
including a few members of the intellectual class. The right-wing answer is as follows:
"Gays,  rental  cars  and  hotels  are  not  mentioned  in  the  Constitution.  But  guns  are
specifically  mentioned  in  the  Bill  of  Rights".

In all practical matters, the decision of Dick's Sporting Goods to restrict gun sales to 21+
is a boon to local sportsman stores. (Walmart has come to the same conclusion, but read
below for my verdict). These local stores presumably have regular contact with county
law enforcement and support public safety while serving customers. This face-to-face
contact is something large corporations cannot achieve, with directives from coming from
headquarters from a state far away. .

One might mention that hotels and car renters restrict to 21+. Often, a hotel will waive
age stipulations if a company, especially the US Military, will foot the bill. Understandably,
a hotel is at stake if young Spring Break revelers trash the room. For car renters, an age
of  21  can serve  as  a  proxy  for  "five  years  of  licensed driving  experience".  Indeed,
inexperienced drivers are more likely to accumulate a claims bill! Requiring auto rentals
at 18 would create an undue burden on car rental companies. I went to college in New
York and benefitted from the state's requirement of renting cars to 18 year-olds. (I'm a
good driver, as everyone thinks they are). Now turn to guns: Due to the legal precedent in
this nation, gun sellers do not face liability if their customers raise Cain with the products
they sell.

I  believe that discriminating against customers is sheer stupidity. I  feel that African-
American economic empowerment in WWII was a significant factor in securing equal
rights  under  law.  Integration  of  the  military  was  very  important  as  it  gave  African-
Americans buying power that they didn't have before. There was the "Don't buy where
you can't work" movement in the 1940's, referred to in August Wilson's Fences. After
WWII,  Woolworth's  and  other  interstate  chains  no  longer  had  incentive  to  racially
discriminate asides from local regressive laws. Indeed, I read that southern Woolworth's
were encouraged to 'discriminate politely'  so as to  not  offend the northern African-
American market.  BS.

In Virginia where I have bought a condo, since the same year interracial marriages were
allowed, alcohol licenses have been issued to restaurants, while taverns have been
outlawed for 100 years. Notably, restaurants and hotels are subject to more stringent
anti-discrimination laws than other forms of privately-owned venues. Concealed-carry
weapon  owners  have  been  able  to  carry  in  "bars",  and  the  ability  to  create  a  21+
environment is limited. Most often, age restrictions in alcohol-serving establishments will
not  apply  until  9  or  10pm due to  the fact  that  an establishment  must  function as a
restaurant to qualify for a license. This is in a "commonwealth" which does not treat
homosexuals as a protected class.

I suspect that Walmart's board of directors anticipates a letter from an "Attorney General
of  xx  southern/western  state".  With  that,  they  will  "suspend efforts"  to  restrict  gun
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purchases to 21+ in compliance with the law. As a further aside, posters on gun forums
have commented that  they didn't  even know that  Dick's sold guns.  If  so,  they were
overpriced. They should focus on selling "concussion causing" footballs to gym teachers.

Luck of the Silent Generation
Wednesday, March 21, 2018
In Dubai, an entire "Irish Village" was imported from the Emerald Isle. Within the walls
that seclude Irish Village from a drab light industrial district, there are restaurants, a
garden, and several gift shops. The world over, have you ever noticed that Irish pubs
tend  to  look  the  same?  According  to  The  Grapevine,  the  Irish  Pub  Company  has
"designed more than 2,000 pubs and shipped them to 53 countries around the world".
Now onto another type of luck: the year you were born.

A person born in 1911:
- Great Depression severely impacted early career.
-  Drafted into the Army during their  prime earning and family-building years, versus
younger veterans of WWII.

A person born in 1930:
- Was under the working age during Great Depression
- Still in school during WWII
- If from the city, would likely graduate high school
- Was aged 20 - 23 during Korean War.
- Entered workforce during time of economic prosperity
-  Those  who  entered  white-collar  work  were  at  leading  edge  of  shift  towards  an
"information  economy",  lawyers  and  bankers  to  name  two  beneficiaries.
- Those in blue-collar work retained job security throughout their careers, and often union
benefits.
-  Thanks  to  Social  Security,  employer-paid  benefits,  and  likely  to  strong  age-
discrimination  laws-  became first  generation  to  retire  with  wealth  (Strauss-Howe).
If you were a woman or racial minority, you had career and social opportunities post-
WWII that your parents did not have.

-This Silent Generation has not produced a US President.  Recently,  we've had two
presidents born in 1924 and three presidents born in 1946.

Deeds, not just Words, for Maritime Agenda
Tuesday, March 27, 2018
Donald  Trump  may  be  the  most  un-presidential  president.  This  outsider  status  is
sometimes a  benefit,  for  example,  challenging  foreign  policy  assumptions  in  other
aspects. He appointed Elaine Chao as Secretary of Transportation; with deep maritime
connections  and  family  from  Taiwan.  In  other  ways,  such  as  Trump’s  dismissive
references to developing nations, it’s humiliating to any American who has to defend
himself in social circles overseas. Yet one thing Americans agree on is that President
Trump means what he says, being a man of his word.
He carried through on steel tariffs: In 20 th century South Korea and Taiwan, led by
slightly  authoritarian governments,  oversaw development  of  a  middle  class.  These
governments provided a wide social  service net  to  its  citizens,  as a hedge against
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communist sympathies. This was reciprocated in the US with workplace safety laws,
Medicare,  and  old-age  social  security  benefits.  The  difference  in  competitiveness
between the US and East Asia comes down to use of technology and workers’ attitudes.
More recently,  some nations have opened up their  markets while providing little for
workers’ rights. I do not understand why first-world nations must compete with the lowest
denominator, mainland China and parts of Southeast Asia, in a game refereed by the
World Trade Organization.
So with congressional approval to build training ship Empire State VII, Trump becomes
the most supportive President to the maritime industry since Richard Nixon. Until Ronald
Reagan, shipping companies received generous subsidies to build and operate ships in
the United States, and the men and women who sailed the ships could receive free
medical care from what are now Veteran’s Administration hospitals. Small stipends in the
name of national security- the Maritime Security Program- were restored in 1996.
The Empire State VII will replace an Eisenhower-era, 60-year old steamship once known
as the SS Oregon. Pro-Wall Street, free-trading Senator Chuck Schumer admitted that
the Academy “churned out talented engineers by the boatload”. Staten Island, Long
Island,  and  parts  of  Queens,  which  voted  for  hometown  boy  Mr.  Trump  in  2016,
constitute a majority of the SUNY-Maritime student body. Graduates work as steam
engineers in New York City’s infrastructure and large buildings- often unionized. Some
sail  on  maintenance-intensive  Nixon-era  ships  in  the  US Merchant  fleet.  Deckside
graduates work in deep sea jobs,  and within New York City’s extensive waterways.

My take on a quarter century
Tuesday, April 17, 2018
If you were born in the 1990s, when America stood alone as a world power, you came to
believe anything was possible. 25 years going, the world has had a remarkable run.
Consumer technology advanced by leaps and bounds. The internet used to be tied to
large, beige desktop computers. Now it is almost everywhere on laptops and cellphones.
Patience was a virtue without Uber. We’re finally getting our self-driving cars. Fashion
has changed, too. Large glasses and big sweaters are out. The religious right used to be
an influence on national politics. Cigarettes went out of style, so did smoking areas inside
restaurants and offices. Trump’s grim view of the inner city used to be the norm; many
cities have rebounded. Borders care down between countries, especially in Europe and
Asia, allowing more visa-free travel. While the post-Soviet 1990s were seen as an era of
peace, there seems to be less genocide and low-level war is underdeveloped countries.
One example is Djibouti, where I am writing from today.

Can't You Hear a Poor Man's Cry?
Sunday, April 29, 2018
Ever since Newt Gingrich bailed out Washington, DC in the mid 1990's, it  is par for
course for city councilmembers to place blame on congressional Republicans for the
city’s woes. The optics of southern white congressmen deciding city matters harkened
back to the pre-1973 era in the minds of older Washingtonians, when an unelected Board
of Commissioners ruled the city with Dixiecrat fists. This sentiment covers all parts of the
city, black, white and wonderfully integrated.
But the true red meat comes from Ward 8, commonly known as “Anacostia”. This district
was once a proud, southern-tinged white working class community. Since the 1980’s,
though, it’s been the dangerous neighborhood President Trump warned you about. In
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councilman Trayon White's words, he described the drugs and violence that surrounded
his childhood. You haven’t heard this story in the national news. These are Forgotten
Americans; predominately African-Americans. The average income in Ward 8 is half the
city’s average. Unemployment and absentee fathers, early death and the other symptoms
of  poverty  lurk  in  Anacostia.  "Improvement  is  around the corner":  Home prices are
buoyed by hopes of a turnaround. Houses sell for $250,000; technically unaffordable for
the average neighborhood resident. In essence, prospect of gentrification adds insult to
the decades-long injury in Anacostia for  those residents who don't  own their  home.
Desperation breeds anger. Recently, Councilman White insisted that the Rothschilds
control  the weather,  and are coming to gentrify.  Taken by many as an anti-Semitic
remark, Mr. White atoned for this statement at the city’s Holocaust Museum. As shocking
as  these  comments  are  to  the  average  person,  Mr.  White  is  well-regarded  in  his
community for being upfront. I am a fan of Greater Greater Washington, a civic blog that
appeals to the "SWPL" demographic, named for the yuppie website. Commentators,
many progressives among them, make important talk of food deserts and educational
equality. Yet they are grasping at straws on other topics, such as gentrification. Some
unintentionally suggested denying community improvements, in an attempt to “keep
neighborhoods affordable”. So as a fact, Mr. White is more of an authority on urban
poverty than yuppie bloggers, even if his speech is not polished, eloquent, and politically
correct.  Mr. White’s predecessor, former mayor Marion Barry, happened to quipped
about  Asian-American  shopkeepers  peddling  unhealthy  food  while  draining  the
community of its money. The sitting Mayor naturally condemned the statement, but the
rhetoric coming from Ward 8 lends a cue to residents' frustration. Small-town and rural
whites may be concerned about jobs and gun rights, but low-income African-Americans
fear  for  their  homes  and  their  communities  too.  Anxiety  sounds  the  same  in  any
community.
https://edition.cnn.com/2018/03/19/politics/dc-council-member-apology-anti-semitic-
comment/index.html

Two hours to Ramadan
Tuesday, May 15, 2018
“Welcome to the parallel universe” they told me as I took the ship into Bayonne, New
Jersey.
What was once a bustling terminal in New York Harbor for Uncle Sam’s cargo was now a
small suburban outfit. Most everything went in and out of Norfolk, Virginia; jet fuel and
Navy beans. In Nee Jersey, you did things differently. “Going downtown” meant a fast
ferry ride to Manhattan, instead of a 15 minute drive south on Hampton Boulevard. Your
Uber driver knows where “Naval Station Norfolk” is, but would be hard-pressed to find the
government pier in New Jersey.

Such is the feeling that I approach my first Ramadan in the Middle East. We’ve made
some accommodations to cultural necessities: When preparing lunch, we settled for
chicken, since there were both Hindus and Muslims working on the team (no beef, no
pork). Muslims traditionally abstain from food,beverage, and water during Ramadan’s
sunlight hours. The temperature is 100 degrees, Fahrenheit. Abstaining from water flies
in the face of every health lesson in hydration. Then I thought about it more: before the
days of desalination, water was a rare commodity in the Gulf States. Abstaining from
water trains they body to do with less, a survival skill in harsh climates. I’m hesitant about
it occurring in my workplace, though. Will see how it goes.
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Thursday, June 14, 2018
When  working  in  an  Islamic  country,  Ramadan  means  shorter  hours  in  many
occupations. At my work, dayshift runs from 7am to 3pm, which is pretty common across
Dubai for the season. Even in the modern mechanized and computerized economy, it
isn’t  productive to work hungry and thirsty through the late afternoon. But for those
straddling cultures, Ramadan might mean longer hours: Evening shift at the shipyard
starts at 9pm, after breaking the fast with Iftar meal. As far as hunger and thirst and
sweat, I observe that many of our workers are Hindu and Indian, as thus are not obliged
to  fast.  (I  have also  worked with  both  Christian  and Muslim Indians,  too)  Five-day
workweeks are lush; our workers get either Friday or Saturday off. When does the work
stop? 12pm-4pm on Fridays.  It’s  mosque time.  And a perfect  time for  independent
contractors from France and England to get their work done without interference. In the
shipyard as with any big project, hemmed in by schedule demands, the objective is to hit
to dock running like a rabbit. Essentially, start the big tasks and keep up the pace. When
unforeseen circumstances arise: missing parts, extensive corrosion, it can be squeezed
into the schedule. And when the project finishes on time, praise is heaped. Still have a
month to go, though. As an expat during Ramadan, I go and come from work on dusty,
empty  streets  with  closed shops.  Which makes the  “holiest  month”  appear  drab in
sunlight. One who eats or drinks during the day must do so behind a curtain. Social
pressure- not co-workers, but the cultural norm- makes me lose appetite for lunch. After
dinner, and a little recreation in the hotel, I tucker out in my room as the city wakes up.
Ramadan means nocturnal. Sunset to sunrise, Dubai comes to life. I don’t like to work
while tired, so I let the city go on without me.

Judicial Activism not on Supreme Court Agenda
Wednesday, July 11, 2018
It’s Déjà vu; another Supreme Court Nominee battleWith the prospect of a conservative
Supreme Court, you may wonder, How far can they go? If you watch TV during campaign
season, you should be familiar with liberal activist judges, who create rights (such as
privacy and dignity) and supporting affirmative action; and interpret the Constitution.
Looking at 20 th century history, conservatives can also be judicial activists:
Child Labor Shall Not Be Infringed In the 1910’s, Congress passed Federal child labor
laws applying to products and services sold across state lines (sounds constitutionally
sound). But, according to the Lochner-era Supreme Court, those laws violated the due
process rights of corporations.
Creating the Asian Race Why were Asians not included in the 13-15 thamendments as
suitable for citizenship? Three possible answers: Willful action to let Africans become
citizens, but keep out the Orientals? An oversight or ignorance on the part of President
Lincoln and his fellow abolitionists? The Founding Fathers meant Free White Men as a
contrast to the enslaved population of Sub-Saharan African-Americans?
Conservative activists of the day believed that the abolitionists really didn’t like Asians.
The Supreme Court had to create the Asian race as a legal entity. Otherwise, those
Asians would have the Right to attend white schools and live in white neighborhoods. A
right, and not a privilege, at that. During the Jim Crow era, white privilege was worth
suing for. In cases involving Indian, Japanese and Chinese plaintiffs, the Supreme Court
conceded that, on a scientific basis, the fair-skinned Asians had claims to the White
Race. Socially, they were distinct. The racist mob, not impartial intellectuals, gets final
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say in Whiteness. As European Ethnics established their whiteness, a boundary “had” to
be drawn at the Caucasus Mountains, creating the Yellow Other.
Isn’t it better that modern-day conservative judiciaries are constitutionalists rather than
activists?

Flew the coop
Friday, July 27, 2018
With heat soaring across the Persian Gulf, tempers flaring at the “scheduled” end of a
shipyard availability, it was good to fly home. My father warned me against working to the
last minute; anyhow I had a hotel room and club dinner waiting for me in “real Dubai”.
The shipyard and oilfield workers created Dubai’s wealth, but “real Dubai” is the shopping
malls, hotels, and extravagant pastimes. How could I resist giving a last hour of wisdom
as the engineering plant was being brought back to health? I made it to dinner. Mission
complete.

My itinerary took me on Lufthansa via Germany. What appealed to me was the greenery
that surrounded Europe after six months of seeing and breathing the desert. Whereas
SAS (flown last year) was the youth hostel of transatlantic flights: cheap but with good
people; Lufthansa is a good airline and the sum of parts added up to a great experience.
Sooner than I anticipated, I was back in DC. Eight hours fly when watching movies and
sipping tomato juice.

Weekend Rates
Friday, August 17, 2018
It’s noon on a Friday. From my experience in Washington, DC, tough time to catch a taxi.
It’s mosque time. I hadn’t thought much about the religion and nationality of cabbies in
the Middle East. Indians must work alongside the Pakistanis? According to my Uber
estimate,  just  about  every  driver  is  a  devout  Pakistani.  I  think  about  taking  an
establishment taxi. These cabbies are very creative with the established rates, though.
Pick up at hotel? Add $3. Weekend rate? Yes. Drop off at a hotel? They’ll tack it on.
They’ve gotten angry because of the two upstart cab companies that associate with Uber.
They demand gratuities in advance.

So rather than test my luck, I throw a bone to old reliable Uber, take a ride in a new car,
and thank the gent for the ride.

A Walk Down Q Street
Friday, September 21, 2018
I have done all the touristic sites of Washington, DC manny times over, and trod the river
trails. For something new, I checked out DC’s Mid City. An encompassing term for row-
house and apartment neighborhoods with shared history: Built up from the Civil War to
the 1920’s. Condemned as obsolete housing in the 1950’s. Sent into a downward spiral
by 1968 riots and crack-related drug violence of the 1980’s. Rediscovered by creative
class yuppies who fixed up homes, before full-scale gentrification by developers.
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They were “Urban pioneers” discovering new neighborhoods. Wait:  proud, longtime
residents have always walked among us. No neighborhood was discovered.
Institutions like the Chinese takeout, has station, and laundromat linger on, surrounded
by kitschy cafes and Whole Foods. Real estate appreciation greatly outpaces crime.
Urban crime, the depraved violence and grand larceny that Wholesome Americans watch
on 10pm news, still occurs. Eventually the crime rate will drop, and pickpockets replace
gang members with assaulting fists.
New residents’ children do attend the local public school today, although Old Washington
still dominates here.

The further east I  walk,  the more moderate the houses are.  Opulence gives way to
working people’s homes. Or what was housing for working people: a duplex in need of
repairs inside and out, a tree growing in the brick grout, had an asking price of $700,000.

That was one block from North Capitol Street. You see the US Capitol in full view. Here,
very recently, was an open-air drug market. That I am walking through for leisure says
how times have changed. There is the Wendy’s. It’s always been there, attracts the
working-class crowd. A new elevated bike trail takes me several blocks to Union Station.
Now a bustling hub for rail passengers to New York and the Northeast, it was gutted and
repurposed in the disco era, before being restored.

The Soviets made public planning decisions based on science instead of the human
element.  One example  was  staggered  work  schedules  in  Moscow to  eliminate  the
capitalist plague of rush hour. In America, public policy can be described as carrots and
sticks- rewards and punishments that appeal to individual choice. Having people in the
city and working in the transit-accessible suburbs (large employers, public and private)
makes more efficient use of subway lines, currently packed in the peak direction.

I fly over Washington, about 7 minutes from farmland to the Reagan airport outside of
downtown DC. Flying is a rare treat to avoid metropolitan traffic jams. What would it be
like to have a 12-minute commute everyday? From DC’s Union Station to New Carrollton,
the first suburban commuter rail station on the line? It makes living on Q street appealing
to square people.

What Makes it a Trophy Building?
Tuesday, October 23, 2018
Like how up-marketed luxury apartments replaced comfortable dwellings, everybody
advertises their office space as Class A today. No strict definition exists, but Class A
denotes new or newly-renovated, spacious lobbies, the works. Owners, who own both
upscale and modest office space, are allowed to have Class B space for rent. With it,
they get to upsell the business owner’s pride: after all, a fancy office announces that
you’ve made your corner-office fantasies come true. Engineering and service firms, and
credit unions, led by practical people, settle into Class B space such as aging suburban
office parks. Intellectually honest leaders know that free snacks are more valuable to the
employees than the goldfish pond in a Class A lobby.
Class C for “creative”. Not techie creatives, but artists and struggling non-profits. It is the
low-rent and cramped spaces above downtown stores; or obsolete, like how 40 Wall
Street and the Singer Buildings in New York were perceived. The Singer Building was
demolished in 1968, and Donald Trump claimed to have bought 40 Wall Street for $1
million in the 1990’s.
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Above all this is the Trophy office. Not long ago, “Trophy” offices meant monumental
architecture. The Sears Tower in Chicago, the Empire State Building in New York are two
examples. Today, grade inflation creates a lot more Trophies. In downtown DC, an office
building,  designed in  any  other  shape than  a  space-maximizing  cube,  is  a  Trophy
Building with eye appeal. Several include the replacement Washington Post buildings,
with windows reminiscent of newsprint leaves fluttering through the automated printing
press; and City Center- it has a pedestrian alley and balconies.
Another Trophy project in DC is a squat five-story building just north of the White House.
During renovation, the owners downgraded from a marble siding to red limestone. How
does it deserve the distinction of a Trophy? You see, Corporate America captured the
AFL-CIO  building,  jackhammering  to  pieces  any  marble  engraving  that  reeked  of
“solidarity” and “brotherhood”. The interior was gutted down to bare concrete: no Union
Label stuck on a door or refrigerator would survive the purge. A building once owned, in
practical terms, by representatives of working men and women, has now been cleansed
and reoriented towards the full service of capitalism. Now that’s a Trophy.

Seven Pound Anchor Babies
Wednesday, October 31, 2018
Our President is certainly redefining government and questioning the old traditions. The
latest was his proposal to end birthright citizenship, which has been on the books since
Reconstruction after the Civil War. The 14th amendment expanded the constitutional
definition of citizenship to include all  persons born on US soil and subject to federal
jurisdiction. Free White Men, freed slaves, and children of immigrants were now citizens;
Native Americans later gained right to citizenship
at  a  time  when  Eastern  Europeans  and  Asians  were  generally  excluded  from
immigrantion.

Congress rejects the idea: Birth tourism is a healthy industry, flourishing in places like
California, Florida, and New York. Anchor babies are welcome, as long as their mothers
are from families of means. Furthermore, birth certificate tend to be issued without asking
the parents’ nationalities. I believe that anti-discrimination laws discourage hospital staff
from asking excess questions. In the DC area, children of diplomats do obtain regular
birth certificates, and thus can claim citizenship. Asides from one article, I have not heard
any concern about diplomats taking more than their fair share.

Other issues: Ending birthright citizenship admits a certain defeat on law-and-order
issues. Not long ago, a Mexican national, unlawfully present in the Texas, was executed
for murder over the objection of the Mexican government. Would conservative really want
to declare that children of illegal immigrant parents are not subject to US law, but entitled
to reprieve at foreign consulates of Mexico and Ireland? Because even under the most
zealous government, maternity wards won’t be booking outbound airfare for newborns.
Mass deportation is unlikely. Some scholars look to early 20th century court precedent
(conservative judicial activism- see previous blog post). But that was a different era, and
not representative of a world where airplanes connect any two cities in less than 24
hours; of visa-free access and lower trade tariffs.
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Armistice Remembered
Monday, November 12, 2018
France does a good military parade, all the more poignant as the world commemorated
Armistice Day at the end of World War One, the Great War. While the Western Front cut
through trenches in France, the Eastern front was fluid, and quite deadly for military and
civilians. As Americans we might have learned much about the Western Front, trench
foot, and shellshock from books like "All Quiet on the Western Front". France victorious
and Germany defeated. But the Eastern Front, whose stories were muted by the Iron
Curtain, resulted in real geopolitical consequences.
 They include the collapse of Franz Joseph's Austro-Hungarian empire, Bolshevism in
Russia, Turmoil in the Balkans, and the end of the Ottoman Empire. Washington, DC
commemorated the Eastern Front in various ways, this past month. The Emperor Karl
League of  Prayer  sponsored a Solemn Mass,  followed by discussion on the exiled
Austrian emperor's geopolitical worldview in 1918. A concert at the National Gallery of Art
remembered the wartime struggles of Serbs and the genocide in Armenia.

And the military parade? While countries big and small, authoritarian and democratic,
affluent  and  troubled,  host  annual  military  parades,  such  a  tradition  was  never
established in America. The Founding Father's resistance against large standing armies,
and historically strong pacifist  factions, certainly contribute to avoidance of outward
military displays. Another aspect is practical for servicemembers, their families, and their
units. Outside of training commands and small elite groups, drill and ceremony is an
afterthought  to  the  larger  goal  of  operations,  tactics,  and  military  readiness.
Servicemembers  enjoy  weekends  and  holidays  when  they  can  get  them.  Routine
watchstanding and officer rotations make full weekends a well-earned and cherished
rarity. Securing liberty for a mid-weekend parade is something NCOs and concerned
officers would rather avoid. In contrast, Service Academies and ROTC units, located near
population centers, are accustomed to marching drill. Shine those leathers again, and
adjust your cover.

George H.W. Bush flies high
Monday, December 03, 2018
Have moderate Republicans gone the way of dinosaurs? George Bush Senior, or “41”,
will be commemorated this week; left, right and center. In 1980, he dismissed Movement
Conservativism’s trickle-down ideology as “voodoo economics”. But he nevertheless
became  Reagan’s  running  mate.  America  was  dumbfounded  in  1988  when  a
conservative  group  ran  Lee  Atwater’s  Willie  Horton  ads  against  Mike  Dukakis,
Massachusetts  Democrat.  Because  Bush  Sr.  was  above  dog  whistling.  Instead  of
tailoring his message to win just 270 electoral votes (as it seems recent Republicans
have done), Bush Sr. had broad appeal, winning a Presidential landslide of 40 states.

In some of these states, voters kept Republican presidential  candidates on a three-
decade dry spell, before voting Trump in 2016. Other states, from Vermont to Maryland;
Washington to California; Illinois and New Jersey, flipped to Democrats in 1992, and
stayed that  way since.  Bush Sr.  Accomplished much in  four  years,  working  with  a
Democratic Congress. Today, President Trump views occasional cooperation with Pelosi
as “winning”; Bush might’ve seen compromise as responsible governance. After leaving
office, Bush Sr. even criticized the NRA when he perceived an anti-government shift after
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Waco.

Some Bush Sr. accomplishments are: Americans with Disabilities Act, Relatively peaceful
liberation of Eastern Europe, Yugoslavia excepted. He laid the groundwork for NAFTA,
and put David Souter and Clarence Thomas on the Supreme Court. And his leadership of
the First Gulf War was widely heralded.

A youthful Bill Clinton won the Presidency in 1992; and Presidental politics since then has
been dominated by two families: Bush Jr. took office after Bill Clinton, whose wife Hillary
would  serve as Senator  from New York,  Secretary  of  State,  and 2016 Presidential
nominee.

A Naval Aviator of WWII, Bush Sr’s “wings” sail on, pinned under the superstructure of his
namesake aircraft  carrier.  USS George H.W.  Bush,  CVN 77.  I  had the pleasure of
deploying with the strike group on their most recent deployment, trading a million gallons
of jet fuel for a box of delicious cookies baked with 100% nuclear energy. They’d come in
a gift box, bearing a photo of none other than young Midshipman George H.W. Bush.

By the way, where’s Vice President Dan Quayle (1989-1993)?

Government Shutdown Equals Failure
Monday, January 07, 2019
Let’s suppose your local power company tried to prove a point to your city council by
shutting off electricity, plunging the town into darkness. Or the real life example of a
Chicago Teachers Union which went on strike during the school year, and were rightly
cricitized for the tactics they used.

Every time the US government heads into shutdown, it represents the failure of the US
Congress,  or  the  presidency,  to  fulfill  basic  responsibilities.  Indeed,  each family  in
America prepares and executes a budget, answering to the needs of its members. They
may do it on spreadsheets, or may do so in the back of their mind. The members of
Congress certainly do not resemble the role of benevolent fathers and mothers at this
time.

My work life continues, business as usual, during the shutdown. The shutdown is limited
in  scope,  even  leaving  my  alma  mater,  the  USMMA,  unaffected.  But  there  are
inconveniences. Uncertainty among civil service in DC is likely putting a damper on the
local small business economy, as previous shutdowns did. My correspondence with the
US Coast Guard’s civilian-focused National Maritime Center is delayed. While of little
consequence to me, it could mean lost job opportunities to other mariners, if they can’t
get credentials issued on time.

So, please, Congress, do not let identity politics and rigid ideologies hurt constituents any
longer. Voters, too, should remember in 2020.
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A  Decade  Ago:  Sullenberger  Sets  the  Flying
Standard
Thursday, January 24, 2019
In January 2009, America was still embroiled in the Global Financial Crisis and Great
Recession.  Even  in  Washington  DC,  the  effects  were  felt  through  fiscal  austerity,
especially  at  the  local  level  in  repose  to  falling  property  tax  revenue;  and  through
downsizing at Fannie Mae. I had become accustomed to the radio being bearer of bad
news. But on the afternoon of January 15, 2009, the radio reported a strangest thing- an
airplane landed in the middle of New York City's Hudson River with no loss of life.

I  first  heard  this  as  I  rode  our  school's  shuttle  bus  to  the  train  station.  Back  then,
cellphones didn't have internet, so I learned more on the TV when I got home. While
some passengers of US Airways Flight 1549 immersed in the icy water, many of the
passengers  and crew transferred from the wing of  the  downed aircraft  to  rescuing
ferryboats,  as  if  walking  down a  pier.

US Airways Flight 1549 was captained by US Air Force Veteran Chesley Sullenberger,
then  57  and  approaching  the  pilots'  retirement  age  of  60-65.  After  spectacular
performance in the Hudson River landing, his memoir, "Highest Duty", came out in 2010.
It quietly demonstrated a middle-class guy trying to do better for his family. He had a real
estate investment; and was paying the expenses after the commercial tenant had moved
out. He worked in commercial aviation, a field where downward wage pressures are
prevailing; and corporate restructuring, mergers and acquisition threaten the earned
status of seniority and experience.

Less than a month later, and also in New York State, Colgan Air 3407 crashed outside of
Buffalo. Colgan Air was a regional carrier, the kind where new pilots, fresh from school,
start their careers at working-class wages. This accident uncovered ongoing pilot fatigue,
and  shortcomings  in  training  and  performance assessments.  Compared  to  'legacy
carriers' like US Airways, regional airlines complied with federal regulations but did not
embrace a safety culture. As Sullenberger's performance shows, experience and buy-in
to excellence matters, when critical skills are put to a real-life test.

Since February  2009,  though,  American commercial  passenger  aviation has had a
spotless safety  record.  A decade later,  US Airways and Colgan are no more.

Governor Northam: Wolf in Doctor's Clothes
Wednesday, February 06, 2019
.
On the heels of Brett Kavanaugh's confirmation, another 1980's yearbook claims its prey.
Ralph Northam, one week ago the quiet  Virginia Governor,  made an embarrassing,
shameful splash onto the national stage. We wonder why Ed Gillespie, the Republican
who lost to Ralph Northam in 2017, didn't find that yearbook. Simply put by another
campaign manager:"opposition research 101". To further this point, Mr. Gillespie spent
part of his working career as a political operative. I also wonder why no Eastern Virginia
Medical School alumnus broke the Code of Silence, and independently brought forth the
revelation during the 2017 campaign.
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Gauging the public outrage over the EVMS Blackface-Klansman photo, Black Virginians
were the most outraged. Institutional racism died slowly, with Dixiecrats holding control of
the Virginia legislature into the 1990's. That nightmare, fueled by the current President's
"good people on both sides" comment, flared up recently in Charlottesville. In 2017,
Northam claimed moral high ground in a brutal, race-baiting campaign season: a law-
and-order Gillespie ad focused on real crimes committed in the Washington, DC area by
the MS-13 gang, but was taken by some as a loud dog whistle on immigration. A Latino
Victory Fund ad in response, run on behalf of Northam, portrayed a Gillespie supporter in
a pickup truck,  waiving the Confederate flag.  He proceeded to  mow down minority
children. The Washington Post condemned this ad, which was pulled after an ISIS-
inspired Uzbek man plowed through, and killed eight New Yorkers with a rented truck on
Halloween.

In 2006, former Senator George Allen narrowly lost reelection after using a questionable
term, "macaca", to describe an Indian-American. It was caught on camera, and soon
there were allegations from high school classmates of "N-words and nooses". As this
concerned merely the "coalition of the ascendant", the total shift in support amounted to a
few critical percentage points. Black-White relations, however, have permeated Virginia
politics  for  400  years.  Many  white  moderates,  the  target  audience  for  expensive,
televised campaign ads, now felt  duped by Northam's hypocritical  (self  projecting?)
campaign on racial issues. A photo shouts a thousand words. In this context, despite his
perceived dog-whistle on immigration, Gillespie was the better man. This was buttressed
by his commitment to criminal justice reform, an aspect of Virginia policy which has roots
dating to the Dixiecrat era.

White liberals (the latte set) were more likely to consider the pros-and-cons of keeping
Ralph Northam in office, as a so-called "progressive leader". That is the art of marketing
at work, if you can virtue-signal your way into office, with pink hats and appearances with
minority community leaders. In contrast to previous liberal governor Terry McAuliffe's
frequent impasse with the GOP-controlled legislature, Ralph Northam is one of the "good
old boys" who works with Republicans.

Ralph  Northam's  views  on  social  issues  is  within  line  of  the  mainstream  medical
community. Here is my take. On guns: Did you hear the recent story about the four-year-
old who got hold of, and shot a loaded handgun? On the prosecution of abortion doctors
as a slippery slope: Read Miller's 'King of Hearts' and see how allegations of murder
followed high-risk  heart  surgery,  including  future  Governor  Doug Wilder's  civil  suit
following a 1968 heart transplant in Virginia. On capital punishment: Even I felt bad that
Tojo was hung for his war crimes in WWII, after American doctors worked hard to save
him after a suicide attempt. On expansion of healthcare access: Why are politicians
interfering with my ability to provide better care?

While conservatives joined the cries to unseat Governor Northam, the reality is nuanced
for Virginia Republicans. With racial provocateur Corey Stewart retiring from politics this
year, the local GOP now has the ability to regain status in minority communities. Behind
closed doors, Ralph Northam is a "good old boy", a Virginia Military Institute alumnus
connected  to  bipartisan  power-brokering  in  Virginia.  His  would-be  replacement,
Lieutenant Governor Justin Fairfax, is an African-American progressive who would put
the brakes on Republican plans for  new pipelines;  and expose the tight,  bipartisan
connections between state-regulated utility Dominion Energy and the legislature. This
year, all seats are up for election in the evenly-divided legislature (51/49 and 21/19, GOP
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in narrow control). There are many competitive districts, where minority turnout counts. A
damaged governor who can't make appearances with the Black community will only help
Republicans hold the legislature.

Island Time
Thursday, February 21, 2019
I’ve been to the American outpost of Guam before, in 2012 and 2016. Always by ship,
never by airplane. Closer to Japan than the mainland USA, it’s where America’s day
begins, on the oriental side of the International Date Line. To note, it’s 17-18 hours ahead
of Los Angeles, and about a full day ahead of Hawaii. Those were brief visits in the past,
but my current work assignment carries the distinction of being homeported in Guam.
While I feel pressured by East Coast influences, to get back to mainland USA as soon as
possible;  the expat  population couldn’t  ask for  a better  paradise in Guam. There is
enough tropical sunset for everyone, rich or poor. It’s endless summer; full length pants
are only worn to church. So I’m digesting these opinions the same way I’ve analyzed
expat life elsewhere, from Subic Bay in the Philippines, to Dubai and the Francophone
nation of Djibouti. Hafa Asia, greetings.

Double the Competition: Young Women and the
Prep School
Monday, March 11, 2019
In honor of this past week's International Womens' Day:

In the 1980's, prep school enrollment was in decline: Generation X was simply smaller
than the previous generation of boarding school students. Perhaps as individualists, they
were more interested in MTV than structured, supervised life in the dormitory. At some
campuses, the social fabric unraveled with problems like binge drinking and even drug
scandals; hurting institutions' pristine, long-cultivated reputations. At the time, some
boarding schools were co-ed, but many were either boys' or girls' schools. The boys'
schools were renowned for producing America's leaders; the girls' schools most often
known as finishing institutions for debutantes.

Few boarding schools have endowments like the two Phillips academies; so declining
enrollment- and declining tuition income- posed an existential threat to the survival of
fabled institutions. They needed more students. They were "seeking all kinds of kids".
These included "Non-traditional"  students  like  first  generation preppies,  those who
attended public grade school,  minorities, day students; but most importantly,  young
women.

The Hill School, located outside of Philadelphia, PA, was one such school that faced
enrollment challenges. The quality of the learning environment was great as ever, but
simply the quantity of students fell short. The school's reputation was such that daughters
of alumni expressed interest in attending; enough so that the Hill School's future was
guaranteed when the boarding school went co-ed in the 1990's. That was not the end:
going co-ed, there came to be double the competition, in admissions, in awards, and so
forth. The student environment drew foreign exchange students from Europe and Asia,
who wanted to be part of the reinvigorated boarding school environment. Admissions is
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selective today.

Once the gender barrier had been removed from the general psyche of prep schools, the
weaker boarding schools closed: they fell behind what public schools in exclusive zip
codes could offer. You could call this efficiencies in the educational marketplace, when
students and their parents now had twice the choices of boarding schools. In no small
part, it was young women, and their aspirations, who saved prep school culture from the
dustbin of American history.

End of Month Report
Sunday, March 31, 2019
March marks my third month on Guam. I've now figured out what I like on this island: the
swimming, the sunsets, the community-oriented local culture. I've rented a car during my
stay, but I'm ready to try transit: the Navy has now started (or restarted?) a shuttle service
between the piers and its hospital,  located near the island's capital.  It  operates with
precision, and on a schedule; compared to the "island time" casualness of the existing,
barebones, local bus service.

Shoutout to the end of USNS Supply's 25th anniversary month. Commissioned in 1994
as "AOE 6", she was the lead ship of the last class of supply ships to sail with uniformed
Navy sailors. She was ordered by the government during the Reagan administration,
when funding for new Navy ships was ample. This class of ship was intended to replace
the four original AOE 'fast combat support ships', whose propulsion plants were built
during WWII for battleship use, and which were commissioned in the 1960s to support a
nuclear navy. All later-built classes of supply ships (the T-AKE and T-AO ships) would
sail with civilian mariners. USS Supply, as she was known at the time, transferred to
Military  Sealift  Command's  civilian  mariners  in  2001,  and  by  2005,  all  underway
replenishment  ships  were  operated  by  civilians.

Notre Dame: Culture Worth Saving
Tuesday, April 16, 2019
“Britain is losing its culture”, cried no less than a few provocateurs. A necessarily open-
ended statement, it leaves much to the individual imagination. I pondered this on the
verge of Brexit- Britain leaving the European Union and going its own way, turning its
collective psyche back to the 1970s, or earlier. Is it regret for relinquishing imperial units
(miles, feet, pints and pounds), or the pre-decimal monetary units of shilling and pence?
Is it the loss of pub culture that is being mourned? That’s a loaded theme: you could point
to gentrification and rising rents, workaholism cutting into pub time, the prevalence of
Continental wines, or abstemious immigrants moving into traditionally working class
neighborhoods.  Does one,  rather,  miss  national  solidarity  and the stiff  upper  lip  of
surviving Nazi  bombers  during the Second World  War?

During that trying time, Westminster and Saint Paul’s Cathedral stood as defiant symbols
of national resolve. Even as surrounding central London was bombed flat, these national
symbols had to be defended, at any cost. During air raids, Architecture students manned
bucket  brigades  in  the  highest  crevices  of  Saint  Paul’s  to  preemptively  extinguish
incendiary flares dropped from the sky. One large bomb did drop into the Cathedral’s
nave: miraculously, it was a dud.
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This week in France, sorrow and resolve, not apathy, came out of the conflagration at the
850-year old Notre Dame Cathedral in Paris. In a secularizing Europe, Notre Dame held
firm as a national symbol. The heart of France, as described by some journalists, in a
nation that  has long celebrated a hard separation of  Church and State.  Dominique
Venner, then a 78-year old historian and reactionary, took his own life at the altar of Notre
Dame in 2013, in a protest against same-sex marriage and other cultural changes. Notre
Dame was front-and-center in the 1944 liberation of Paris from Nazi occupation. Notre
Dame was present, and suffered some damage, in the 1790’s French Revolution. The
damage from this week’s fire is still being totalized, but it includes the central spire and
several rose windows dating to the 13th century. In America, Notre Dame Cathedral
features prominently in Western Heritage and History courses- especially in Catholic
school. Paris, namely its most famous Cathedral, is a must-see on most every college
graduate’s list.
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